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Executive summary
Organizations worldwide, from governments to public and corporate enterprises, are under constant threat
by evolving cyber-attacks. The fact that there are literally billions of IoT devices globally, most of which are
readily accessible and easily hacked, allows threat actors to use them as the cyber-weapon delivery system
of choice in many today’s cyber-attacks, e.g., from botnet-building for launching distributed denial of service
attacks, to malware spreading and spamming. The first step towards developing an effective defense strategy
towards these threats is to document them, including in the documentation the existing vulnerabilities, the
class of system that each of them pertains to, the exploitability level, technical impact and severity level of
each vulnerability as well as the security dimensions affected etc. In order to foster detection and mitigation
of threats in an automated setup, information regarding the observable traces associated with each cyberattack need to be collected (concerning both the breach attempt phase and the breach exploitation phase)
and relevant mitigation actions need to be catalogued.
Towards this end, this deliverable conducts a comprehensive review of the threat landscape, compiling a
catalogue of threats that comprise the contemporary threat landscape, considering all the above mentioned
aspects of individual threats.
Subsequently, the deliverable focuses on the types of systems predominantly considered in the context of
Cyber-Trust, i.e. systems comprising IoT components and CIIs. The major application domains of such systems
are reviewed, examining the functionalities realized by these systems, the associated security goals and the
reference deployment architectures. Furthermore, considering that system implementations are operating
within environments where security controls and procedures are in place, the deliverable presents how
specific security controls may mitigate each of the threats, regarding both the threat exploitability level and
the threat impact. These assessments are important for the context of the Cyber-Trust cyberthreat
intelligence sharing and alerting, since they can be exploited for delivering accurate information for the
potential threats of an installation, taking into account its particular security characteristics.
Finally, recommendations for other CyberTrust work packages regarding the exploitation of the results of
this deliverable are listed.
Intended audience: This deliverable discusses content that is quite technical by nature (e.g. root causes of
vulnerabilities, technical impact or technical measures for mitigating attacks). We believe readers with
technical knowledge (such as CIOs/IOs, security experts, IT department staff with at least some entry-level
security expertise, personnel of LEA, ISAO and ISAC) will be able to benefit from the full extent of this
deliverable. Non-technical readers might have to skip the technical parts of content (especially during their
first reading).
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1.

Introduction

A threat is potential for violation of security, which exists when there is a circumstance, capability, action, or
event, that could breach security and cause harm. That is, a threat is a possible danger that might exploit a
vulnerability [1]. Threats constitute dangers to assets of organizations or individuals and, if the potential for
violation of security is realized, consequences are inflicted, the severity of which may range from minor/low
to severe/high [2]. The goal of this work is to provide a comprehensive documentation of the current threat
landscape, including vulnerabilities of various types of systems or system components, the threat agents than
may exploit each one, the associated technical impact etc., and to contextualize this information
appropriately in the focal environments of Cyber-Trust, namely IoT systems and CIIs.

1.1

Purpose of the document

The CYBER-TRUST project aims to develop an innovative cyber-threat intelligence gathering, detection, and
mitigation platform, tackle the grand challenges towards securing the ecosystem of IoT devices especially
considering that this environment involves CIIs, which provide the vital functions that our societies depend
upon.
Targeting threat detection, this deliverable documents a number of aspects for existing threats, beginning
from the vulnerabilities that may be present in target environments (IoT-enabled systems and CIIs), the
adversaries that are bound to attempt the exploitation of each vulnerability (which quantifies to a large
extent the expertise and resources available to them), types of systems or system components that are
affected by vulnerabilities and traces of device, network or system behavior that could be observed and
analyzed to identify cases that specific attacks are performed or breaches have been made.
Regarding the mitigation dimension, for each vulnerability, certain mitigation actions are prescribed, either
preventive or reactive. Mitigation actions are also documented in this deliverable.
Subsequently, the different contexts relevant to Cyber-Trust within which the vulnerabilities occur are
surveyed. Taking into account that Cyber-Trust considers the IoT landscape and CIIs, the deliverable surveys
the most prevalent uses of IoT in cybersystems as well as CIIs. For each such context, the functionalities and
services of relevant information systems, the security goals pursued for them and the relevant deployment
architectures are documented. Deployment architectures are deemed important in this review, since they
affect the applicability of defensive measures. While some reference architectures can be identified for the
application domains, individual deployments may greatly vary in the implementation and the particular
applications hosted therein, as well as regarding the security-related characteristics put in effect. These
differences may pertain to the technological measures deployed (e.g. existence or lack of firewalls),
established procedures (e.g. taking backups) or human aspects (e.g. security awareness) and transcend all
IoT application domains and CIIs. These differences are important to identify, since they are highly relevant
to the degree that a deployment is vulnerable to certain threats or to the impact that a data breach may
have. Taking this into account, we explore the effect that nine important characteristics have on vulnerability
degree and impact level of the threats documented in Section 2. The results of this effort can be used,
amongst other, within the Cyber-Trust threat alerting mechanisms, so as to determine the effective level of
threat for each particular installation (depending on the installation’s characteristics) and accordingly
disseminate (or not, in case that the threat is deemed of low level) tailored information.
The documentation compiled in this deliverable provides important input for other project work packages
and tasks as follows:
•
•

•

For WP3, it offers a comprehensive list of data and traces that need to be collected and analyzed.
For WP4, the list of data and traces that need to be collected and analyzed effectively dictates the
data collection and analysis mechanisms that need to be put in place; moreover, the architecture
that will be created in WP4 should comprise the necessary elements for realizing the mitigation
actions, either preventive or reactive.
For WP5, threat sharing needs would take into account the customized threat levels for each
particular system based on the security-related characteristics of the system that are in place, while
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threat modeling should employ a representation that is sufficient for accommodating all the threat
characteristics documented in this deliverable.

1.2

Structure of the document

The document is comprised of five sections, the first being the current introductory section. The rest of the
document is structured as follows:
•
•

•
•

Section 2 reviews the current threat landscape, documenting for each threat number of aspects,
including exploitability, technical impact, class of systems affected, observed behavior during or after
attacks etc.
Section 3 reviews the most prevalent application domains of IoT and CIIs (i.e. the main focus of CyberTrust) and subsequently identifies main security-related operational characteristics that individual
deployments –or parts of deployments- may have; for each such characteristic, its effect on the
exploitability and technical impact of the threats documented in Section 2 is also assessed. Moreover,
Section 3 provides guidelines on how the severity of a threat can be assessed in a particular context,
taking into account the modifications to exploitability and technical impact presented in Section 3 ;
however the methodology is generalizable to consider additional characteristics.
Subsequently, Section 4 lists recommendations on the use of the information within this deliverable
in other WPs.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this deliverable.
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2.

Threat catalogue

In this section the different types of threats that IoT-based systems and CIIs face are documented. Since IoTbased systems and CIIs are complex systems, comprising a multitude of components (including networks,
end-devices, web-based applications, client-server systems and so forth), the threats greatly vary with
respect to a number of characteristics, including but not limited to the threat target, the threat agents, the
technical impact and its severity. The threats are grouped into categories, as these are depicted below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Network-level threats: this includes threats that pertain to the three lowest levels of the OSI network
reference model [3] (physical, data link, network layer). Threats for the SDN infrastructure are also
included in this group.
Cryptography-related threats: this group includes threats related to the lack of cryptography, the use
of weak protocols and ciphers or cryptanalysis.
Hardware/sensor-level threats, including threats related to the hardware or sensors and actuators.
Since hardware is in many cases coupled with the firmware, some firmware attacks are included
here.
Malware: this group relates to software intentionally designed to cause damage to a computer,
server or computer network.
Threats for Smart grids: this includes threats that are specific to the environment of smart grids.
Technical/application development-related threats: this category includes threats that are related to
the application layer.
Threats necessitating actions by the victim user: this is related to attacks attempting to trick victim
users to (unwillingly) cooperate to the attack (e.g. phishing).
Generic / Miscellaneous threats: this category contains all other threats, including policy-related
threats, targeted attacks as well as threats that could not be meaningfully placed under the seven
specific categories above.

It worth noting that the categorization is not always clear-cut. For instance some malware necessitate
actions by the victim user, hence relevant threats could be classified under two categories of the
abovementioned ones. In such cases, the threat is classified under the category deemed more appropriate.
For each of the documented threats the following information is listed:
Table 1. Information fields for documented threats

Field name

Description

Description

Descriptive text for the threat.

Affected domains

Lists the types of systems that are affected.

Threat agent

Individuals or groups that can manifest a threat (e.g. Organized Crime and
Criminals, Corporations (for instance for competitive intelligence), Humans –
unintentional, Humans – intentional (for the joy of the accomplishment, chaotic
actors etc.), Employees, non-target specific (e.g. s/w like worms), Natural (flood,
fire etc.)

Attack vector

The means that can be used by an agent to realize the threat.

Attack vector rating

Assessment of the effort that must be devoted to realize the threat.

Prevalence

How common are security incidents that are instances of the particular threat.

Detectability

Assessment of the effort that must be devoted to detect the realization of the
threat.
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Field name

Description

Technical impact

What are the technical consequences related to a successful realization of the
threats.

Technical
rating

impact What is the severity level of the technical impact of the threat?

ENISA
taxonomy Under which branch of the ENISA threat taxonomy [4] is the threat (or its
branch(es)
consequences) classified?
Security dimensions The security dimensions, according to the STRIDE model [5] [6], that are affected
affected
by a successful realization of the threat (Spoofing Identity, Tampering with Data,
Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of Privilege).
Multiple dimensions can be affected by a single threat.
Mitigation

Description of potential defense/remediation measures to tackle the threat.

Cyber-Trust
domains

Potential use in attack against IoT devices, network, or CIIs (or multiple) (IoT
devices; network; CIIs).

Indicative
appearances

A short list of known exploitations of the particular vulnerability.

References

References to sources that document the threat.

Observables

Items that can be observed in the context of an attack related to the specific
threat. Observables may occur either when an attack is underway or after an
attack has been successful. The observables are necessary for driving the threat
level assessment and trust assessment in the context of Cyber-Trust. Signature
matching or machine learning are prominent ways to exploit observables.

The aspect of business impact rating associated with each vulnerability is definitely of a high importance,
however the business impact depends very strongly on the particular business goal that the vulnerable
component serves. For example, a temperature sensor that drives the operation of air-conditioning in a
company’s office it supports the business goal of employees’ comfort, and therefore threats associated with
this would be assigned a business impact rating from minor to moderate. However, if a temperature sensor
was associated with the monitoring of the temperature in a nuclear reactor’s core, it would therefore support
the safety of the personnel, the nuclear plant and the environment, hence it would be assigned a “severe”
business impact rating. Taking these into account, threat documentation presented in the following
subsections does not include a specification of the business impact or an assessment of the business impact
rating.
The threat catalogue was compiled by consulting, analyzing and complementing content in relevant
publications of security-related organizations such as ENISA [7] [8] [9] [10] [11], OWASP [12] [13], EUROPOL
[14] and NIST [15],private companies specializing in security [16] [17] [18], major software and hardware
providers [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]and researchers (e.g. [26] [27] [28]).

2.1
2.1.1

Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Description:

Attack intends to exhaust resources of a computer, such as CPU or I/O
bandwidth. Application layer attacks can easily overwhelm a computer with
limited computing resources by flooding computationally intensive requests

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device; web services
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Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

application layer requests

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of Service

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

impose a rate limit on a set of packets, that is characterised as malicious
(detection methods); collaborating with detection methods filtering
mechanisms can compare the source addresses of packets with blacklist
providing filtering out all suspicious flows; reconfigure network architecture,
such as changing the topology of victim or intermediate network

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

2016 Dyn cyberattack
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Dyn_cyberattack)

References:

[11]; [27]

Observables:

Data loss, abnormal regulation of device; abnormal number of requests from
multiple sources

2.1.2

Back off attack

Description:

Attackers manipulate the back off mechanism and changes the back off time
(i.e. the idle time that a node allows before retrying a transmission after
detecting a colision on a transmission of its own) for the case of the medium
access control (MAC) and especially the IEEE 802.11.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans – Intentional; Humans –
Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious nodes

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

denial of service; data loss or corruption

Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Targeted attacks

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

Operational controls with the availability of specialized tools and techniques
to regulate the access to devices

Cyber-Trust domains:

networks
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Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[7]

Observables:

Not easily observable. If statistics are maintained, the misbehaving nodes will
have a significant deviation from the nominal average

2.1.3

Botnets

Description:

a network of infected/compromised computers or virtual machines
controlled by servers (centralised command and control a.k.a. C&C or C2,
decentralised P2P or hybrid P2P). An attacker can use those computers to
carry out a number of attacks with distributed denial of service (DDoS) and
sending spam messages (often carrying email malware) being the most
prevalent

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

any system with unpatched software vulnerabilities; any user vulnerable to
social engineering attacks

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

The corresponding services become unavailable; network becomes
unavailable; massive amounts of spam messages sent

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of
hardware and software; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of
software; Targeted Attacks; Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Have a baseline for normal traffic in order to detect anomalous patterns;
traffic filtering; IP address blacklisting; use of firewall; botnet sinkholing;
updates to the software and OS of every system; configuration of host and
network controls; security software

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Necurs: Mass mailing botnet returns with new wave of spam campaigns
(https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/necurs-mass-mailing-botnetreturns-new-wave-spam-campaigns); KrebsOnSecurity Hit With Record
DDoS
(http://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/09/krebsonsecurity-hit-withrecord-ddos/); First Twitter-controlled Android botnet discovered
(http://www.welivesecurity.com/2016/08/24/first-twitter-controlledandroid-botnet-discovered/); Hajime worm battles Mirai for control of the
Internet of Things (https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/hajimeworm-battles-mirai-control-internet-things); Microsoft Warns that Virtual
Machines
Could
Be
Turned
into
Botnets
(https://biztechmagazine.com/article/2017/01/microsoft-warns-hackedvirtual-machines-are-very-real-threat)

References:

[8]; [10]; [17]; [21];
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Observables:

2.1.4

service unavailability; unusual network traffic patterns; unusual number of
outgoing email messages; unusual computer usage patterns; known
malicious payloads

Data Forging

Description:

Attackers attempt to compromise an SDN element (e.g. controller, router,
switch) in order to forge network data and launch other attacks (e.g. DoS)

Affected domains:

any system or data store; web browsers; web servers

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Coorporations; Humans- Intentional

Attack vector:

forged packets/requests

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

invasion to user's integrity/availability;Denial of access; data loss

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of information; Misuse of information/ information systems
(including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of
Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

identity management tools;threat isolation and mitigation tools;physical
security of the SDN assets; IPS; IDS; firewall; communication channels should
have strong encryption including authentication means

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances of this threat have been reported. In the literature it
has been identified as a threat related to components in the data plane and
the
controller
plane
(http://www.risk-complianceassociation.com/Monday_March_21_2016_Top_10_Risk_Compliance_New
s_Events.pdf)

References:

[28]

Observables:

abnormal traffic; unusual behavior of a network/IoT device

2.1.5

DDoS

Description:

a type of attack that floods the target with network traffic in order to make
it unavailable

Affected domains:

any server-side system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Corporations

Attack vector:

High frequency/volume payloads

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

The corresponding services become unavailable

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of
hardware and software; Targeted Attacks

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

Have a baseline for normal traffic in order to detect anomalous patterns;
Packet inspection; Traffic filtering

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; could affect CIIs as part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Mirai Botnet
(https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/oct/26/ddos-attack-dynmirai-botnet)

References:

[14]; [8]; [10]; [21]

Observables:

Anomalous traffic patterns; Large amounts of traffic; Maxed out reasources

2.1.6

Deducing information from patterns in communication (messages and external traffic)

Description:

Attackers exploit data patterns via analysis of traffic, i.e. TCP, to identify
password and user data

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans – Intentional; Humans –
Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

traffic analysers and sniffers

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of information to unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Minor

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Use IPSec mechanisms for mitigating traffic flow analysis

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature paper "Protocols,
attacks, design issues and open problems. In "Designing Privacy Enhancing
Technologies: Proceedings of International Workshop on Design Issues in
Anonymity and Unobservability, volume 2009 of LNCS, pages 10–29.
Springer-Verlag, 2001." lists relevant information

References:

[11]; [15]

Observables:

not easily observable

2.1.7

False acknowledgement messages

Description:

TCP attack resulting in DoS by forcing the server to consume resources
keeping track of bogus connections

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device
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Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans – Intentional; Humans –
Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

false acknowledgement messages

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Uncommin

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service; data loss or corruption

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Replay of messages

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

SYN cookies, cryptography, system resource management

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature

References:

[11]; [29]

Observables:

Loss of system, reduction of quality

2.1.8

Flooding Attack

Description:

flooding occurs through the transmission of data in a way that can exhaust
resources and lead to a reduction or complete shutdown of a service

Affected domains:

Network and user devices; Network bandwidth; applications (including web
services)

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals;Humans - intentional

Attack vector:

Network packets; Botnets

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy to detect

Technical impact:

Degradation/loss of availability of assets/services

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of
information/ information systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

Usage of authenticated end-to-end acknowledgements and global time
synchronization; Monitoring traffic (e.g. via IDS); Specialized techniques for
specific types of flooding attacks (e.g. syn cookies for syn flood attacks)

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Mirai Botnet (https://www.incapsula.com/blog/malware-analysis-miraiddos-botnet.html ); the PANIX
case(https://www.giac.org/paper/gsec/319/defending-networks-synflooding-in-depth/100902 )

References:

[28]; [11] (listed as ICMP flooding); [7]
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Observables:

2.1.9

unusual network traffic; unusual behavior of a network/IoT device; loss or
degradation of a service

Insecure Network Services

Description:

Vulnerable network services susceptible to common software vulnerabilities.
The attacker attempts exploit the system itself or through that system the
network it is connected

Affected domains:

any server-side system; web servers

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

web servers; any system providing network services

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data loss or corruption; denial of service; facilitation of network attacks; may
lead to complete system takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Manipulation of hardware and software; Manipulation of
information; Malicious code/ software/ activity

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Denial of service
Mitigation:

review of opened ports; disabling of unused/unwanted network services;
updated software and OS of every system of the network; network
monitoring

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Equifax confirms Apache Struts security flaw it failed to patch is to blame for
hack (https://www.zdnet.com/article/equifax-confirms-apache-struts-flawit-failed-to-patch-was-to-blame-for-data-breach/)

References:

[12]

Observables:

known malicious patterns; unusual network traffic patterns

2.1.10

IoT-based denial of service (DOS)

Description:

This threat represents the denial-of-service of mobile/personal/embedded
devices, e.g. the crash of a smartphone, the outage of a monitoring solution,
or the error state of an alarm system

Affected domains:

IoT devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

IoT nodes

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

Establishment of interfaces of malware detection functions; Tools that
regulates the flow of channel; implement integrity checks on devices;
limitation on network access to devices; establish statistical flow patterns to
identify abnormal activity

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Mirai botnet: There are some indications that this attack was launched with
the help of a botnet that has enslaved a large number of hacked so-called
“Internet of Things,” (IoT) devices — routers, IP cameras and digital video
recorders (DVRs) https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/09/krebsonsecurityhit-with-record-ddos/ .

References:

[30]

Observables:

too high traffic; deviating from normal statistics. High traffic rates from a pool
of IP addresses.

2.1.11

Lack of Access Control Mechanisms

Description:

Lack of technical access control mechanisms, such as firewalls, routers,
proxies, gateways, and tunnels to control the flow of information in an IoT
network and ingress/egress between networks in accordance with policy.
Weak security controls for remote access including internet facing systems,
vendors and contractors, VPN configurations, the use of personal devices and
vulnerable Oss, Not securing physical access to IoT equipment

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Abuse of Information Leakage;
Manipulation of information; Unauthorized activities; Compromising
confidential information (data breaches); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Implement strong access control mechanisms

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Hackers stole personal and finacnial data of more than 147 million people in
the US from Equifax. The permissive access controls among other issues
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allowed
them
to
grab
the
information.
https://www.wired.com/story/equifax-security-overhaul-year-afterbreach/
References:

[20]

Observables:

unexpected API calls; unexpected data outflow volume could be an
indication.

2.1.12

Lack of Transport Encryption

Description:

Allows data to be viewed as it travels over local networks or the internet.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

eavesdropping devices

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption; loss of
accountability

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/ Session hijacking; Network
Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and Information gathering;
Manipulation of information; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Use SSL/TLS with POODLE and CBS protection, use accepted encryption
standards, ensure encryption key handshaking

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Lack of Transport Encryption in the public API in Philips Hue Bridge BSB002
SW 1707040932 allows remote attackers to read API keys
(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-14797/)

References:

[12]; [31]

Observables:

Unencrypted network packets; unexpected data outflow volume could be an
indication.

2.1.13

MAC Congestion Attack

Description:

Attackers flood Common Control Channel in order to cause an extended DoS
attack

Affected domains:

wireless communication; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals;Employees; Corporations

Attack vector:

network packets

Attack exploitability:

Easy
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Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of
information/ information systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

using suitable tools, allow initial data exchange only to the controller in order
to grant network access. Unauthorized packets are dropped by the switching
elements

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature;
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8d03/f8ed16698d73fdc3645c4aab35073f
4e14b1.pdf gives relevant information

References:

[28]

Observables:

abnormal network behavior; abnormal traffic delays

2.1.14

MAC Layer Jamming

Description:

Attackers degrade wireless network performance via RF interferance

Affected domains:

wireless communication; IoT devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

RF transimission device

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interfering radiation; Denial of service

Security dimensions affected: Denial of Service
Mitigation:

modern router capable of dealing with interference to a certain degree

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

No
specific instances are documented in the literature
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/6737/fe5ef9cd1ec1f1a96bbb0f07c22d546
03965.pdf gives relevant information

References:

[28]; [27]; [11]; [7]

Observables:

System loss; network is jammed

2.1.15

MAC Spoofing

Description:

Copyright

Changing the Media Access Control of a network interface or networked
device (not the hard-coded NIC MAC) driver to bypass access control lists on
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servers/routers to hide a computer on a network or impersonate an existing
network device
Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Device drivers

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service; disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; loss of
accountability; execution of unauthorized activities

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising emissions; Network Reconnaissance, Network
traffic manipulation and Information gathering; Denial of service; Interfering
radiation; Manipulation of information; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

MAC address randomisation, harden access points/system/individual
machines, enable sticky ARP, ARP table-based MAC/IP filtering, MAC locking,
implicit MAC/IP filtering

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

RARP: mulitiple IP addresses returned

References:

[28]; [25]; [11]; [30]; [7]

Observables:

packets with MAC addresses not originating from known sources; MAC
address conflicts

2.1.16

Malicious mobile nodes

Description:

Attackers attempt to mimic incumbent signals in order to cause DoS (Denial
of Service) attacks. Malicious nodes can cooperate and transmit fake
incumbent signals in more than one band, thus causing extensive DoS attacks
making hop from band to band, severely disrupting its operation.

Affected domains:

network

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals;Employees;Coorporations;Intentional

Attack vector:

web servers; any system providing network services

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average to Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interfering radiation; Denial of service

Copyright
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Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

using suitable tools, allow initial data exchange only to the controller in order
to grant network access. Unauthorized packets are dropped by the switching
elements

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances of this attack are reported in the literature. Article
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6129369/ lists some of the attack
techniques.

References:

[28]

Observables:

abnormal traffic

2.1.17

Missing or weak implementations of security mechanisms

Description:

Provides attackers with the means to gain entry into networks, exploit
attached devices and compromise network data

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans – Intentional; Humans –
Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Failure or disruption of communication links

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Password management, effective system logging, effective alerts, two-factor
authentification, account lock-out after n failed attempts, security
department to review processes and implement best-practive

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

The Content Security Policy (CSP) implementation in Blink, as used in Google
Chrome before 49.0.2623.75, does not ignore a URL's path component in the
case of a ServiceWorker fetch, which allows remote attackers to obtain
sensitive information about visited web pages by reading CSP violation
reports, related to FrameFetchContext.cpp and ResourceFetcher.cpp
(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2845/)

References:

[11]; [32]

Observables:

Not easily observable

Copyright
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2.1.18

Network and transport layers DoS

Description:

Attack happens in both layers (network and transport) and can severely
degrade the end-to-end communication performance, such as distributed
traffic flooding and worm propagation attacks on the Internet.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device; webservices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

network and transport layer packets

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of Service

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

impose a rate limit on a set of packets, that is charecterised as
malicious(detection methods), colloborating with detection methods
filtering mechanismscan compare the source addresses of packets with
blacklist providing filtering out all suspicious flows, reconfigure network
architecture, such as changing the topology of victim or intermediate
network

Cyber-Trust domains:

networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

TCP SYN Flooding Attacks
(https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/press/internet-protocoljournal/back-issues/table-contents-34/syn-flooding-attacks.html)

References:

[11]; [27]

Observables:

Data loss, abnormal regulation of device; abnormal traffic

2.1.19

Network Intrusions

Description:

Unauthorised network activity, popular attack vectors include asymmetric
routing (utilising more than one route to the target device thus bypassing
intrusion sensors), buffer overflow attacks (overwriting specific sections of a
computer's memory to execute the attacker's commands, i.e. DoS), protocolspecific attacks (exploiting TCP, IP, ARP, UDP, ICMP procedures to conduct
attacks such a man-in-the-middle attacks to compromise or crash target
device(s) or conduct a downgrade attack), traffic flooding (overloading
intrusion systems by creating traffic loads too hevy to screen), trojans (see
Information Stealers above), worms (via email or IRC, consume resources to
prevent normal network operations).

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Copyright
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Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

War driving; Interception of information; Replay of messages; Network
Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and Information gathering;
Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Receiving unsolicited E-mail

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

IDS, IPS, full monitoring of network behaviour

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

This is a generic risk, many network intrusions have occurred.

References:

[14]

Observables:

Traces of known network attack patterns

2.1.20

Network Virtualization Bypassing

Description:

Side-channel attack to enable unauthorised disclosure of information

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Hypervisor

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data forging

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Abuse of Information Leakage; Misuse of
information/ information systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized
activities; Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Security patching

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Directory traversal vulnerability in the toServerObject function in HP
Network Virtualization 8.6 (aka Shunra Network Virtualization) allows
remote attackers to create files, and consequently execute arbitrary code,
via crafted input (https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2014-2626/)

References:

[28]

Observables:

unexpected data outflow volume could be an indication.

Copyright
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2.1.21

Physical layer DoS attacks

Description:

Attackers interfere to the physical layer of communications to demote or
stop network connectivity

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Mainly, interfering radiation

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

High

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Medium

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interfering radiation

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

Identification and removal of radiation sources; use of alternative channels;
use of shielded channels

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

The International Policy Network was jammed by a group of activists
(http://santacruz.indymedia.org/newswire/display/13052/index.php)

References:

[11]; [15]; [27]

Observables:

Increased noise in the physical channel

2.1.22

Powerline jamming

Description:

Attempt to make smart grid resources unavailable to its intended users
(internal and external). They can target to different layers of network and
applications (physical / data-link)

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

jamming signals

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of Service

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

implement integrity checks on device or smartgrids; cordinated protocols
and conventional anti-jamming transmission schemes; uncoordinated
protocols for secure wireless communication

Cyber-Trust domains:

networks; CIIs

Copyright
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Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature.

References:

[11]; [33]

Observables:

Data loss, abnormal regulation of device; high level of noise

2.1.23

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Description:

the attackers instead of using their botnet against one target -the way a DDoS
attack usually works- they use their infrastructure against multiple targets
with short bursts of traffic

Affected domains:

any server-side system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans - intentional

Attack vector:

High frequency/volume payloads

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

The corresponding services become unavailable

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of
hardware and software; Targeted Attacks

Security dimensions affected: Denial of service
Mitigation:

Have a baseline for normal traffic in order to detect anomalous patterns;
Packet inspection; Traffic filtering

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; could affect CIIs as part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

https://www.incapsula.com/blog/pulse-wave-ddos-pins-down-multipletargets.html

References:

[10]

Observables:

Anomalous traffic patterns; Large amounts of traffic; Maxed out reasources

2.1.24

SDN Remote Application Exploitation

Description:

Attackers gain access or obtain higher access privileges to an SDN application
by exploiting software vulnerabilities of it. This can then be used to execute
operations illegitimately.

Affected domains:

web browsers; any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals;Ηumans -intentional

Attack vector:

malicious payloads

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

invasion to user's integrity/availability;Denial of access; data loss and/or
destruction

Technical impact rating:

Severe

Copyright
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/software/activity;
Manipulation of hardware
and software; Manipulation of
information;Unauthorized activities

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identify; Repudiation; Tampering with data; Information disclosure;
Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Implement pattern matching of traffic statistics of SND forwarding devices;
SDN application that monitors the flow creation process in the network

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices

Indicative appearances:

HPE VAN SDN Unauthenticated Remote
(https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/44951/)

References:

[28]

Observables:

abnormal traffic; unusual behavior of a network/IoT device

2.1.25

Root

Vulnerability

Selective forward attack

Description:

the attacker places a malicious sensor node on a path between a data source
and a base station. Hence, the attacker can identify and process network
traffic at its illegitimate advantage.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Malicious eavesdroping sensors

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service; data loss or corruption; disclosure of information to
unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and Information
gathering; Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

multi-hop acknowledgement, upstream and downstream detection,
neighbour nodes as monitor nodes and a secure architecture, trust policy on
nodes

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[7]

Observables:

data loss; abnormal transmission patterns

2.1.26

Sinkhole attack

Description:

Copyright

Attackers claims to have the shortest path to the base station and therefore
it can remotely alter the passing data and by that means to threat the
network operation.
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Affected domains:

Wireless nodes

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans; Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

touting packets sent by network nodes

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

denial of access; data corruption or loss; (personal) data disclosure

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

blacklisting suspect nodes

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

DOJ
sinkholes
VPNFilter
control
servers
found
in
US
(https://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/doj-sinkholes-vpnfiltercontrol-servers-found-in-us/d/d-id/1331901)

References:

[7]

Observables:

abnormal network flow, directed towards a single node; messages are lost or
delayed

2.1.27

Spectrum sensing

Description:

Due to the flexible nature of cognitive radio i.e., being able to change its
transmission or reception parameters for communicating efficiently,
attackers take advantage of these features to disrupt the communication
process. They try to interrupt in the spectrum sensing process, which is the
most challenging task in cognitive radio network.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious nodes

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service; data loss or corruption; disclosure of information to
unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure; Denial of service
Mitigation:
Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT ecosystem-devices; networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

Copyright
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References:

[7]

Observables:

not easily observable

2.1.28

Spectrum Sensing Data Falsification (SSDF) or Byzantine attack

Description:

Attacker is trying to vandalise and cause inteference to the primary systems
by means of the malicious users reporting channel vacancy which indicates
that the channel is busy. Also, they send channel busy information when their
sensing data concludes that the channel is idle.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

channel vacancy modifiers

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service; data loss or corruption

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Targeted attacks

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

Tools that regulates the flow of channel; implement integrity checks on
devices; limitation on network access to devices; limitation on private loss

Cyber-Trust domains:

networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[7]

Observables:

abnormal busy channel behavior (e.g. false access)

2.1.29

Traffic Diversion

Description:

Attackers exploit routing protocols focus on efficiency rather than security to
conduct DoS attacks

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

routing packets

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Denial of Service
Copyright
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Mitigation:

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), blackhole routing (diversion to a null
interface), sinkhole routing (diversion or a valid IP for analysis), traffic
filtering (source address, service and destination address)

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

With a combination of ARP spoofing or other traffic diversion methods an
attacker can use SSLStrip to rewrite the SSL pages as HTTP which allows for
traffic sniffing
(https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Secure_Article/KB13903)

References:

[28]

Observables:

System loss; irregular network flow patterns

2.1.30

Traffic Sniffing

Description:

Packet sniffers intercept and log network traffic over wired and wireless
networks

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Packet sniffers

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/ Session hijacking; Network
traffic manipulation; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Manipulation
of information; Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Stop network being in promiscuous mode, employ anti-sniffing technology
(i.e. antisniff), use SSL/TLS

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature.

References:

[28]; [11]; [29]; [15]; [27]; [30]; [7]

Observables:

unexpected data outflow volume could be an indication.

2.2
2.2.1

Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Description:

Attackers via weaknesses in the provision of backwards compatibility force a
computer or communcations protocol (i.e. SSL/TLS) to abandon high-quality
modes of operation, i.e. encryption, and adopt lower-quality vulnerable
modes of operation (i.e. prior versions of SSL/TLS, weaker ciphers or even
clear text) which enables attack vectors such as cryptographic attacks
(breaking cryptographic keys) or interception of cleartext data.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Copyright
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Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious payloads

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption; loss of
accountability

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/Session hijacking; Identity
theft; Compromising confidential information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure
Mitigation:

Remove backwards compatibility across the system of systems.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

https://www.pentestpartners.com/security-blog/z-shave-exploiting-zwave-downgrade-attacks/

References:

[16]

Observables:

Downgrade requests

2.2.2

Information gathering attacks of mobile communication (in particular 802.16e) / AES cipher

Description:

While the X.509 certificate makes identity spoofing difficult, it makes WiMAX
networks susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks such as rogue base
stations because of a lack of base station/service provider authentification in
the PKM protocol.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

traffic analysers and sniffers; rogue base stations

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of information to unauthorised parties; network reconnaissance

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network reconnaissance and information gathering

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Use firewalls; strongly authenticate communication peers

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

https://www.networkworld.com/article/2301883/network-security/wimaxsecurity-issues.html

References:

[11]; [29]
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Observables:

2.2.3

not easily observable

Insufficient Transport Layer Protection

Description:

Attackers exploit a lack of application (frequently mobile) security, i.e. SSL, in
the client-server model, resulting in unsecured or poorly secured network
communications vulnerable to techniques such as wifi sharing, compromised
network devices, mobile device malware and web services attacks.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Unencrypted packets; eavesdropping and interfering devices

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; disclosure of information to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/ Session hijacking; Identity
theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Abuse of Information Leakage; Misuse of
information/ information systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized
activities; Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Reputdiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Implement SSL and full transport layer protection.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

This is a generic risk; many sites or devices implement only plain HTTP or use
self-signed certificates etc.

References:

[34]

Observables:

Unencrypted packets

2.2.4

SSL and TLS protocols renegotiation vulnerability

Description:

Vulnerability in SSL and TLS protocols that allows an attacker to inject plain
text into the beginning of the protocol stream of an application, thus issue
commands to a server such as HTTP requests or user impersonation.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

renegotiation features in SSL and TLS protocols

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption; loss of
accountability
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Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of Information; Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Identity
theft; Generation and use of rogue certificates; Compromising confidential
information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Patch to disable renegotiation

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Multiple services in Red Hat are affected by SSL protocol renegotiation
vulnerabilities (https://access.redhat.com/articles/20490)

References:

[16]

Observables:

renegotiation requests

2.2.5

SSL Certificate Signed using Weak Hashing Algorithm

Description:

Remote services use an SSL certificate chain signed with the weak hashing
algorithm, allowing attackers to conduct a collision attacks and generate a
clone certificate with the same digital signature and mimic the affected
service.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

certificates signed with weak hashes

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption; loss of
accountability

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of Information; Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Identity
theft; Generation and use of rogue certificates; Compromising confidential
information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure
Mitigation:

Use strong hashing algorithms

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Multiple network services used certificates signed with the SHA-1 algorithm

References:

[16]

Observables:

not easily observable.
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2.2.6

SSL Weak Cipher Suites Supported

Description:

Weak ciphers mean weak encryption which allows attackers, especially those
who have achieved network penetration, to crack the encrption and exploit
the network data.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

network packets encrypted with weak ciphers

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of Information; Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Identity
theft; Generation and use of rogue certificates; Compromising confidential
information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Reconfigure affected systems

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

This is a generic risk; many network services support or supported in the past
weak cipher suites (https://www.rapid7.com/db/vulnerabilities/rc4-cve2013-2566)

References:

[16]

Observables:

Network packets encrypted with weak cipher suites

2.2.7

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability

Description:

Padding Oracle on Downgraded Legacy Encryption (POODLE) is a man-in-themiddle exploit of ISP and software SSL3.0 fallback (both client and server
side), as well as the CBS encryption mode in the TLS 1.0-1.2 protocols.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious downgrade requests

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption; loss of
accountability

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/Session hijacking; Identity
Theft; Compromising confidential information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure
Mitigation:

Remove backwards compatibility across the system of systems.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Multiple versions of the Communications Server for Windows are vulnerable
to
the
Poodle
attack
(http://www01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21693271)

References:

[16]

Observables:

Downgrade requests

2.3
2.3.1

Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Description:

An exact duplicate of the features of a genuine device including hardware,
software and configurations with malicious software can manipulate a
genuine device or degrade the functionalities of other devices

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious hardware

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; launching of additional attacks;
disclosure of information to unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Checksumming of devices; maintaining inventory of devices and detecting
duplicates

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[7]

Observables:

Detection of MAC/IP/identity conflicts

2.3.2

False Sensor Data Injection

Description:

False sensor data injection refers to an attack where the sensor data used in
the IoT applications is forged or forcefully changed to perform malicious
activities

Affected domains:

IoT devices; IoT systems; CIIs
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Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

data packet creators/injectors

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; other impacts may exist, depending on how data are
processed

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software; Manipulation of information;
Unauthorized activities

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure
Mitigation:

Sensors in IoT devices can anticipate an ongoing task and detect pattern of
information accessed by the task; use cryptographic techniques; tools for
automated detection and analysis of sensors-based threats; enhanced
sensor management system

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed; simulations for attacks are
referenced at http://nskeylab.xjtu.edu.cn/people/dwang/files/2015/07/ASurvey-on-Bad-Data-Injection-At-tacks-in-Smart-Grid.pdf, and
http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/2/316

References:

[26]

Observables:

Data does not observe physical laws; deviation from normal data

2.3.3

Hardware modification

Description:

The modificatons of hardware focused on non-intrusive ways where
attackers use available interfaces (such as Firewire, PCI Express, or USB) to
modify hardware to carry out/support unintended functions

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees

Attack vector:

any system

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption or disclosure to unauthorized parties; denial of access;
can sometimes lead to complete device takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Copyright
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Mitigation:

Limitation of physical access to device; Securing connectivity of hardware
management interfaces

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

A devastating ATM hack swept the world and finally hit US
(https://www.wired.com/story/jackpotting-atm-hacks/)

References:

[30]

Observables:

the attack itself is not easily observable; after a successful attack, anomalous
traffic patterns may be observed

2.3.4

Hardware Trojan

Description:

A deliberate modification of the hardware during the fabrication process and
can be designed to quietly monitor, to actively send out sensitive
information, or to make the infected host device unusable

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious hardware

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Denial of service; Malicious code/ software/ activity; Manipulation of
information; Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile
apps); Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Within the IoT ecosystem, the sensor nodes can be deployed in a distributed
network to mutually acknowledge the trustworthiness of their sensor
neighbour. Under this scheme, we can detect information leakages which are
caused by a HWT1

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

The P1735 IEEE standard describes flawed methods for encrypting
electronic-design intellectual property (IP), as well as the management of
access rights for such IP, including modification of the encryption key and
insertion
of
hardware
trojans
in
any
IP.
(https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13094)

References:

[7]

Observables:

Data loss, abnormal regulation of device
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2.3.5

Information leakage via sensors

Description:

One or multiple sensors are used by attacker to gain information on a system
or an environment

Affected domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

sensors

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of information to unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of information; Abuse of Information Leakage; Manipulation of
hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information systems
(including mobile apps); Compromising confidential information (data
breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

limit access to sensors; Sensors in IoT devices can anticipate an ongoing task
and detect pattern of information accessed by the task; tools for automated
detection and analysis of sensors-based threats; enhanced sensor
management system

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Casino was hacked through the fish tank thermometer.
https://thehackernews.com/2018/04/iot-hacking-thermometer.html

References:

[26]

Observables:

a specific set of sensors becomes active unexpectedly

2.3.6

Manipulation of firmware

Description:

Firmware features not adequately protected by security mechanisms are
exploited to gain access to the device or the information it handles.

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals;Corporations;Ηumans - intentional

Attack vector:

Depends on the specific attack

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; denial of access;
can sometimes lead to complete device takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software
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Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Limitation of network access to device; Securing web-based firmware
management interfaces

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Network card firmware bug discovered which, if exploited, can compromise
all
network
communications
or
even
the
host
(http://www.ssi.gouv.fr/uploads/IMG/pdf/csw-trustnetworkcard.pdf)

References:

[11], [33], [30], [7]

Observables:

anomalous traffic patterns, either before or after the attack

2.3.7

Memory scraping

Description:

Attackers scan the physical memory of a software component in order to
extract sensitive information. This kind of threat is usually indentified for SDN
application servers or even it is used to exctract private data from a core
dump (e.g. as the result of malicious software).

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Individuals;
Organized
Crime
and
intentional;Employees; Coorporations

Attack vector:

web servers; any system providing network services

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity;Abuse of Information Leakage;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Manipulation of information;
Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Criminals;

Humans

–

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of
Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Tools that regulates the flaw of channel; implement integrity checks on
devices; limitation on network access to devices; limitation on private loss

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices

Indicative appearances:

Memory scrappers steal credit card information by scrapping memory
(https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/download/merchants/Bulletin-MemoryParser-Update-012014.pdf)

References:

[28]

Observables:

abnormal traffic; unusual behavior of a network/IoT device

2.3.8

Modification of firmware

Description:

The firmware of a device or a device component is modified or totally
replaced

Affected domains:

any system
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Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals;Corporations;Ηumans - intentional

Attack vector:

Depends on the specific attack

Attack exploitability:

Average to difficult, depends on victim

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; denial of access;
installation of backdoors; complete device takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Limitation of network access to device; Securing web-based firmware
management interfaces

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Many HP printers had their firmware update option enabled by default
(https://support.hp.com/us-en/document/c03102449); Custom firmware
(ROMMON images) has been installed on CISCO routers
(https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/viewAlert.x?alertId=40411)

References:

[11], [33], [30], [7]

Observables:

anomalous traffic patterns, either before or after the attack

2.3.9

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Description:

intentionally or unintentionally damaged/stolen/lost assets or devices; the
attacker can retrieve sensitive data or cause denial of service to the targeted
network/organization; damage may also happen due to natural or
environmental disasters

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – unintentional; Humans –
intentional; Employees; Natural

Attack vector:

removal/distruction/damaging of a physical asset

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties; the corresponding services/devices
become unavailable

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Compromising confidential information (data breaches); Targeted Attacks;
Denial of service

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure; Denial of service
Mitigation:

Copyright

use of encryption on all data stored or sent through communication
channels; physical protection of the assets; user training; use of asset
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inventories; establishment of responce protocols to detect and manage
incidents
Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Snake Oil: In Q2 Spammers cashed in on WannaCry epidemics to promote
fraudulent services for protection against the notorious ransomware attack
(https://www.kaspersky.com/about/press-releases/2017_snake-oil-in-q2spammers-cashed-in-on-wannacry-epidemics)

References:

[9]; [7]

Observables:

physical damage on assets; missing assets; unavailable/unresponsive assets

2.3.10

Poor Physical Security

Description:

Attacker can disassemble a device to access the storage medium and the
data on the storage medium, or access the data via external ports intended
for maintenance.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

USB ports, SD cards to access OS

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

denial of access; invasion of personal data; corruption of sensitive
information

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising emissions; Interfering radiation; Denial of
service; Social Engineering; Manipulation of hardware and software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Prevent port access, storage medium removal or unauthenticated access,
limit access to local-only

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

A hard drive containing the personal information of approximately one
million people was stolen from a Washington State University storage unit in
Olympia, WA (https://www.identityforce.com/blog/2017-data-breaches)

References:

[12]; [31]; [28]

Observables:

not easily observable

2.3.11

Remote firmware attacks

Description:

Attackers attempt to compromise the firmware of a device in a remote way
in order to intercept processed data and bypass security functionality by
modifying the logic which manages the hardware.

Affected domains:

web browsers; any system
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Threat agents:

Organized
Crime
and
Intentional;Corporations

Criminals;

Individuals;

Attack vector:

web servers; any system providing network services

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of access; can sometimes lead to complete device takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software

Human;

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Limitation of network access to device; Securing web-based firmware
management interfaces

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Dasan and D-Link routers running GPON firmware are being targeted by
hackers in an attempt to create a botnet. (https://threatpost.com/d-linkdasan-routers-under-attack-in-yet-another-assault/134255/)

References:

[30]

Observables:

the attack itself is not easily observable; after a successful attack, anomalous
traffic patterns may be observed

2.3.12

Transfering malware/malicious commands via sensors

Description:

Sensors available in the IoT devices can be used to transmit malicious sensor
patterns or triggering commands to activate malware that may have been
implanted in a victim’s device. Sensors may be employed to create
unexpected communication channels between device peripherals.

Affected domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

sensors

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Abuse of Information Leakage; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Manipulation of information; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; confidential information (data breaches); Remote
activity (execution)
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Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Limit access to sensors; Sensors in IoT devices can anticipate an ongoing task
and detect pattern of information accessed by the task; tools for automated
detection and analysis of sensors-based threats; efficient techniques (e.g.,
machine learning (ML) and neural network (NN)); enhanced sensor
management system

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature; paper "A Survey on
Sensor-based Threats to Internet-of-Things (IoT) Devices and Applications"
by Sikder et al. gives relevant information

References:

[26]

Observables:

a specific set of sensors becomes active unexpectedly

2.3.13

Use of non-approved hardware

Description:

Attackers use unapproved hardware (e.g. USB flash drive) for malicious
intents (e.g. steal company data-espionage)

Affected domains:

IoT devices; CIIs; any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals;Employees; Corporations

Attack vector:

hardware devices

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and Information
gathering; Malicious code/ software/ activity; Unauthorized activities;
Unauthorized installation of software; Compromising confidential
information (data breaches); Remote activity

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

use only approved hardware; Use of identity and access management (IAM)
solutions;identity governance solutions; implementation of security
intelligence solution; data-based behaviour analysis tools; implementation of
privilleged identity management solutions

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Edward Snowden using a USB drive copied Top Secret documents of the
NSA and then smuggled them out.
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/jun/14/nsa-leaker-edsnowden-used-banned-thumb-drive-exce/

References:

[8] (under insider threats)
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Observables:

2.4
2.4.1

difficult to observe; abnormal system/network behaviour

Malware
Compromised Supply Chain (incl. Compromised Second Hand Devices)

Description:

attackers manipulate hardware and software in industrial supply chain,
introducing malicious software (possibly as hardware firmware, OS or
utilities). causing delay, loss or misplace of important data, causing loss of
reputation and subsequently amount of money.

Affected domains:

Any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals;Corporations;Humans – intentional;
Individuals

Attack vector:

malicious hardware systems and software distributions

Attack exploitability:

Average to difficult, depends on victim

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

corruption of all the supply chain system; data corruption; information
disclosure; device craches; non-authorized access; compromise of integrity
and/or destruction of data or unauthorized destruction/degradation of a
service; denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software;Unauthorized installation of
software; Targetted attacks (APTs etc)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identity; Tampering with data; Repudiation; Information disclosure;
Denial of Services; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

review of opened ports; disabling of unused/unwanted network services;
updated software and OS of every system of the network; network
monitoring;installation of IDS and IPS; using devices initially in test
environments under monitoring; removal of compromised devices

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

NotPetya malware spread to systems that had “M.E.Doc” an accounting
software, installed; Version 5.33 of CCleaner tool was compromised by a
threat agent with the aim to gather information in regards to the infected
systems and deliver malware to them; Chrome browser extensions were
compromised through phishing attacks targeting the developers of the
extensions [30]. Malicious code was inserted into the Node.js npm registry
[35].

References:

[21], [8]

Observables:

If the sotware is compromised at the source it is almost impossible to detect
it.

2.4.2

Drive-by attacks

Description:

Copyright

Drive-by attacks is a common method of spreading malware as
cybercriminals look for insecure web sites to plant a malicious script into
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HTTP or PHP code on one of the pages. Drive-by attacks can also be executed
through emails.
Affected domains:

IoT devices; web servers; CIIs

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals;Employees; Corporations

Attack vector:

any system providing network services

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

systems corruption and invasion

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Black- and white-listing URLs; using malware detection

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

How A Drive-by Download Attack Locked Down Entire City for 4 Days: A city
(Issaquah) employe visited and opened a .pdf file that had been
compromised. The virus ran in PC memory- no alarms were triggered- and it
attakced Microsoft office, image, .pdf and text files and file shares to which
the
user
had
write
access.(https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&
cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiP8XfpMbcAhUSzqQKHZiICO8QFjAAegQIBBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehacke
rnews.com%2F2017%2F10%2Fdrive-by-downloadransomware.html&usg=AOvVaw03gmkL40XhGZ-fKUSuTs5w)

References:

[8]

Observables:

emails or pages with malicious code

2.4.3

Email Malware

Description:

malicious email attachments used to conduct phishing fraud; the attacker
attempts to convince users to visit a malicious website or to open/execute a
malicious program/script disguised as a file of interest to the user

Affected domains:

web browsers; web applications; web sites; email clients

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees

Attack vector:

emails, attachments and links

Attack exploitability:

Average, depends on victim

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties; installation of malicious software;
web browser exploitation; complete host takeover; remote access
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Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity
theft;
Receiving
unsolicited
E-mail;
Malicious
code/software/activity; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of
software; Compromising confidential information; Hoax; Remote activity;
Targeted attacks

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of
privilege
Mitigation:

user training; security apps; email attachment scans/automatic deletion;
principle of least privilege applied to user accounts

Cyber-Trust domains:

network; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Dridex: Tidal waves of spam pushing dangerous financial Trojan
(http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/enterprise/media/security_res
ponse/whitepapers/dridex-financial-trojan.pdf;
https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/dridex-and-how-overcome-it)

References:

[16]

Observables:

known
spam/malicious
payloads/patterns;
unusual
system
actions/calls/network traffic patterns; differences/similarities in
included/originating URLs/email addresses

2.4.4

Enablers

Description:

malware that its main purpose is to disseminate or install other malware

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Employees; Nontarget specific

Attack vector:

Infected files/applications; Emails attachments and links; Malvertising;
Compromised websites; Exploit kits; Messaging apps; Mobile application
downloads; and others less common

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

Complete host takeover; Data compromisation; Remote access; Make
system unusable

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Receiving unsolicited E-mail; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation
of hardware and software; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation
of software

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

Anti-virus apps; IDPS; Up to date OS and apps; User training for prevention

Cyber-Trust domains:

Νetwork; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Andromeda
Botnet
Dismantled
(https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/andromeda-botnetdismantled-in-international-cyber-operation)
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References:

[14]

Observables:

Known malicious payloads; Unusual system calls/network traffic patterns

2.4.5

Exploit Kits

Description:

a system providing automatic means for deployment of malware based on
vulnerabilities discovered on the targeted assets, the system may receive
updates on recent exploits/vulnerabilities; the attacker can use an exploit kit
to efficiently and automatically spread malware

Affected domains:

any system, depending on its connectivity and the type of exploit kit

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

any system with unpatched vulnerabilities

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average, depends on the sophistication of the exploit kit

Technical impact:

data disclosure to anauthorized parties; installation of malicious software;
could lead to complete system takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of software;
Compromising confidential information; Remote activity; Abuse of
authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure; Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

installation of updates to the OS and any software of each system; networkwide and system-wide malware detection implemented on all systems; use
of frequently updated spam/content filters

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Threat Spotlight: Cisco Talos Thwarts Access to Massive International Exploit
Kit
Generating
$60M
Annually
From
Ransomware
Alone
(http://www.talosintelligence.com/angler-exposed/); Cisco disrupts $30m
Angler hacking operation (https://www.bbc.com/news/technology34464447); The Disdain exploit kit is available for rent on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis for prices of $80, $500, and $1,400 respectively.
(http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/62021/malware/disdain-exploitkit.html); Exploit kits remain a cybercrime staple against outdated software
–
2016
threat
landscape
review
series
(https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/microsoftsecure/2017/01/23/exploitkits-remain-a-cybercrime-staple-against-outdated-software-2016-threatlandscape-review-series/?source=mmpc); Exploit kits: Winter 2017 review
(https://blog.malwarebytes.com/threat-analysis/2017/03/exploit-kitswinter-2017-review/)

References:

[11]; [9]; [8]; [10]; [17]; [21]

Observables:

known malicious patterns; unusual system actions; unusual network traffic
patterns
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2.4.6

Malicious software

Description:

Software programs designed to carry out unwanted and unauthorised
actions on a system without the consent of the user, resulting in damage,
corruption or information theft. Its impact can be high.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporation ;Employees; Humans –
intentional

Attack vector:

Any system

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

exploitation and manipulation of sensitive data; loss of data; complete
system takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity;Manipulation of hardware and software;
Manipulation of information; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

detection should be implemented for all inbound/outbound channels;
malware detection system with incident management capabilities; malware
analysis tools; MISP; security policies; malware scanners; regular updates;
antivirus tools

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; any system

Indicative appearances:

Wannacry, NonPetya, Badrabit malwares were encrypting files asking
payments
(in
bitcoin)
in
order
to
decrypt
the
files.
(https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-dataprotection/cyber-security/10-significant-ransomware-attacks-2017/);
Financial oriented malwares: Zbot, Gameover Zeus, SpyEye, Ice IX, Citadel,
Carberp, Bugat they were using browser exploits

References:

[28]

Observables:

popup windows; all files are encrypted-ransom demands; browser
redirection;abnormal warnings/messages; the computer is running slow; pc
crashes

2.4.7

Malware

Description:

Software programs designed to carry out unwanted and unauthorised
actions on a system without the consent of the user, resulting in damage,
corruption or information theft. Its impact can be high.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

any system
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Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties; spam sending

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Network Reconnaissance; Network traffic
manipulation and Information gathering;Identity theft (Identity Fraud/
Account);Denial of service; Malicious code/ software/ activity;Manipulation
of hardware and software;Manipulation

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

detection should be implemented for all inbound/outbound channels;
malware detection system with incident management capabilities; malware
analysis tools; MISP; security policies; malware scanners; regular updates;
antivirus tools

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Wannacry, NonPetya, Badrabit malwares were encrypting files asking
payments
(in
bitcoin)
in
order
to
decrypt
the
files.
(https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-dataprotection/cyber-security/10-significant-ransomware-attacks-2017/);
Financial oriented malwares: Zbot, Gameover Zeus, SpyEye, Ice IX, Citadel,
Carberp, Bugat they were using browser exploits

References:

[8]

Observables:

popup windows; all files are encrypted-ransom demands; browser
redirection;abnormal warnings/messages; the computer is running slow; pc
crashes

2.4.8

Mobile Malware

Description:

malicious software which can infect mobile devices and can make a system
unusable and/or compromise confidential information

Affected domains:

mobile devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Non-target specific

Attack vector:

Mobile application downloads; Email/SMS attachments/links; Messaging
apps; Exploit kits; and others less common

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

Complete host takeover; Data compromisation; Remote access; Make
system unusable

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Receiving
unsolicited
E-mail;
Malicious
code/software/activity;
Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of software; Remote
Activity (execution)

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

Anti-virus apps; Not downloading/installing third-party apps; Up to date OS
and apps; Not rooting/jailbreaking the device; User training for prevention

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect Network and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Malware masquerading as legitimate apps in Google
(https://blog.malwarebytes.com/cybercrime/2017/11/new-trojanmalware-discovered-google-play/)

References:

[14]; [18]; [24]

Observables:

System doesn't function normally; Known malicious payloads; Unusual
system calls/network traffic patterns

2.4.9

Play

Ransomware

Description:

an attack locking down access to infrastructure or data and demanding for
ransom to be paid to cybercriminals, in order for access to be restored.

Affected domains:

any system or data store

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Emails attachments and links; Malvertising; Compromised websites; Exploit
kits; Messaging apps; Mobile application downloads; and others less
common

Attack exploitability:

Medium

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Hard for new attacks; medium for older ones

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; loss of
accountability, or denial of access; complete host takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Receiving unsolicited E-mail; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation
of Information; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of
software; Remote Activity (execution); Targeted Attacks

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

Verifying and/or sandboxing downloads; identifying and blocking malicious
payload and pages/e-mails with links to such payload; user awareness; using
snapshotting filesystems and offline backups; installing patches; infection
control; network segmentation for isolating critical infrastructure

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Wannacry; CryptoLocker

References:

[14]; [10]; [10]; [17]; [18]; [24]; [21]
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Observables:

2.4.10

known malicious payloads; web page patterns that hide the appearance of
downloads (e.g. hidden iframes); numerous replacements of files in short
time

Tampering

Description:

Attackers partially or wholly replaces the device software, allowing the
malicious software to exploit cryptographic keys and leverage the genuine
device identity to leak data to the attacker

Affected domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Threat agents:

Organized
Crime
and
Criminals;
Corporation
Hactivists;Terrorists;Cyber fighters; Nation States

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Network Reconnaissance, Network traffic
manipulation and Information gathering; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/
Account); Denial of service; Malicious code/ software/ activity; Manipulation
of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information systems
(including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of
software; Compromising confidential information (data breaches); Remote
activity (execution); Abuse of authorizations

;Employees;

Security dimensions affected: Information Disclosure
Mitigation:

Apply tamper-proof mechanisms to the device (make it impossible to extract
crypto keys) via a TPM, memeory and key management, code signing

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-fundamentals/iot-securityarchitecture

References:

[25]; [11]

Observables:

difficult to observe; checksums of firmware/software will not match
legitimate ones; irregular network activity

2.5
2.5.1

Threats for Smart grids
Attacks on the infrastructure grid

Description:

Attackers sieze control of energy infrastructure, providing them with the
control necessary to execute attacks such as shutting down energy
generation, or exploiting network resources for botnets.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services
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Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; launching additional attacks;
denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Network Reconnaissance, Network traffic
manipulation and information gathering; Identity Theft; Receiving
unsolicited E-mail; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of
hardware and software; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of
software; Compromising confidential information; Remote activity; Targeted
attacks

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Firewalls, IDS, IPS and fully secure communications stacks covering SCADA
systems.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

http://fortune.com/2017/09/06/hack-energy-grid-symantec/

References:

[14]

Observables:

not easily observable; System loss; data loss

2.5.2

Attacks to smart grid components to acquire private sensitive information

Description:

Attackers exploit vulnerabilities in smart grid companents to steal data

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

sniffers; hardware and software vulnerabilities

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of information to unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Device encryption, SSL/TLS protocols, user authentification, priviledge
escalation, re-authentification for sensitive devices, IDS

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs
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Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[11]; [29]

Observables:

Reduction in network performance

2.5.3

Compromise of interactions of AMI components with the infrastructure

Description:

Interactions of AMI components with the environment could lead to
unauthorized access to AMI communication information, modification of
AMI data, denial of service to authorized users, and non-repudiation

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Man in the middle, session hijacking; Denial of service; Remote activity
(execution)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Tools that regulates the flow of channel; implement integrity checks on
devices; limitation on network access to devices; limitation on private loss

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[11]; [29]

Observables:

abnormal network behavior; abnormal system behavior; electricity
consumption patterns

2.5.4

Hijacking connections between meters and Demand Response systems

Description:

Attackers conduct a man-in-the-middle attack to steal demand data,
potentially influencing forecasting technologies

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious nodes

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; disclosure of information to unauthorised parties
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Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle, session hijacking;
Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Use firewalls; authenticate communication peers; Use machine learning to
establish baseline traffic patterns and detect anomalies

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[11]; [29]

Observables:

not easily observable

Smart grids: Altering of meter data when transmitted between meter and Gateway, Gateway
2.5.5
and consumer or Gateway and external entities
Description:

attackers change these data to to alter billing-relevant information or grid
status information; the attack may be performed via any interface

Affected domains:

smart grid systems; IoT systems

Threat agents:

Employees

Attack vector:

interfering devices; software bugs

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; other impacts may exist, depending on how data are
processed

Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with data
Mitigation:

use network segregation; use tamper-proof devices and cryptogaphic
techniques

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances have been documented in the literature.

References:

[11]; [36]

Observables:

System doesn't function normally; Known malicious payloads; Unusual
system calls/network traffic patterns

2.5.6
Smart grids: Attacker alters meter data, gateway configuration data, meter configuration
data, CLS configuration data or a firmware update in the WAN
Description:

attackers change these data to to alter billing-relevant information or grid
status information, disrupt system behavior or take over the system

Affected domains:

smart grid systems; IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized
Crime
and
Intentional;Corporations

Attack vector:

interfering devices; software bugs
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Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption, or disclosure,loss; denial of access; complete system take
over

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

use network segregation; use tamper-proof devices and cryptogaphic
techniques; protect the software update mechanism;provide user-friendly
interfaces for device and services security management; rely on existing
sources for security good practises in order to secure infrastructure; provide
secure backup and/or deletion ofthe data stored/ processed by the device
and associated cloud services

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances have been documented in the literature.

References:

[11], [36]

Observables:

unusual consumption patterns

2.5.7

Smart grids: Compromise of an existing data concentrator

Description:

Attacker compromises an existing data concentrator and causes sending
wrong data to the central system

Affected domains:

any network-based application;smart grid systems; IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

connections of Gateway; meter data

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; other impacts may exist, depending on how data are
processed

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

use network segregation; use tamper-proof devices and cryptogaphic
techniques; limit the exposure of concentrators

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

The Government of India-Ministry of Power (MoP) has announced National
Smart Grid Mission (NSGM) in order to reduce AT&C losses by measuring and
controlling each incoming and outgoing energy unit and each incoming and
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outgoing rupee .(https://www.eletimes.com/challenges-in-implementationof-smart-grid-and-smart-metering-the-indian-context)
References:

[11], [36]

Observables:

hard to observe; anomalous integration of different smart meters to their
data concentrators and Head End Systems (HES), escpecially in remote meter
communication to HES.

2.5.8

Smart grids: False data are injected by an attacker in the smart grid traffic

Description:

False data are injected by an attacker in the smart grid traffic. The attacker
injects false or malicious DR events in DRAS (Demand Response Automation
Server), causing blackouts and instability of the grid

Affected domains:

smart grid systems, IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

false packets

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption, or disclosure,loss; denial of service; complete system take
over

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

use identity management and false data detection techniques

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed; simulations for attacks are
referenced at http://nskeylab.xjtu.edu.cn/people/dwang/files/2015/07/ASurvey-on-Bad-Data-Injection-At-tacks-in-Smart-Grid.pdf
and
http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/2/316

References:

[11], [36]

Observables:

abnormal traffic; unusual behavior of a network/IoT device; data do not
observe physical laws

2.5.9

Smart grids: injection of realistic false data

Description:

The adversary may inject false measurement reports to the disrupt the smart
grid operation through the compromised meters and sensors

Affected domains:

smart grid systems,IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

false packets

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common
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Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; other impacts may exist, depending on how data is
processed

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation
Mitigation:

Use of tamper-proof meters or reporting sensors; use false data detection
techniques

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed; simulations for attacks are
referenced at http://nskeylab.xjtu.edu.cn/people/dwang/files/2015/07/ASurvey-on-Bad-Data-Injection-At-tacks-in-Smart-Grid.pdf
and
http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/2/316

References:

[11], [25]

Observables:

Measurements deviating from historical patterns

2.5.10

Smart grids: Load redistribution attack (injection of realistic false data)

Description:

Load redistribution attack is an injection of realistic false data with limited
access to specific measurement data. Attacker compromises an existing data
concentrator and causes sending wrong data to the central system.

Affected domains:

any network-based application;smart grid systems; IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

operator station

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; other impacts may exist, depending on how data are
processed

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

use network segregation; use tamper-proof devices and cryptogaphic
techniques

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances have been documented in the literature.

References:

[11], [25]

Observables:

hard to observe; abnormal increase/reduce of load in buses

2.5.11

Smart grids: Monitoring data of other customers

Description:

Copyright

Compromised data concentrators can be misused to monitor data of other
customers
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Affected domains:

smart grid systems; IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

information capturing devices

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

segregate the Smart Home Networks and the AMI; use cryptographic
techniques

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances have been documented in the literature.

References:

[11], [25]

Observables:

logging attempts; abnormal traffic

2.5.12

Smart grids: time modification of the Gateway

Description:

attackers aim at changing the relation between date / time measured
consumption or production values in the meter data records

Affected domains:

smart grid systems; IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

any attack changing the time

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; other impacts may exist, depending on how data are
processed

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of Information

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

segregate the Smart Home Networks and the AMI,perform vulnerability
survey; protect the software update mechanism;provide user-friendly
interfaces for device and services security management; rely on existing
sources for security good practises in order to secure infrastructures; provide
secure backup and/or deletion ofthe data stored/ processed by the device
and associated cloud services

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances have been documented in the literature.
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References:

[11], [25]

Observables:

irregular electricity consumption patterns

2.6
2.6.1

Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation

Description:

This threat involves exploiting the API of a software component in order to
launch different types of attacks

Affected domains:

web applications; web services

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals;Humans - intentional

Attack vector:

Interfaces of web applications / web services (bad practices originating in the
Web app development community); payloads to these interfaces

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy to detect vulnerable code

Technical impact:

unauthorized disclosure, compromise of integrity and/or destruction of data
or unauthorized destruction/degradation of a service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software; Manipulation of information;
Compromising confidential information; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

Validation of all incoming data against a whitelist of expected values; Proper
usage of TLS; threat detection techniques

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

drupalgeddon2
(https://researchcenter.paloaltonetworks.com/2018/05/unit42-exploitwild-drupalgeddon2-analysis-cve-2018-7600/)

References:

[28]

Observables:

suspicious requests

2.6.2

Broken Authentication and Session Management

Description:

The system does not enforce strong policies or secure techniques for
password setting or management, or the system uses vulnerable session
management techniques

Affected domains:

web applications; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees; Non-target specific

Attack vector:

brute force attacks; use of password recovery mechanisms; capturing of
passwords; capturing session ids or highjacking sessions

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common
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Detectability:

Easy to detect brute force or dictionary attacks; hard to detect captured
sessions or passwords

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; degredation/loss
of service; complete system takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/ Session hijacking; Identity
theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Compromising confidential information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of
Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Updating password policy; Changing default and insecure credentials; Fixing
session management; Securing password recovery methods; Limiting access
to the device; Periodic penetration tests

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Aztech ADSL DSL5018EN (1T1R), DSL705E, and DSL705EU devices improperly
manage sessions, which allows remote attackers to bypass authentication in
opportunistic circumstances and execute arbitrary commands with
administrator privileges by leveraging an existing web portal login
(https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-6436)

References:

[34], [13]

Observables:

Multiple login attempts; Attempts to access services with old-aged session
ids; Accesses to password recovery

2.6.3

Browser extension attacks

Description:

Installation of malicious browser extensions

Affected domains:

web browsers; web servers

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

Malicious extensions installed on web browsers (maladvertising, malicious
scripts, browser-based attacks); phishing attacks targeting the developers

of the extensions
Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

could include any unauthorized activity, like gaining access with elevated
privileges, executing malicious code, confidential information
compromisation, tracking of user without obtaining consent etc.

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance; Network traffic manipulation and information
gathering;
Identity
theft
(Identity
fraud/account);
malicious
code/software/activity; unauthorized activities; unauthorized installation of
software; compromising confidential information; remote activity

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identity; Tampering with data; Repudiation; Information disclosure;
Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
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Mitigation:

Monitoring of behavior of web browser; check web browser settings; Use of
web browser protection mechanisms; avoid installing extensions from
untrusted sources; download plugin-related content ony from authoritative
sources

Cyber-Trust domains:

Could affect network, IoT devices and/or CIIs depending on the attack

Indicative appearances:

Google Chrome extensions with 500,000 downloads found to be malicious
(https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/01/500000chrome-users-fall-prey-to-malicious-extensions-in-google-web-store/)

References:

[8]; [10]; [21]

Observables:

Monitoring browser/extension activities

2.6.4

Buffer overflow

Description:

huge amount of data are being sent to a specific system in a way that they
cannot be handled by the system, causing an unexpected behavior

Affected domains:

any system could possibly be affected

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Individuals; Nontarget specific

Attack vector:

typically, large payloads

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data corruption, device crashes, possible non-authorized access, possible
complete system take over

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of information; denial of service; Remote activity (execution);
compromising confidential information

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; repudiation; information disclosure; denial of service;
elevation of provilege
Mitigation:

Check the function in a code dealing with input supplied by a user or other
outside source; non-executable stacks/data execution prevention

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT Devices and CIIs; network could also be affected

Indicative appearances:

Ping of Death, Heartbleed

References:

[11] ; [27]

Observables:

Tranmission of data with abnormal size; unusual behavior of a device

2.6.5

Cross Site Request Forgery

Description:

Attackers force an end user to execute unwanted actions on a web
application in which they're currently authenticated; user clicks or
automated request generations (e.g. through Javascript) can be used to that
effect

Affected domains:

web applications

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations
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Attack vector:

Attacker forges requests to invoke state-changing operations that the
authorized user is allowed to perform

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

Attackers can trick victims into performing any state changing operation the
victim is authorized to perform, e.g., updating account details, making
purchases, logout and even login.

Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches) ; Remote activity (execution); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
disclosure; Denial of Service
Mitigation:

Inclusion of unique tokens in hidden fields

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Multiple versions of the Symfony framework are vulnerable to CSRF attacks
(https://symfony.com/blog/cve-2018-11406-csrf-token-fixation); Jazz for
Service Management (JazzSM) v1.1.3 is vulnerable to CSRF
(https://www.ibm.com/blogs/psirt/ibm-security-bulletin-cross-site-requestforgery-csrf-vulnerability-identified-with-jazz-for-service-managementjazzsm-v1-1-3-cve-2017-1746/)

References:

[34]

Observables:

the attack itself is not easily observable; after a successful attack, anomalous
traffic patterns may be observed

2.6.6

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Description:

Attackers inject Javascript into pages supplied by legitimate sites; when other
users visit the affected pages, code runs on their computers

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Requests containing embedded Javascript code for processing and/or
storage

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

remote code execution on the victim's browser, used to as steal credentials,
sessions, or delivering malware to the victim

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches); Remote activity (execution); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure
Mitigation:

Escaping and/or sanitizing request content; applying context-sensitive
encoding when modifying the browser document on the client side; enabing
Content
Security
Policy
(https://developer.mozilla.org/enUS/docs/Web/HTTP/CSP)

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Bose SoundTouch devices allow XSS via a crafted public playlist from Spotify
(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-17750/); Cisco Web Security
Appliance
Cross-Site
Scripting
Vulnerability
(https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cis
co-sa-20180711-wsa-xss)

References:

[34], [13], [8], [10]

Observables:

Payloads with Javascript content

2.6.7

Exposed Programmatical Interfaces

Description:

Attackers use physical access to read the device’s internal memory and its
firmware

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals;Employees; Corporations

Attack vector:

API requests

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software; Manipulation of information;
Unauthorized installation of software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

limit access to APIs; once we recognize an attack pattern we can create a
honeypot to when the attacker is online and make sure that the attacker is
blocked from doing anything

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Hackers Stole Over $20 Million From Misconfigured Ethereum Clients
(https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hackers-stole-over20-million-from-misconfigured-ethereum-clients/)
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References:

[31]

Observables:

the attack itself is not easily observable; after a successful attack, specific
traffic patterns or anomalous traffic patterns may be observed

2.6.8

Injection

Description:

an attack executed against systems running accepting requests and serving
them by running interpreted code; the attacker attempts to pass malicious
code within request parameters and have this code executed by the
interpreter.

Affected domains:

web applications; web services

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans –
intentional

Attack vector:

Malicious payloads containing executable code

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy to detect vulnerable code; easy to detect malicious payloads

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; loss of
accountability; denial of access; injection can sometimes lead to complete
host takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Misuse of information/ information systems; Unauthorized activities;
Remote activity (execution)

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

use a safe API, which avoids the use of the interpreter entirely or provides a
parameterized interface; escape special characters using the specific escape
syntax for that interpreter; detect and block requests with malicious payload
(least preferred)

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Hackers Breached 53 Universities and Dump Thousands of Personal Records
Online
(https://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/10/03/hackers-breach-53universities-dump-thousands-of-personal-records-online)

References:

[34]; [13]; [8] (listed as SQL injection, PHP injection); [10] (listed as SQL
injection, PHP injection); [7]

Observables:

requests whose payload contains commands of the interpreter and/or
delimiters of the interpreter's language and/or conditions of the interpreter’s
query language (where applicable)

2.6.9

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Description:

Attackers exploit insufficient authentification, lack of transport encryption
and account enumeration to access data or controls via the cloud website

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals;Employees; Corporations
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Attack vector:

malicious requests

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Man in the middle/ Session hijacking;
Manipulation of hardware and software

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Default usernames and passwords changed, user accounts cannot be
enumerated, account lock-out after n failed password attmpts, ensure web
interface is not susceptible to XSS, SQLi or CSRF, credentials not exposed over
interbet, two-factor authentification

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

"Timehop’s Cloud Security Breach"
(https://www.threatstack.com/blog/access-management-lessons-fromtimehops-cloud-security-breach)

References:

[31]

Observables:

unexpected data outflow volume could be an indication.

2.6.10

Insecure deserialization

Description:

Applications or services deserialize objects; attackers exploit this behavior to
execute remote code or elevate their privileges

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Requests containing serialized objects

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

remote code execution on server; elevation of privilege

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile apps);
Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of software;
Compromising confidential information (data breaches); Remote activity
(execution)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
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Mitigation:

Implement integrity checks on data to be deserialized to detect tampering;
enforce type constraints on deserialized objects; log and monitor
deserialization

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

A vulnerability in Java deserialization used by Cisco Secure Access Control
System (ACS) prior to release 5.8 patch 9 could allow an unauthenticated,
remote attacker to execute arbitrary commands on an affected device.
(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-0147/); JBoss server does not
restrict classes for which it performs deserialization, allowing an attacker to
execute
arbitrary
code
via
crafted
serialized
data
(https://access.redhat.com/security/cve/cve-2017-12149)

References:

[13]

Observables:

Hard to observe; multiple requests from the same user that include
deserialization is an indication

2.6.11

Insecure Software/Firmware

Description:

Any software/firmware with known security vulnerabilities

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Depends on the specific attack

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Manipulation of information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

installation of software/firmware updates

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

A dumb security flaw let a hacker download US drone secrets: unpatched
router let hacker to steal the drone secrets. The firmware wasn't updated
and the hacker exploited a two year known vulnerability
(https://www.wired.co.uk/article/router-hacking-drone-reaper-militarysecrets)

References:

[12]; [31]; [28]; [7]

Observables:

Relevant software versions match versions of the same software in
vulnerability reports; high networt traffic to the device before or after the
incident
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2.6.12

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Interface

Description:

Exploitation of (one or few of) multiple weaknesses that are present in the
interface of the device to gain access to data or control the device

Affected domains:

IoT systems

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees; Non-target specific

Attack vector:

Attacker uses weak/default credentials, captures plain text credentials or
enumarates accounts

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy: manual inspection of the interface or use of automated tools

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; denial of access;
installation of backdoors; complete device takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of information; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Misuse
of information/ information systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

Limitation of network access to device; Securing interfaces; Changing default
credentials

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices

Indicative appearances:

Camera
hacked
using
default
password
(https://www.csoonline.com/article/3135650/security/samy-kamkar-hacksiot-security-camera-to-show-exploitable-dangers-to-enterprise.html)

References:

[12]; [31]

Observables:

Known malicious payloads; repeated login attempts; anomalous traffic
patterns before or after the attack

2.6.13

Insufficient Authentication/Authorization

Description:

Weak passwords, clear text network traffic, weak password controls, lack of
re-authentification for sensitive areas, lack of priviledge escalation control.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Weak passwords, poorly protected credentials, lack of granular access
control (internal and expternal users)

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; execution of unauthorised
activities; data loss or corruption; loss of accountability

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Man in the middle/ Session hijacking; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/
Account); Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Strong passwords, granular access controls, protected credentials, twofactor authentification, re-authenfication for sensitve areas, credentials can
be revoked, app/device/server authetification required, authentification
token/session key is always different, unique uder id/device id

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

A vulnerability in the Cisco IOS XE Software REST API could allow an
authenticated, remote attacker to bypass API authorization checks and use
the API to perform privileged actions on an affected device
(https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-0195)

References:

[12]

Observables:

not easily observable, Elevated network traffic and unexpected data outflow
volume could be an indication.

2.6.14

Insufficient logging and monitoring

Description:

Attackers rely on this to remain undetected: consist of a combination of
auditable events such as logins/failed logins, high-value transactions aren't
logged and any warnings generate unclear messages, API and application
logs unmonitored for suspicious activity and logs are only stored locally
(preventing a network-based analysis approach), escalation and alert
thresholds are weak or non-existent, pentests (Dynamic Application Security
Testing (DAST) tools) do not trigger alerts and the application itself is unable
to detect/escalate active attacks in real time.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

logs; monitoring procedures

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

loss of accountability; loss of opportunities to act proactivey or react to
threats

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

War driving; Network Reconnaissance; Network traffic manipulation and
Information gathering

Security dimensions affected: Repudiation; Tampering with data; Information Disclosure; Denial of Service;
Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Copyright

Log logins/failed logins, high-value transactions, warnings (generating clear
messages), monitor API and application logs for suspicious activity and store
logs on the network, strong escalation and alert thresholds, pentests (DAST
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tools) trigger alerts and ensure where possible that the application is able to
detect/escalate active attacks in real time.
Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

This is a generic risk; many installations do not appropriately log events or do
not monitor logged events

References:

[13]

Observables:

Not observable at network level

2.6.15

Insufficient Security Configurability

Description:

Attacker uses the lack of granular permissions, such as password options and
encryption opotions, to access data or controls on the device

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees; Non-target specific

Attack vector:

web servers; any system providing network service

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy to Average

Technical impact:

compromise of device; data loss

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of
Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

separate normal users from administrative users; encrypt data at rest or in
transit; enforce strong password policies; log and monitor security events;
periodic penetration tests

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

The Thecus NAS Server N8800 transmits administrative passwords in plain
text,
therefore
attackers
may
snif
them
(https://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/105686); Password are stored in plaintext
in nvram in the HTTPd server in all versions of Asus asuswrt, up to and
including 3.0.0.4.380.7743 (https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-201715656/)

References:

[12]

Observables:

Multiple login attempts; Accesses to password recovery

2.6.16

Local file inclusion

Description:

Vulnerabilities in web applications that allow an attacker to submit input to
the application for execution without proper validation, so as the application
builds a path to a malicious executable code (which lies in the web server)

Affected domains:

web servers; web broswers

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Individuals
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Attack vector:

improper use of mainly PHP functions, but also JSP and ASP functions (an
attacker has to first create an executable, malicious file on the website’s
server environment).

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy to detect improper scripts; vulnerability scanners may also identify this
weakness

Technical impact:

the impacts vary from information disclosure to complete compromise of the
system

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance; Network traffic manipulation and information
gathering; unauthorized activities; unauthorized installation of software;
compromising confidential information; remote activity

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

request parameter sanitizing; avoid dynamically including files based on user
input; maintaining a whitelist of files that can be included.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Could affect IoT devices, network and/or CIIs depending on the attack

Indicative appearances:

this vulnerability was observed on the Easy Forms for MailChimp WordPress
plugin v. 6.0.5.5 (https://blogvault.net/common-attacks-on-wordpress-sites101-file-inclusion-arbitrary-code-execution/); LFI vulnerabilty in "Adult
Friend
Finder"
led
to
data
breaches
(https://www.csoonline.com/article/3132533/security/researcher-saysadult-friend-finder-vulnerable-to-file-inclusion-vulnerabilities.html)

References:

[8]

Observables:

Look for scripts which take filenames as parameters

2.6.17

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Description:

configuration error made by website administrators; the attacker attempts
to pass malicious code through unchecked script parameters and have it
executed by the interpreter

Affected domains:

web applications; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

payloads with executable code (e.g. JavaScript)

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy to detect vulnerable code; easy to detect malicious payloads

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; loss of
accountability; can sometimes lead to host takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
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installation of software; Compromising confidential information; Remote
activity
Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

avoid direct use of input parameters or provide a parameterized interface;
escape special characters using the specific escape syntax for the interpreters
involved in execution of the script; detect and block requests with malicious
payload (least preferred)

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Hackers claim to have hacked a growing list of websites, compromising
credentials
and
other
sensitive
user
information
(https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/team-ghostshell-hackinggroup-back-bang)

References:

[16]

Observables:

input parameters containing commands of the interpreters involved in
execution of the script and/or delimiters of the interpreter’s language and/or
conditions of the interpreter’s query language (where applicable)

2.6.18

Missing Function Level Access Control

Description:

Web applications implement presentation-level security, displaying only
links to functionalities that should be available to the user roles, failing to
validate existence of proper privileges upon request processing

Affected domains:

web applications

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

Attacker forges requests to invoke unauthorized operations

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; denial of access;
installation of backdoors; complete device takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches); Remote activity (execution); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Implement security in depth principle using positive authorization checks at
all levels

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Missing functional level access control allows an unauthenticated user to add
DELL EMC Support Account to the Installation Manager
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(https://www.qualys.com/2018/04/10/qualys-security-advisory-qsa-dsa2018-025.pdf); Privilege escalation in MOXA switches by circuvementing
access control (https://www.qualys.com/2018/04/10/qualys-securityadvisory-qsa-dsa-2018-025.pdf)
References:

[34]

Observables:

the attack itself is not easily observable; after a successful attack, anomalous
traffic patterns may be observed

2.6.19

Missing Secure Attribute in an Encrypted Session (SSL) Cookie

Description:

Attackers resend cookies multiple times, resulting in insecure cookies and
race conditions which allow for the theft of user and session data.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

cookies with no "secure" designation

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of Information; Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Identity
theft; Generation and use of rogue certificates; Compromising confidential
information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Use "secure" designation for cookies; Prevent multiple cookie submissions

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

IBM Rational ClearQuest Web is vulnerable to Missing Secure Attribute in
Encrypted
Session
(SSL)
Cookie
(https://www01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21682947)

References:

[16]

Observables:

Payloads with missing "secure" attribute for cookies

2.6.20

Missing Strict -Transport-Security Header

Description:

HSTS (HTTP Strict Transport Security) prevents HTTP communication, forcing
browsers to use HTTPS. Without HSTS attacks can exploit HTTP to conduct
man-in-the-middle attacks for traffic interception, or the presence of HTTP
links in a HTTPS web application to redirect web-traffic.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

response payloads with no strict transport security header

Attack exploitability:

Easy
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Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties; data loss or corruption

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of Information; Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Identity
theft; Generation and use of rogue certificates; Compromising confidential
information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Force HTTPS, deny HTTP

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-5505/)

References:

[16]

Observables:

Payloads with missing Strict-Transport-Security header.

2.6.21

Missing X-Content-Type-Options Header

Description:

absence of X-Content-Type-Options header leads the browser to
automatically choose the appropriate MIME type for uploaded content; the
attacker attempts to upload content that is interpreted as something
expected from the Content-Type header

Affected domains:

web applications; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Web applications/web services

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy to detect unsafe webserver header settings

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; can sometimes
lead to complete host takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/
Account); Compromising confidential information

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

set the value of the header to nosniff to restrict the accepted MIME types to
the ones defined in the Content-Type header

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

No indicative appearances have been found

References:

[16]

Observables:

header not present or not set to nosniff

2.6.22

Missing X-Frame-Options Header

Description:
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controls tricking users to enter sensitive information, tricking browsers to
redirect or interact with another web site; a clickjacking technique
Affected domains:

web applications; web services; web sites

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

payloads without the header or with the header inappropriately set

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties; web browser exploitation

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/
Account); Compromising confidential information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Tampering with data; Information disclosure
Mitigation:

use of browser addons disabling/warning about possible malicious iframes;
security apps; better web server management/auditing

Cyber-Trust domains:

network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Facebook Has No Defence Against Black Hat Marketing
(https://joshmacdonald.net/facebook-has-no-defence-against-black-hatmarketing/)

References:

[16]

Observables:

known malicious payloads; unusual network traffic patterns; unusual
website redirections; web pages containing iframes pointing to other popular
websites

2.6.23

Modification-of-service

Description:

Diverging a service from its prescribed behavior, paving the way for further
threats/attacks (e.g. grant access to unauthorized parties)

Affected domains:

any system/device that rests with a service provision

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Individuals

Attack vector:

modification of existing hardware/software

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average (Difficult in some cases)

Technical impact:

Could include data breaches, invasions to user's privacy, degradadation/loss
of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Manipulation of hardware and software; manipulation of information;
misuse of information/information systems (including mobile apps);
unauthorized activities; compromising confidential information; hoax

Security dimensions affected: Tampering wih data; repudiation; information disclosure; denial of service
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Mitigation:

Compliance with development standards; secure ways to handle critical
modifications (e.g. firmware modifications); Hardware functionality to lock
write access to critical functions/storage

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Researchers illustrated how to affect the physical systems of a vehicle
(www.autosec.org/pubs/cars-usenixsec2011.pdf;
http://illmatics.com/Remote%20Car%20Hacking.pdf)

References:

[30]

Observables:

Unexpected behavior of a device; degradation/loss of a service

2.6.24

Remote file inclusion

Description:

Vulnerabilities in web applications that allow an attacker to submit input to
the application for execution without proper validation, so as the application
builds a path to a malicious executable code (which is remote and not in the
web server)

Affected domains:

web servers, web broswers

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Individuals

Attack vector:

improper use of mainly PHP functions, but also JSP and ASP functions, may
provide the means to the attacker

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy to detect improper scripts; vulnerability scanners may also identify this
weakness

Technical impact:

the impacts vary from information disclosure to complete compromise of the
system

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance; Network traffic manipulation and information
gathering; unauthorized activities; unauthorized installation of software;
compromising confidential information; remote activity

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

request parameter sanitizing; ; avoid dynamically including files based on
user input; maintaining a whitelist of files that can be included

Cyber-Trust domains:

Could affect IoT devices, network and/or CIIs depending on the attack

Indicative appearances:

PHP remote file inclusion vulnerability in Open Bulletin Board (OpenBB) 1.0.8
and earlier (http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-20064722)

References:

[8]

Observables:

Look for scripts which take filenames as parameters

2.6.25

Security Misconfiguration

Description:
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configurations to gain unauthorized access to the system or elevate their
knowledge
Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees; Non-target specific

Attack vector:

resource discovery attacks; brute force attacks; exploitation of known
vulnerabilities

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data loss, corruption, or disclosure to unauthorized parties; degredation/loss
of service; complete system takeover

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information; Remote
activity

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Hardening security configurations; Disabling unnesseccary services; use of
vulnerability scanning tools and applying corrections; applying patches;
segmenting applications; periodic penetration tests

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

A local security misconfiguration vulnerability in HPE System Management
Homepage for Windows and Linux version prior to v7.6.1 was found;
attackers
could
completely
compromise
the
system
(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-12550/)

References:

[34], [13]

Observables:

multiple attempts to discover resources or access accounts; known malicious
payloads

2.6.26

Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards

Description:

Attackers use unvalidated forward to bypass authentication or authorization
checks, or to redirect users to malicious sites

Affected domains:

web applications; web services (to a lesser extent)

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

Requests with a payload designating the attacker-chosen destination
functionality or site

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Uncommon
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Detectability:

Average; requests containing URLs are to be considered suspicious

Technical impact:

Depending on the functionalities exposed to this attack, technical impact
varies. The most common use case is phishing attacks or others that also
involve Social Engineering, which lowers the potential impact of the
vulnerability.

Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches); Remote activity (execution); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Limit the use of redirects; whitelist and validate all redirects; use internal
mappings for redirects rather than relying on URLs explicitly set in the
request

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Open
redirect
vulnerability
in
Wordpress
(https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2221/);
open
redirect
vulnerability in Cake library (https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-20151060/)

References:

[34]; [8] (referenced as Malicious URLs, under Web-based attacks); [10]
(referenced as Malicious URLs, under Web-based attacks), [21]

Observables:

requests including URLs; possibility of false positives is high, unless request
patterns that specifically allow URL specification are provided

2.6.27

Use of inappropriate software

Description:

Attackers (including insiders) install and use non-authorized (at least for the
specific use) software, such as keyloggers, network sniffers etc. to pursue
their goals.

Affected domains:

IoT devices; CIIs; any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals;Employees; Corporations

Attack vector:

software

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches); Remote activity
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Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

use only approved software; Use of identity and access management (IAM)
solutions;identity governance solutions; implementation of security
intelligence solution; data-based behaviour analysis tools; implementation of
privilleged identity management solutions

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Keylogger was found on more than 450 HP notebook models. The keylogging
code
as
in
the
keyboard
driver.
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/hardware/keylogger-found-inhp-notebook-keyboard-driver/

References:

[8] (under insider threats)

Observables:

difficult to observe; abnormal system/network behaviour

2.6.28

Using Known Vulnerable Components

Description:

Applications use components that are vulnerable; attackers may exploit
component vulnerabilities to compromise the application

Affected domains:

web applications; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

Depends on the vulnerability of the component

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

The full range of weaknesses is possible, including injection, broken access
control, XSS, etc. The impact could range from minimal to complete host
takeover and data compromise.

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity;
Manipulation of hardware and software; Misuse of information/ information
systems (including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches); Remote activity (execution); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Identify all components in an application, monitor their status, update them
as needed; add security wrappers to secure components; establish security
policies governing component use

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

All applications relying on multiple Apache Struts versions are vulnerable to
remote execution of arbitrary code (https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE2016-3081); all applications including multiple versions of the Jenkins CLI
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subsystem are vulnerable to remote execution of arbitrary code
(https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-8103)
References:

[34], [13]

Observables:

the attack itself is not easily observable; after a successful attack, anomalous
traffic patterns may be observed

2.6.29

Vulnerable Browser/Web Server Plugins Exploitation

Description:

when vulnerable plugins are present on a browser or web server they can be
easily exploited to gain access

Affected domains:

web servers; web browsers

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Malicious content to be executed by plugins installed on web servers/web
browsers

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

The technical impact could include any unauthorized activity on the web
server, like gaining access with elevated privileges, executing malicious code,
confidential information compromisation etc.

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Man in the middle/Session Hijacking; Identity Theft; Malicious
code/software/activity; Unauthorized activities; Compromising confidential
information; Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Up to date plugins; Be selective of the plugins to be used to reduce attack
surface

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

WordPress
(https://www.pcworld.com/article/3078861/security/a-newwordpress-plug-in-exploit-endangers-thousands-of-websites.html)

References:

[16]; [17]

Observables:

Anything that could mean the web server has been compromised, files
missing, files added, unauthorized activities, etc.

2.6.30

Website Defacement

Description:

changing the appearance of, usually government and industry, websites for
political, religious and other reasons

Affected domains:

websites; web applications

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans - intentional; Corporations

Attack vector:

SQL Injections; Compromised content managements systems; Access to
webserver

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common
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Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

appearence of website changes; more malware and/or backdoors may be
planted

Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network Traffic manipulation and information
gathering; Denial of Service; Unauthorized activities; Targetted attacks

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data; Denial of Service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Secure database configuration; Up to date content management system;
Properly secured webserver in order to prevent unauthorized access

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network

Indicative appearances:

NHS website defaced (https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-43812539)

References:

[14]

Observables:

The website doesn't have its original form

2.6.31

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Description:

Attackers craft XML documents containing references to external entities,
such as modules or files; weakly configured XML parsers will try to resolve
these entities resulting to arbitrary code execution, data disclosure etc.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT systems; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

XML payloads

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

extract data; code execution; network reconnaissance; denial-of-service
attack; execute other attacks; complete system take over

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance; Network traffic manipulation and Information
gathering; Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Denial of service;
Malicious code/ software/ activity; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile apps);
Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of software;
Compromising confidential information (data breaches); Remote activity
(execution); Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Avoid XML in favor of simpler formats like JSON; upgrade XML processors;
disable XML external entity processing; sanitize input

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs
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Indicative appearances:

XXE in Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications allows attackers to
read
the
filesystem,
inject
Javascript
etc.
(http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2018/Jan/76)

References:

[13]

Observables:

XML payloads with external entity specifications; false positives are
probable, whitelisting can mitigate this

2.7
2.7.1

Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Description:

fee frauds like romance scams, US soldier impersonation etc. that lead to
money loss

Affected domains:

email clients; mobile phones

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Emails; SMS; Messaging apps; Telephone; Social Engineering

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

No technical impact associated

Technical impact rating:

No technical impact associated

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/Account); Receiving unsolicited E-mail; Social
Engineering; Manipulation of information; Hoax

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Information disclosure
Mitigation:

User training

Cyber-Trust domains:

none

Indicative appearances:

Iraq US Soldiers scam
(https://www.scamnet.wa.gov.au/scamnet/Scam_typesUnexpected_money-Upfront_payment__advanced_fee_fraudsIraq_Millions.htm)

References:

[14]

Observables:

Somebody unknown, makes contact and the end result is he asks for money

2.7.2

CEO Fraud

Description:

usually an attacker contacts the victim (employee) posing as somebody else
(e.g. CEO) to get them to make a bank transfer for example, usually carried
out using pure social engineering but in advanced scenarios it can be
combined with hacking or malware deployment

Affected domains:

email clients; phones(mobile or not)

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Emails; Social Engineering; Infected files

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult
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Technical impact:

There isn't any technical impact when pure social engineering is used

Technical impact rating:

Minor

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/Account); Receiving unsolicited E-mail; Social
Engineering; Hoax

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Employee training

Cyber-Trust domains:

could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Members of CEO fraud ring arrested (https://www.infosecuritymagazine.com/news/member-of-ceo-fraud-ring-arrested/)

References:

[14]

Observables:

Unauthorized money transfers

2.7.3

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Plugin (Social Media)

Description:

use of fake “like” buttons/services appearing to integrate with social
networking platforms/malicious browser plugins; the attacker attempts to
trick users to click on fake “like” buttons, register with a service or install a
plugin in order to gather private information and control a user’s account

Affected domains:

web applications; web services; web sites

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

web applications/web services; compromised websites; plugins installed on
web browsers; emails

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties; installation of malicious software;
web browser exploitation

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/software/activity; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Hoax

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Tampering with data; Information disclosure
Mitigation:

user training; security apps; principle of least privilege applied to user
accounts

Cyber-Trust domains:

network; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Fake
Browser
Plug-in—A
New
Vehicle
for
Scammers
(https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/fake-browser-plug-newvehicle-scammers)

References:

[16]

Observables:

known malicious payloads; unusual social network usage patterns; untrusted
plugin installation
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2.7.4

Malvertising

Description:

malicious advertisements hosted or placed on high-traffic websites; the
attacker attempts to execute malicious code on the users’ browser or to
redirect users to a malicious website

Affected domains:

web applications; web services; web browsers

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Web applications/web services; Compromised websites

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties; installation of malicious software;
web browser exploitation

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/software/activity; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Compromising confidential information; Hoax;
Remote activity; Targeted attacks

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

adblocker software; anti-virus apps; up to date software and OS

Cyber-Trust domains:

Νetwork; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Portuguese speakers are targeted on a host of portals including MSN,
Universo Online, and Globo
(https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/malvertising-campaigntargets-brazilian-users)

References:

[16]

Observables:

known malicious payloads; unusual network traffic patterns; unusual
website redirections; web page patterns that hide the appearance of
downloads (e.g. hidden iframes)

2.7.5

Phishing

Description:

the attacker constructs usually emails or websites that appear to be
associated with a trusted entity in order to obtain information like
passwords, cretid card numbers etc.

Affected domains:

web browsers; web applications; websites; email clients

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Non-target specific

Attack vector:

Emails; Websites; Messaging apps; Telephone(Vishing)

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

Stolen credentials; Malware installation; Information Compromise

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network Traffic manipulation and information
gathering; Identity Theft (Identity Fraud/Account); Receiving unsolicited Email; Social Engineering; Manipulation of information; Misuse of
information/information systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

User training

Cyber-Trust domains:

could affect IoT and/or Network and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Apple ID Phishing scam (http://www.redmondpie.com/beware-apple-idemail-scam-2018-is-looking-to-get-hold-of-your-credentials/)

References:

[20]; [14]; [8]; [24]; [17]; [7]

Observables:

Users should be careful whenever they are about to enter their credentials
for things that seem off, like URL that's similar to the original but has some
differences, or the same for the case of email addresses

2.7.6

Spam

Description:

unwanted or malicious emails and other types of messages containing
malicious links or attachments; the attacker attempts to conduct phishing
attacks or have the user open/execute a malicious attachment

Affected domains:

web browsers; email clients; social network accounts; mobile messaging
(SMS)

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

emails attachments and links; messaging apps; mobile communications
capabilities (SMS, MMS); social media accounts

Attack exploitability:

Average, depends on victim

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data disclosure to unauthorized parties; installation of malicious software

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Receiving
unsolicited
E-mail;
Malicious
code/software/activity;
Unauthorized installation of software; Hoax; Remote activity

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

use of frequently updated spam/content filters; block of execution or
delivery of email attachments; block of execution of macros/scripts/graphics
rendering on email clients; user training; security software

Cyber-Trust domains:

network; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:
References:

[9]; [8]; [17]; [10]; [11]

Observables:

unusual number of outgoing email messages; unusual network traffic
patterns; known malicious payloads; known patterns exhibited by known
spam messages
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2.7.7

Spear Phishing

Description:

"Spear fishing" occurs when the phishing attack is targeted, usually against
some organization

Affected domains:

web browsers; web applications; websites; email clients

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

Emails

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

Stolen credentials; Malware installation; Information Compromisation

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network Traffic manipulation and information
gathering; Identity Theft (Identity Fraud/Account); Receiving unsolicited Email; Social Engineering; Manipulation of information; Misuse of
information/information systems (including mobile apps)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Information disclosure; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

User training

Cyber-Trust domains:

could affect IoT and/or Network and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

JP
Morgan
spear
phishing
breach
(https://zerosecurity.org/2014/08/jpmorgan-chase-customers-targetedspear-phishing-campaign)

References:

[14]; [11]

Observables:

Users should be careful whenever they are about to enter their credentials
for things that seem off, like URL that's similar to the original but has some
differences, or the same for the case of email addresses

2.7.8

Watering hole attacks

Description:

targeted attacks where the attackers observe which websites are usually
visited by the employees of an organization and infect these sites with
malware (sometimes only for specific IPs) in order to infect the visitors.

Affected domains:

websites; web browsers; web applications

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

links pointing to malicious content

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

Malware installation which can lead to any level of system/information
compromise

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network Traffic manipulation and information
gathering; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of information;
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Unauthorized installation of
information; Targeted attacks

software;

Compromising

confidential

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Tampering with data; Information disclosure; Elevation of
Privilege
Mitigation:

Network Intrusion Detection; Correlating well known APT activities; Up to
date software; Use authoritative sources for downloads

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Forbes hacked (https://www.securityweek.com/chinese-attackers-hackedforbes-website-watering-hole-attack-security-firms)

References:

[14]; [8]; [10]; [18]; [7]; [12]; [20]

Observables:

Anomalous traffic patterns

2.8

Generic / Miscellaneous

2.8.1

Advanced persistent threat

Description:

Set of stealthy, continuous hacking processes targeted towards a specific
organisation or individual over a long period of time.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

multiple methods

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Command and control channel detection and removal, deep log analysis and
log correlation, security and event management, asset management
(componant documentation)

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT ecosystem-devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

This is a generic threat, appearances depend on the specific manifestation.

References:

[7]

Observables:

Spam, spear phishing

2.8.2

Cyber Espionage

Description:

Copyright

Attackers use proxy servers, cracking techniques and malicious software to
obtain data and information from individuals, competitors, rivals, groups,
governments for personal, economic, political or military advantage.
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Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Depends on the specific attack

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of data to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising emissions; Interception of information;
Interfering radiation; Compromising confidential information; Targeted
attacks

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure
Mitigation:

Education and training, implemnting appropriate security protocols
(personnel and network)

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances are documented in the literature.

References:

[9]; [8]; [10]; [7]

Observables:

not easily observable

2.8.3

Erroneous use or administration of devices and systems

Description:

APIs are public libraries, whose unauthorized access cannot be easily
prevented. A malicious manipulation of an API may lead to erroneous use of
the devices and systems

Affected domains:

any system or data store

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional

Attack vector:

unauthorized access and nefarious use of the API content; infected
file/applications

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

Could yield total compromisation of the system or data breaches. Service and
network availability can also be threatened

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Denial of service; Malicious
code/software/activity; Manipulation of hardware and software;
Manipulation of information; Misuse of information/ information systems
(including mobile apps); Unauthorized activities

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identity; Tampering with data; Repudiation; Information disclosure;
Denial of Services; Elevation of privilege
Copyright
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Mitigation:

Scheduling of audits, alerts and logs running frequently in every system and
device; allowing network API to authenticate the mobile app that sends each
request so that the API can make an informed access control decision

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

attackers reverse-engineered the Snapchat's API and produced malicious
third-party
apps to
steal user's credentials
and
photos
(https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2014/10/snapchatimages-stolen-from-third-party-web-app-using-hacked-api/ )

References:

[7]

Observables:

Monitoring APIs calls/behavior and suspicious apps/network activities

2.8.4

Extraction of data by analysis of various types of electromagnetic radiation

Description:

Attackers exploit weaknesses in the implementation of the computer system
rather than in the algorithms (i.e software bugs) by exploiting timing
information, power consumption, EM leaks and sound to gain information.

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any device

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Radiation sensing

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

denial of service

Technical impact rating:

Minor

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising
information (data breaches)

emissions;

Compromising

confidential

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

TEMPEST testing, power-line conditioning

Cyber-Trust domains:

IOT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific appearances of this threat have been documented; general
information about the threat is given in [11] and [29].

References:

[11]; [29]

Observables:

Not easily observable

2.8.5

Failure to Adhere to the Principle of “Least Privilege”

Description:

this threat rests with provisioning users with elevated privileges beyond the
minimum required

Affected domains:

any system or data store

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and
unintentional; employees

Attack vector:

Infected files/applications; Emails attachments and links; messaging apps;
malicious insiders; human mistake; lack of proper authorization
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Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average (possibly difficult, in cases that leveraged privileges allow removal
of attack traces)

Technical impact:

Possible loss of confidentiality/integrity/availability of data; services may
also be affected; other types of attacks may also be initiated owing to this
vulnerability

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Abuse of Information Leakage; Manipulation of information; Misuse of audit
tools; Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile apps) ;
Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of software;
Compromising confidential information (data breaches); Abuse of
authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identity; Tampering with data; Repudiation; Information disclosure;
Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Appropriately applying the principle of Least Privilege to all systems, users
and services (which should be reviewed reguarly); Monitoring the network
and devices for unexpected behavior

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

many e-mail servers don't give up their root permissions once they grab the
mail port - Sendmail is a classic example(http://www.deerrun.com/~hal/sysadmin/Sendmail-Unprivileged.html)

References:

[20]

Observables:

unusual behavior of a network/IoT device

2.8.6

Identity Spoofing

Description:

this threat rests with the case that someone masquerades a legitimate entity
(user/device/network element) in order to launch further attacks

Affected domains:

any system (depending on the entity that is being masqueraded and the
attack that is subsequently launched)

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals;Humans - intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

Lack of encryption/authentication processes (e.g. Man-in-the-middle
attacks); lack of checking the authenticity of messages (e.g. replay attacks);
lack of users security awareness

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

Loss of confidentiality; Loss of data integrity; loss of service availability;
unauthorized activities

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Unauthorized activities
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Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identity; Tampering with data; Repudiation; Information disclosure;
Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Appropriate encryption/authentication procedures; digital signatures; digital
certificates; timestamps; Training users

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

The Mitnick attack
(http://wiki.cas.mcmaster.ca/index.php/The_Mitnick_attack)

References:

[28]; [11] (listed under service spoofing); [7]

Observables:

device/network instability or abnormal behaviour due to fake information
that has been sent

2.8.7

Information Stealers

Description:

Malware (via a trojan infection vector from spam, infected websites,
malvertising) on an infected computer gathers data and sends to attacker.
Common acquisition methods include browser hooking (credential stealing),
injection scripts, form grabbing, keylogging, password stealing from
system/cookies. Types of malware associated with this apporach include
Trojans, Botnets, Keyloggers.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

malicious software

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of personal data to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising emissions; Interception of information; Replay of
messages; Man in the middle/Session hijacking; Identity Theft (Identity
Fraud/Account);
Receiving
unsolicited
E-mail;
Malicious
code/software/activity; Social Engineering; Generation and use of rogue
certificates; Manipulation of hardware and software; Unauthorized
activities; Unauthorized installation of software; Compromising confidential
information (data breaches); Hoax; Remote activity (execution); Targeted
attacks; Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

AV software, IDS, backups and full restoration planning.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

AZORult
(https://cofense.com/azorult-malware-finds-new-ride-recentstealer-phishing-campaign/)

References:

[14]

Observables:

Malware inflows; unexpectedly high data outflows
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2.8.8

Insider Threat

Description:

Employees or authorised users exploit network access to conduct malicious
activities.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

internal workstations and assets; operator station

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising emissions; Interception of information; Network
Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and information gathering;
Malicious code/software/activity; Social Engineering; Manipulation of
hardware and software; Manipulation of information; Unauthorized
activities; Unauthorized installation of software; Compromising confidential
information; Targeted attacks; Abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Remove access to network; leverage segregation; adhere to the "least
privilege" principle; enhance logging and monitoring

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

https://securityintelligence.com/the-threat-is-coming-from-inside-thenetwork/

References:

[11]; [9]; [8]; [10]

Observables:

not easily observable

2.8.9

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Description:

Takes advantage of the sensing resources available in mobile phones for an
in-depth analysis of about the participating individuals and their
environment.

Affected domains:

mobile phones; IoT; network

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Mobile phones; mobile devices

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

personal data exposure
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Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information Disclosure
Mitigation:

Refrain from reporting; fully anonymize data through trusted proxies

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices

Indicative appearances:

"Citizen journalism" is the broad domain; no specific cases have been
reported.

References:

[7]

Observables:

Hard to observe; payloads submitted to specific destinations (which collect
data) are an indication

2.8.10

Privacy Concerns

Description:

raised by the collection of personal/sensitive data and improper protection
of data while in transit or in storage; the attacker attempts to view
personal/sensitive data stored or collected on the affected device

Affected domains:

any system collecting and storing personal/sensitive data

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans – intentional;
Employees

Attack vector:

any system without measures to restrict or protect data in storage/transit

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

data disclosure to anauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Receiving unsolicited E-mail; Social Engineering; Misuse of information/
information systems (including mobile apps); Abuse of authorizations;
Compromising confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

access restrictions on data stored on the device; protection of data while in
transit or in storage; minimization of private/sensitive data collected

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect the network and CIIs as part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Google to Fix Location Data Leak in Google Home, Chromecast
(https://krebsonsecurity.com/2018/06/google-to-fix-location-data-leak-ingoogle-home-chromecast/)

References:

[12]

Observables:

interception of data while in transit over the network or via access to the
device itself; unusual data access patterns

2.8.11

Privilege escalations

Description:

Copyright

Compromisation of the system by an application through breaking the
application sandbox, or changing or disabling access to core security-related
functions (the threat usually refers to smart applications).
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Affected domains:

(Smart) applications; (smart) devices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Individuals

Attack vector:

A malicious software application that manages to gain elevated access to
resources that are normally protected, thus being able to perform
unauthorized actions.

Attack exploitability:

Difficult

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

Possible loss of confidentiality/integrity/availability of data; services may
also be affected; other types of attacks may also be initiated owing to this
vulnerability

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity fraud/account); malicious code/software/activity;
manipulation of information; misuse of information/information systems
(including mobile apps); unauthorized activities; unauthorized installation of
software; compromising confidential information; hoax; remote activity;
abuse of authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identity; Tampering with data; Repudiation; Information disclosure;
Denial of Services; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Data execution prevention, mandatory access control, running applications
with the least privileges

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network and CIIs could also be affected

Indicative appearances:

First iPhone warm (http://www.abc.net.au/news/2009-11-09/australianadmits-creating-first-iphone-virus/1135474)

References:

[24]

Observables:

unusual behavior of a network/IoT device

2.8.12

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Description:

tools that allow an attacker to remotely control the host for malicious
purposes

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans – intentional; Employees;
Corporations

Attack vector:

Infected files/applications; Emails attachments and links; Malvertising;
Compromised websites; Exploit kits; Messaging apps; Mobile application
downloads and others less common

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

Complete host takover; Remote access; Data compromisation

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/software/activity; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized
installation of software; Remote activity(execution); Targeted Attacks; Abuse
of Authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing Identity; Tampering with Data; Information Disclosure; Denial of
Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Security apps for prevention; Up to date OS and apps for prevention; User
training for prevention; the presence of a malicious remote controller could
be identified by AI tools that can identify unusual patterns in user behavior

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

AdWind
RAT
targetting
Aerospace
Industries
(https://thehackernews.com/2017/07/adwind-rat-malware.html)

References:

[14]; [11]

Observables:

Known malicious payloads; Unusual system calls/network traffic patterns;
The infected host taking actions that are not initiated by the legitimate user

2.8.13

Sensitive Data Exposure

Description:

Attackers steal data either in transit or from the user's client (e.g. browser).

Affected domains:

any network-based application

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations

Attack vector:

capturing of clear text communications; man-in-the-middle attacks;
attacking weak ciphers and protocols

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

Personal information, including passwords and credit card numbers and/or
sensitive information (e.g. health records) may be exposed

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Abuse of Information Leakage;
Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile apps);
Unauthorized activities; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information disclosure
Mitigation:

Using solely encrypted communications; encrypting stored data; using
secure protocols and ciphers; verifying certificates

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

IoT SDK is vulnerable to MITM (https://www.symantec.com/securitycenter/vulnerabilities/writeup/104070); Hard-coded RTSP Credentials
exposes video stream (https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-10328)

References:

[34], [13]

Observables:

ARP poisoning attempts; data encrypted with invalid certificates; switches
using trunk mode
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2.8.14

Side Channel Attack

Description:

Attackers exploit weaknesses in the implementation of the computer system
rather than in the algorithms (i.e software bugs) by exploiting timing
information, power consumption, EM leaks and sound to gain information.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

information sensing

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Uncommon

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of information to unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Interception of information; Abuse of Information Leakage; Compromising
confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Information Disclosure
Mitigation:

TEMPEST testing, power-line conditioning, physical enclosures, use analysis
software to detect hardware flaws

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

Systems with microprocessors utilizing speculative execution and branch
prediction may allow unauthorized disclosure of information to an attacker
with
local
user
access
via
a
side-channel
analysis
(https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-5753

References:

[11]; [28]

Observables:

Not easily observable

2.8.15

Surveillance

Description:

Attacker identifies potential targets/vulnerabilities, collecting public
information on security systems, devices, employees, to find a point of entry
into the target network

Affected domains:

Smart grid systems; IoT devices; Any networked device; webservices

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional; Humans Unintentional; Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Hackers, employees

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

disclosure of information to unauthorised parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe
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ENISA taxonomy branches:

Intercepting compromising emissions; Interception of information; Misuse of
information/ information systems (including mobile apps); Compromising
confidential information (data breaches)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Personnel training, implementation of approved processes to mitigate device
loss, security policies, denial of social media access/use on premises,
prevention of mobile phone use on premises

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; networks; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Information for attacks have not been disclosed.

References:

[30]

Observables:

Unusual surveys on social media asking for personal data, unusual social
activity (approached by strangers), unknown personnel loitering in vicinity of
assets, spam and phishing attacks

2.8.16

Sybil attack

Description:

the attacker creates multiple identities (sybils) and exploits them in order to
manipulate a reputation score.

Affected domains:

IoT systems; CII

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans; Intentional;
Corporations; Employees; Nation States

Attack vector:

malicious nodes

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

reputation altering

Technical impact rating:

Moderate

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Unauthorized activities

Security dimensions affected: Tampering with data
Mitigation:

use sybil detection techniques; couple reputation with trust on voters

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices, Network, CIIs

Indicative appearances:

Sybil attacks unleashed by FCoin (https://cryptodisrupt.com/fcoin-clogs-upethereum-network/?cn-reloaded=1)

References:

[7], [36]

Observables:

Many accounts with no history, only upvoting/endorsing.

2.8.17

Targeted attacks

Description:

Attacker wants to persue the users to download or click on malicious links
and sites in order to steal their credentials and install malware.

Affected domains:

any system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Humans - Intentional; Corporations

Attack vector:

Depends on specific attack
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Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Easy

Technical impact:

disclosure of personal information (e.g. usernames & passwords), or financial
information

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Identity theft (Identity Fraud/ Account); Malicious code/ software/ activity ;
Unauthorized activities; Compromising confidential information (data
breaches); Targeted attacks (APTs etc.)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity;Information Disclosure; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

cyber-security awareness; antivirus; blocklist;spam filtering; check the
domain name of the website you are visiting; download software only from
trusted sources

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances of this threat have been reported

References:

[17]; [18]; [10] (listed under Phishing and ransomware)

Observables:

popup windows; browser redirection; the link is different from the actual
location; in case is phishing emai: the email is asking personal information

2.8.18

Using information from an unreliable source

Description:

third-party applications (including pre-installed versions of applications) may
hide various software faults, security bugs, vulnerabilities that can be
exploited to an adversary

Affected domains:

Any system

Threat agents:

Individuals; Organized Crime and Criminals; Corporations; Humans –
intentional; Humans - unintentional

Attack vector:

third-party applications that are being used/installed

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Widespread

Detectability:

Easy (average in some cases)

Technical impact:

Could include data breaches, invasions to user's privacy, degradadation/loss
of service

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

misuse of information/information systems (including mobile apps); hoax;
remote activity

Security dimensions affected: Tampering wih data; repudiation; information disclosure; denial of service
Mitigation:

Not using software from untrusted sources; if absolutely needed, run them
in a sandboxed environment

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; could affect CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

In Target Stores, credit/debit card information and/or contact information of
up to 110 million people compromised through a third-party HVAC vender to
point-of-sale
(POS)
payment
card
readers
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(https://www.csoonline.com/article/2134248/data-protection/targetcustomers--39--card-data-said-to-be-at-risk-after-store-thefts.html)
References:

[7]

Observables:

Check whether untrusted sources/libraries have been used; check abnormal
behavior of a device (e.g. underlying data leakages)

2.8.19

VENOM vulnerability

Description:

Compter virtualisation vulnerability in the virutal floppy drive that allows an
attacker to move outside the affected VM and gain code-execution access to
the host.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Virtual floppy drive on VM

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Network Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and information
gathering; Malicious code/software/activity; Manipulation of hardware and
software; Manipulation of information; Misuse of information/information
systems; Unauthorized activities; Unauthorized installation of software;
Compromising confidential information; Remote activity; Abuse of
authorizations

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
Mitigation:

Reconfigure affected systems, patch vulnerability

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

http://fortune.com/2015/05/13/venom-vulnerability/

References:

[16]

Observables:

requests to use the virtual floppy drive

2.8.20

Virtualised Host Abuse

Description:

virtualisation of functions and their operation on virtual machines (e.g., a
server that can be used as a network switch) is a common practice in SDN.
Therefore traditional security threats for servers running virtualised network
operations such as network monitoring, access control, network
management etc. should be considered

Affected domains:

any virtualized system

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Ηumans - intentional; Individuals
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Attack vector:

malicious payloads

Attack exploitability:

Average

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Average

Technical impact:

invasion to user's integrity/availability;can soetimes lead to complete take
over; data disclosure to unauthorized parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

Malicious code/ software/ activity;Manipulation of hardware and
software;Misuse of information/ information systems (including mobile
apps)

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing identify; Repudiation; Tampering with data; Information disclosure;
Denial of service; Elevation of privilege
Mitigation:

Implement pattern matching of traffic statistics of SND forwarding devices;
SDN application that monitors the flow creation process in the network

Cyber-Trust domains:

IoT devices; Network; CIIs

Indicative appearances:

No specific instances of this threat have been reported

References:

[28]

Observables:

abnormal traffic; known malicious payloads; log files mau say suspicious
entries

2.8.21

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Description:

Attackers exploit an unknown vulnerability in software to infect
compormised computers (day zero refers to the day the vendor or white hat
discovers the vulnerability). Infection vectors include web browsers via web
sites.

Affected domains:

web applications; IoT devices; CIIs; web services

Threat agents:

Organized Crime and Criminals; Individuals; Humans - Intentional;
Corporations; Employees

Attack vector:

Software

Attack exploitability:

Easy

Prevalence:

Common

Detectability:

Difficult

Technical impact:

data corruption or loss; denial of service; complete system takeover;
launching of additional attacks; disclosure of information to unauthorised
parties

Technical impact rating:

Severe

ENISA taxonomy branches:

War driving; Intercepting compromising emissions; Interception of
information; Interfering radiation; Replay of messages; Network
Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and information gathering;
Man in the middle/Session hijacking; Identity theft

Security dimensions affected: Spoofing of identity; Tampering with Data; Repudiation; Information
Disclosure; Denial of Service; Elevation of Privilege
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Mitigation:

Maintain awareness of latest patches via security websites, and unpatched
vulnerabilities. Rigorous patching via stable system to ensure system can be
kept up-to-date without crashing.

Cyber-Trust domains:

Network; could affect IoT devices and/or CIIs as a part of an attack

Indicative appearances:

https://www.fireeye.com/current-threats/what-is-a-zero-day-exploit.html

References:

[14]

Observables:

Depends on the particular attack; typical observables involve irregular
network activity
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3.

The threat landscape in the context of Cyber-Trust

In this section we put the threats documented in section 2 in the context of Cyber-Trust. Since Cyber-Trust
focuses on IoT technologies and CIIs, we first review the major application domains for IoT [37] [38] [23] [39]
[40] [41] [42], and for each such application domain we identify the security goals and requirements, as well
as relevant deployment architectures: we consider deployment architectures to be important, since the
characteristics of architectures can greatly affect the attack surface and the applicability of threat mitigation
measures. Regarding CIIs, the application domain is vast: [43] lists 14 critical sectors, with some sectors being
subdivided into numerous subsectors and offering a number of critical services. While there may not be a
universal architecture for all potential information systems realizing the desired set of services in all
sectors/subsectors, there is a generic consensus on the generic characteristics of an architecture for CIIs,
where appropriate network segregation and different levels of defense are used. As such, we will examine
an architecture that encompasses these characteristics.
Besides differences in deployment architectures for IoT-enabled systems or CIIs, there is a great variance
regarding the security-related characteristics under which different deployments operate. These differences
may pertain to the technological measures deployed (e.g. existence or lack of firewalls), established
procedures (e.g. taking backups) or human aspects (e.g. security awareness) and transcend all IoT application
domains and CIIs. These differences are important to identify, since they are highly relevant to the degree
that a deployment is vulnerable to certain threats or to the impact that a data breach may have. Taking this
into account, we explore the effect that nine important characteristics has on vulnerability degree and impact
level of the threats documented in section 2. The results of this effort can be used, amongst other, within the
Cyber-Trust threat alerting mechanisms to allow the determination of the effective level of threat for each
installation (depending on the installation’s characteristics) and accordingly disseminate (or not, in case that
the threat is deemed of low level) tailored information.

3.1 Application domains, security requirements and architectures for IoT-enabled
systems and CIIs
3.1.1

IoT Application domain #1: Logistics, tracking, fleet management

3.1.1.1

Introduction

IoT can be exploited in the area of logistics, tracking and fleet management in various and diverse ways [38]
[44] [45] [46] [37].
Asset tracking is an already widely adopted application domain: location transmitters are installed on pallets,
parcels, fleet, returnable containers, trolleys etc., allowing for real-time knowledge of asset location. Besides
location, sensors can report data such as temperature, humidity, tilt, providing full information on the
transport conditions and improving safety of goods (extensively used in food transport). IoT can also enhance
the security in the logistics domain, by providing the means for monitoring of intrusion or theft indications
and reliably transmitting these signals to appropriate control centers. Moreover, the status and load of
warehouses can be effectively monitored resulting to their usage being optimized. Similarly, the status of
traffic, information for possible congestions and parking space availability can be used to optimize vehicle
movement and transports. With respect to fleet management, (i) fleet operations can be optimized by
streamlining logistics using real-time data and alerts to optimize delivery routes, monitor performance, and
quickly respond to delays or issues as they happen, (ii) vehicle performance can be maintained through
predicting and monitoring maintenance needs, driver status and behavior, fixing of potential issues etc.
Overall, clear visibility of all assets and the movement and status of goods at all stages of the logistics journey
can be gained.
In all cases, sensors are deployed on assets or information collection points, and data are collected from them
and subsequently processed. Actuators may also be present and driven accordingly, to perform physical
actions that affect the environment.
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The introduction of IoT technology in the area of logistics, tracking and fleet management has increased the
volume and scope of data exchanged, the active services and the dependence of business processes on IT
infrastructure. All these aspects pose security risks, and relevant security goals and policies must be
established, followed by threat mitigation actions.
3.1.1.2

Key security goals

According to [47], the main threat repercussions of the application of IoT in the supply chain pertain to
physical harm (attackers may damage equipment of facilities), data corruption (false data can be sent or
sending of legitimate data can be blocked) and espionage (data can be snooped by adversaries). [48] reviews
threats related to the application of commercial tags for RFID-Based IoT applications, many of which are
directly applicable to the domain of logistics, tracking and fleet management: these are classified under the
generic categories of security risks, where adversaries can damage, block or take advantage from a service in
a malicious way, and privacy/confidentiality risks, where attackers may gain access to confidential data.
Attacks may be performed at a physical level (including but not limited to physical destruction, removal,
displacement, cloning ), software level (remote switch off, command injection, attacks to web servers etc.)
and channel attacks (signal interception, relaying, replaying or amplification, jamming and so forth).
Taking the above into account, it can be concluded that in the context of the application of IoT technology in
the domain of logistics, tracking and fleet management, operations reliability and continuity, resilience, and
maintenance of data integrity and confidentiality are the key high-level security goals, and any threat that
jeopardizes the aforementioned goals should be assessed and treated accordingly.
It is worth noting that in the domain of logistics, tracking and fleet management, given that IoT components
are inherently geographically dispersed, the attack surface is greater as compared to other setups where
components may be confined to physically secured locations, thus attackers have more opportunities to
exploit vulnerabilities.
3.1.1.3

Relevant deployment architectures

[49] outlines the architecture of fleet management as illustrated in Figure 1. It can be observed that vehicle
sensors and actuators (left side) typically communicate through wide range wireless networks, while for
sensors and actuators attached to stationary objects (right side), more communication options (including
wired networking) are available. The information is collected into a command center, where it is stored and
processed and –when necessary- commands are issued to actuators. In this context, cloud services can be
used.

Figure 1. The Fleet management architecture

Regarding logistics and tracking, sensors attached to merchandise and goods under transport will effectively
employ wireless technologies to communicate, while warehouses fall into the category of stationary objects
and –similarly to above- have more communication options. It should be noted however that IoT devices
attached to goods (either directly or to palettes, containers etc.) are typically close to vehicles that transport
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them and/or stationary objects, such as warehouses. Therefore, it is possible that these devices, together
with some transport means or stationary object, form an edge network, which can then connect to the rest
of the architecture through a gateway. Notably this option does not apply when tracking missing/stolen items
is required, since a missing/stolen item should be autonomously capable of transmitting location signals to
the command center, without relying on the presence of a nearby collaborating vehicle or stationary object.

3.1.2

IoT Application Domain #2: Manufacturing

3.1.2.1

Introduction

The application of IoT to the manufacturing industry is called the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). IIoT
comprises a network of intelligent computers, devices, and objects that collect and share huge amounts of
data relevant to a manufacturing/industry process. Following the IoT generic pattern, collected data are sent
to a central Cloud-based service where it is aggregated with other data and then shared with end users in a
helpful way.
IIoT is expected to radically change manufacturing by enabling the acquisition and accessibility of far greater
amounts of data, at far greater speeds, and far more efficiently than before. Several innovative companies
have started to implement the IIoT by leveraging intelligent, connected devices in their factories [50].
Security is recognized as one of the two most outstanding concerns for IIoT. With more sensors and other
smart, connected devices being deployed, the number of security vulnerabilities has considerably increased.
This fact, along with the critical nature of IIoT applications, has led to the creation of a security framework
for the IIoT (Industrial Internet Consortium, 2016).
3.1.2.2

Key security goals

According to [51], IIoT systems should be made trustworthy; trustworthiness is achieved through the
convergence and reconciliation of five distinct system characteristics as follows:
1. Safety, i.e. the system should operate without causing unacceptable risk of physical injury or damage
to the health of people, either directly or indirectly, as a result of damage to property or to the
environment. In the context of IIoT, safety refers not only to the use of rigorously validated software
and hardware components as well as procedures, but additionally to their use in an environment
where adversaries are involved, attempting to exploit vulnerabilities to drive a system to an unsafe
state.
2. Security, i.e. the protection of the system from unintended or unauthorized access, change or
destruction. The assurance of the CIA triple (confidentiality, integrity and availability) is the goal
towards this direction.
3. Reliability, i.e. the ability of a system or component to perform its required functions under stated
conditions for a specified period. Under an internet-integrated deployment, adversaries will be able
to exploit security-related systematic failures reliably once those vulnerabilities have been
discovered.
4. Resilience i.e. the emergent property of a system that behaves in a manner to avoid, absorb and
manage dynamic adversarial conditions while completing the assigned missions, and reconstitute the
operational capabilities after causalities. Besides providing failover components, examinations
should be performed as to whether attackers could disrupt a combination of components. Software
must also be able to transfer over to alternate functionality, implementations, configurations,
locations or network segments that may have different weaknesses, so the same threats and hazards
are not as disruptive to the replacement capabilities.
5. Privacy i.e. the right of an individual or group to control or influence what information related to
them may be collected, processed, and stored and by whom, and to whom that information may be
disclosed. In the context of IIoT systems privacy risks increase due to multiple factors: (i) identity
might be revealed through the examination of metadata associated with the party (fingerprinting) or
the correlation of data about the party; (ii) integration of IIoT systems might increase this risk due to
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increase of capability to correlate data (iii) security systems themselves might increase privacy risks
by increasing the amount of data collected and associated with a party; (iv) privacy risks may increase
as industrial systems are interconnected with other systems that contain sensitive data; (v) sharing
of sensitive data with third parties to achieve business goals may also increase the risks.
Taking the above into consideration, we can conclude that in the context of IIoT, protection from harm,
resilience, operations reliability and continuity and maintenance of data integrity and confidentiality/privacy
are the key high-level security goals, and any threat that jeopardizes the aforementioned goals should be
assessed and treated accordingly.
3.1.2.3

Relevant deployment architectures

According to [52], there are three main reference deployment architectures for IIoT:
3.1.2.3.1

A. Three-tier IIoT system architecture

This architecture includes the following tiers:
1. an edge tier, which collects data from the edge nodes and forwards commands to them, using the
proximity network. The proximity network connects the sensors, actuators, devices, control systems
and assets, collectively called edge nodes. It typically connects these edge nodes, as one or more
clusters related to a gateway that bridges to other networks.
2. a platform tier, which receives, processes and forwards control commands from the enterprise tier
to the edge tier. Additionally, it consolidates processes and analyzes data flows from the edge tier
and other tiers, while additionally it provides management functions for devices and assets.
3. an enterprise tier, implementing domain-specific applications, decision support systems and
provides interfaces to end-users including operation specialists. This tier receives data flows from the
edge and platform tier and issues control commands to the platform tier and edge tier.

Figure 2. Three-tier IIoT system architecture

The edge tier is connected to the platform tier through the access network, which may be a corporate
network, or an overlay private network over the public Internet or a 4G/5G network. Additionally, a service
network enables connectivity between the services in the platform tier and the enterprise tier, and the
services within each tier. The service network may be an overlay private network over the public Internet or
the Internet itself, allowing the enterprise grade of security between end-users and various services.
The given implementation characteristics of each tier can render different threat mitigation approaches
similarly and as appropriate for any specific deployment.
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3.1.2.3.2

B. Gateway-mediated edge connectivity and management architecture

This deployment architecture focuses on the local connectivity on the network edge, leaving a set of choices
open for the connectivity between the edge and other components as well as the connectivity between
components other than the edge.
Within the edge, a local connectivity solution is prescribed, which includes a gateway for bridging the edge
with remaining components, typically through a wide area connection. This architecture pattern allows for
localizing operations and controls (edge analytics and computing). The edge gateway may also be used as a
management point for devices and assets and data aggregation point where some data processing and
analytics, and control logic are locally deployed. In the most widespread scenario, the edge allows for
commands to flow towards sensors and actuators within the relevant edge, whereas data flows from the
sensors and actuators to the wide area network.
The local connectivity solution within the edge may follow different topology paradigms, with the most
prevalent ones being the hub-and-spoke topology (where an edge gateway acts as a hub for connecting
a cluster of edge nodes to each other and to a wide area network) and the mesh network (or peer-topeer) topology, where an edge gateway also acts as a hub for connecting a cluster of edge nodes to a
wide area network, nevertheless some of the edge nodes have routing capability supporting the
communication between other edge nodes or the communication between other edge nodes and the
gateway.

Figure 3. Gateway-mediated edge connectivity and management architecture

3.1.2.3.3

The Layered databus architecture

The Layered databus architecture arranges the IIoT components into four levels, where databuses are used
to support communications between applications and devices within a specific level. A databus is a logical
connected space that implements a set of common schema and communicates using those set of schema
between endpoints. Each layer of the databus therefore implements a common data model, allowing
interoperable communications between endpoints at that layer. Databuses also export only a controlled set
of internal data, which is made accessible to upper layers.
At the lowest level smart machines are located, which use databuses for local control, automation and realtime analytics. At a higher level, where individual machines cooperate to form a system, a different databus
is employed for monitoring and supervisory control. Moving upwards the hierarchy levels, systems may be
federated into “system of systems” to enable complex, Internet-scale, control, monitoring and analytic
applications; communication at the federation level is again supported through a distinct databus.
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When data is moved across layers, it is filtered and reduced, accommodating for the fact that higher levels
employ higher levels of abstraction and cover a broader scope (e.g. device level being broadened to system
level); moreover, at higher levels the latencies tolerated are typically higher. A typical large SCADA system
following the layered databus architecture is shown in Figure 4
In addition to its use in the control, information, application and enterprise domains, this layered databus
architecture is useful in the operations domain for monitoring, provisioning and managing devices,
applications and subsystems within the system.
The publish-subscribe (pub/sub) communications model is an indispensable part of the layered databus
architecture, including functionalities for discovery, data selection and data delivery. The pub/sub model can
rapidly deliver high quantities of data and includes provisions allowing it to operate effectively on top of
unreliable communication mechanisms, therefore systems following the layered databus architecture are
suitable for cases where delivery of information is time-critical.

Figure 4. The Layered databus architecture

3.1.3

IoT Application Domain #3: Agriculture and Farming

3.1.3.1

Introduction

Agriculture and farming may be highly benefited by IoT solutions, since they allow minimizing operation cost
while still achieving better results. The term smart farming refers to the use of Information Communication
Technologies (ICT) and in particular the Internet of Things (IoT) and related big data analytics, to address
these challenges via the electronic monitoring of crops, as well as related environmental, soil, fertilisation
and irrigation conditions [53].
In general, IoT platforms have the capacity to sense, process, and communicate environmental data with
high precision, which in turn can be used to improve farm performance. Therefore, with such sensors,
farmers collect data on weather, soil, air quality, and crop maturity, enabling them to make smarter decisions
– these techniques are being called as precision farming technology [54]. Similarly, IoT can be applied to the
pastoral farming sector by implanting sensors in selected animals (e.g. cows), so as to allow farmers gaining
a valuable overall picture of the animal’s health, thus helping them to identify possible problems at an early
stage. Another possibility is the deployment of sensors into the production processes towards monitoring
machine performances and the status of the content in trucks and tanks, with the aim to increase efficiency
or/and reduce water usage [55].
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Another application of IoT in farming is the utilization of drones to improve crop health. The drones can make
automated, periodic patrols to capture imaging data on the crop. Subsequently, using computer vision/image
recognition algorithms in conjunction with GPS systems, the farmer can determine which areas on a farm
have been adversely affected [56].
For a recent survey on IoT application in the precision farming, we refer to [57] and the references therein.
3.1.3.2

Key security goals

In cases that there is a high dependence of agriculture on technology, it becomes evident that a malfunction
or breakdown of any device or system (e.g. in an IoT sensor) may cause serious damages. For example, food
safety may be compromised if some relevant technological resources are not functioning due to a smart
sensors’ downgrading. Therefore, reliability of the overall system is key goal, as in any other case of sensor
networks.
However, as in any other case of connected systems, several security risks are also in place regarding the
potential of cyberattacks, such as, installing malware on the system or compromising the data confidentiality
and/or integrity. Often these systems run on unmonitored networks, which provides greater flexibility to an
attacker. It should be also pointed out that this sector is traditionally not cybersecurity aware and, thus,
security design is not incorporated into the solution requirements [56]. As a result, hackers may easily gain
access to control systems and manipulate them maliciously or spread malware. Moreover, these internetconnected systems can be used to gain access to other connected third-party systems and ultimately become
part of a botnet [56]. In an FBI industry note in 2016, the Bureau said that increased adoption of “precision
farming” technology threatens to expose the nation’s agriculture sector to the risk of hacking and data theft1.
Therefore, similarly to any other networking system, the main security goals rest with confidentiality,
integrity and availability of data/services.
3.1.3.3

Relevant deployment architectures

To present a characteristic deployment architecture of an IoT system in the agricultural sector, we focus on
a proposed distributed computing architecture proposed in [57] due its completeness in terms of the
underlying elements, since cloud computing services are also being considered in this scenario. As indicated
in [57], applications such as sensor monitoring, control and analysis response require low latency and,
therefore, employing a cloud service may seriously affect the performance. Therefore, to alleviate this, the
so-called Fog and Edge computing paradigms have been proposed in cases that cloud services are extended
to the edge of the network to decrease the latency and network congestion [58]. Both fog computing and
edge computing involve pushing intelligence and processing capabilities down closer to where the data
originates from pumps, motors, sensors, relays, etc. – the first one pushes intelligence down to the local area
network level, whereas the latter pushes intelligence directly into devices like programmable automation
controllers [57].
Such an architecture is given in [57] (see Figure 5). In the lowest layer, various sensors/devices provide the
raw data. At the next level, an infrastructure adapted to the facility available is developed; the basic
requirements are: i) interconnection and data access of all subsystems data, ii) configuration, operation and
modification processes. The edge nodes lie in this layer, whose applications can be data filtering, predictive
calculation of climatic data, classification services or detection events. The next layer rests with applications
of the so-called fog nodes, whose applications can be smart analysis and computing, as well as implementing

1

https://securityledger.com/2016/04/fbi-warns-of-smart-farm-risk/ (last accessed: July 31st, 2018).
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dynamic, real-time self-optimization, and executing policy adjustments. Applications of this phase are
prediction of water consumption, smart detection or unattended production.

Figure 5. Architecture for IoT solutions in agriculture: communication levels with different functionality [57]

3.1.4

IoT Application Domain #4: Smart cities

3.1.4.1

Introduction

According to the ITU-T Study Group 5, “a smart sustainable city is an innovative city that uses information
and communication technologies (ICTs) and other means to improve quality of life, efficiency of urban
operation and services, and competitiveness, while ensuring that it meets the needs of present and future
generations with respect to economic, social, environmental as well as cultural aspects” [59]. More precisely,
smart city spans a wide variety of use cases, including traffic management, pollution minimizers, water
distribution, waste management and urban security [60]. Indeed, since cities continue to attract new people,
it is essential that developing smart and intelligent techniques to reduce resources consumption is of utmost
importance. Therefore, IoT solutions in the area of Smart Cities manage to address several such issues (e.g.
traffic congestion problems, pollution reduction), whilst they also help making cities safer.
More specifically, IoT solutions apply in the following – amongst others - domains in smart cities [61]:
1. security and emergency services (e.g. digital surveillance, coordinated emergency response),
2. transport (e.g. Intelligent transport systems; integrated ticketing; real-time passenger information;
smart parking; transport apps),
3. energy (e.g. smart meters, smart lightning),
4. environment (sensor networks for, e.g., pollution, noise, weather, land movement, flood
management).
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As a recent characteristic example of an effective IoT solution in this context, we could refer to the smart
parking solution in Montpellier2.
3.1.4.2
Key security goals
There are several key security concerns regarding smart cities. These can be classified as follows (see, e.g.
[61] and the references therein):

The security of smart city technologies and infrastructures and the extent to which they are
vulnerable to being hacked via a cyberattack or threatened by a physical disaster. This is strongly
related to the so-called operational security, i.e. the requirement that the operations should be
reliable. Since smart cities utilize complex technologies and infrastructures, once a single networked
device of any form is compromised then the whole assemblage becomes vulnerable. These attacks
may threaten the availability (e.g. through shutting down a system or causing denial of a service) as
well as the integrity (e.g. modifying information or settings or critical software). For instance,
researchers were able to hack traffic lights having no security controls at all [62].
2) The safety of individuals, in the sense that no physical or health damage should be caused to them. It
should be explicitly pointed out that if certain smart city services provided to citizens are compromised
by any means, then it is probable – depending on the services – that the consequences will be dramatic
(for example, loss of access to public health services in critical moments).
3) The security of the data (data security) that are being generated and further processed, owning to the
fact that there is the risk that an attacker may compromise the confidentiality of the data or perform a
traffic analysis. Moreover, data may become (either temporarily or permanently) unavailable or
inaccurate due to an attack (e.g. due to a ransomware). Clearly, data security is strongly related to the
above mentioned operational security since unauthorized access to the data can be successful via
mounting an attack on one or more system’s components or infrastructure.
4) The users privacy in case that personal data processing is in place, namely [63]: i) interaction between
systems and between systems and individuals’ devices will result in the generation of data flows that can
hardly be managed with the classical tools used to ensure the adequate protection of the individuals
interests and rights, ii) the user may not be aware of the data processing carried out by specific systems,
iii) The increase of the amount of data generated in combination with modern techniques related to data
analysis may lend this data to secondary uses, including a development of user’s profiling (e.g. inferring
user’s habits, behavior or preferences), iv) even if specific smart services allow for anonymous use (i.e.
user identification is not necessary to provide the service and, thus, revealing the user’s identity would
be disproportionate), there are restrictions on the possibility to remain anonymous.
1)

3.1.4.3

Relevant deployment architectures

Due to the huge variation of smart cities services, there is no a specific architecture that suffices to describe
all possible relevant systems. A generalized software-defined IoT architecture is given in [64] (see Figure 6).

2

http://www.libelium.com/smart-parking-project-in-montpellier-to-relieve-traffic-congestion-and-reduce-car-parkingsearch/
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Figure 6. A generic smart cities architecture [64]

As a general consideration, the main technical issues regarding smart city solutions are related to data
aggregation, reasoning, access and delivering services though Smart City APIs; all these procedures constitute
the smart city middleware or the control layer [64]. The multi-level architecture illustrated in [65] (see Figure
7) describes up to a great extent a typical scenario in which sensor nodes associated with different Smart City
applications provide the primary data sources.
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Figure 7. Multi-Level Smart City Architecture [65]

The “sensor” level (also known as physical infrastructure level [64]) corresponds to IoT devices and connected
objects. The communication services rest with the communication medium; characteristic examples include
4G, LTE (Longterm evolution), Wi-Fi (Wireless fidelity), WiMAX (worldwide interoperability for microwave
access), RF (Radio Frequency), fixed line and even satellite communication. At Level 1, raw information
collected from IoT devices is stored for further processing. Usually such collected data are heterogeneous
and need to be transformed into a common format; this is what Level 2 performs. At Level 3, semantic web
technologies enable exploitation of domain specific data based on the concepts and relationships between
those concepts. Data generated at Level 3 subsequently feed Level 4, so as to be utilized by different
applications for intelligent operating conditions. Customized services include applications lying in the fields
of smart environment, smart energy, smart security and smart transport.

3.1.5

IOT Application Domain #5: Shopping and retail

3.1.5.1

Introduction

IoT is considered a key disruptor for the retail industry, promising to deliver improved customer experience,
optimize supply chain operations and create new channels and revenue streams [66].
In the area of customer experience, Customer movement within the store can be tracked and analysed to
improve product placement [66],customers can also receive instructions on the path to find the desired
products [67], contactless checkout can be implemented by automatic scanning of products as customer
walks out of store [68], personalized coupons, recommendations and advertisements can be delivered to
customers when they enter the store [66] and so forth.
Regarding supply management, stock levels can be effectively monitored and orders could be automatically
placed [69], and retail store owners –or their customers- can track individual orders down the whole supply
chain [66],anti-theft can be implemented using item tracking and geofencing [67] etc. IoT technologies can
also assist store managers to monitor lighting and temperature control and adjust settings to improve
customer comfort and support more cost-effective energy usage [69]. Smart packaging can monitor
freshness or age of perishable goods and thus warn retailers or customers [66]. IoT can also contribute in
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cutting energy consumption in various areas (refrigeration, lighting, heating, air conditioning) by 20% [67],
contributing thus to environmental protection.
Finally, IoT offers to retailers opportunities to create new revenue streams or, in some cases, build entirely
new channels through selling of IoT-related product lines or allowing connection of consumers’ platforms –
such as smart homes– to the shop’s platform. In this way, a network of “connected platforms” can be built,
through which consumers’ platforms can automatically place orders to cater for replenishment of stock or
stock going beyond its perishable date [66]. Automated vending machines integrated in a “connected
platforms” system [70] are also a case of IoT-supported channel.
3.1.5.2

Key security goals

Considering the range of possible uses of IoT in the context of retailing, we can identify the following securityrelated goals:
1. Safety; the operation of IoT systems should contribute to environmental protection through the
limitation of energy consumption and public health, through monitoring the status of products,
especially in perishable goods.
2. Security; IoT systems should be protected from unintended or unauthorized access,
change/disruption or destruction (e.g. malware, remote attacks).
3. Reliability; IoT systems should offer reliable information in all cases, predominantly for aspects
relevant to safety (public health and environment protection), security (anti-theft) and economic
aspects (e.g. payments in auto-checkout).
4. Privacy and confidentiality; IoT-enabled retail systems entail the use of private data, such as the
customers’ path, or competitive commercial information, such as offers, clientele etc., therefore
maintenance of privacy and confidentiality is imperative.
5. Resilience i.e. the ability to withstand and operate as normal as possible while being under major
disruption.
6. Accuracy i.e. the term of accuracy referred to system’s correct calculation of energy and at the
accurate and efficient distribution of information.
7. Availability of resources at any given time. Both the energy provider as well as the consumer must
have access to the respective information e.g. billing information, control messages.
8. Integrity, i.e. the ability of the system to prevent any changes of the collected data as well as control
commands.
Considering the above, it can be concluded that in the context of shopping and retail, protection from harm,
protection of the environment, resilience, operations reliability and continuity and maintenance of data
integrity and confidentiality/privacy are the key high-level security goals, and any threat that jeopardizes the
aforementioned goals should be assessed and treated accordingly.
3.1.5.3

Relevant deployment architectures

The deployment architecture of retail-related IoT systems depends on the goals pursued by each distinct
system and certain design choices made. [70] provides a gateway-based reference architecture for intelligent
vending, depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Reference architecture for intelligent vending

A more generic architecture applicable to retail stores is presented in [71] and illustrated in Figure 9.
Following the standard IoT system architecture, edge-level gateways arrange for connecting sensors and
actuators deployed on relevant locations to wider networks, including local area (e.g. store-level) systems or
systems deployed on the cloud.

Figure 9. IoT-enabled retail reference architecture

3.1.6

IOT Application Domain #6: Healthcare

3.1.6.1

Introduction

There are numerous applications of IoT in the healthcare section. By 2019, 87% of healthcare organizations
will have adopted IoT technology and 76% believe that it will transform the healthcare industry [72]. The
most prevalent one is remote health and monitoring [72] [73] [74] or telehealth. Telehealth can improve the
patient’s quality of life –with this aspect including the efficient addressing of chronic diseases-, provide timely
and accurate alerting upon appearance of conditions needing to be attended to as well as save some visits
to healthcare providers. The latter benefit is of high importance if the patient is of limited mobility. IoT can
also contribute to rehabilitation and address problems with aging populations [75].
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IoT can be also used in hospitals, to collect data from patients, the environment and assets, with the latter
including staff, equipment, inventory, building and locations, and use them to implement a “smart hospital”,
which –beyond telehealth features- can realize advanced functionalities such as: (i) smart consoles to allow
patients to track their treatment process; (ii) in-hospital patient flow management system to effectively track
patient status, location, and treatment schedule; (iii) automated drug delivery system, remotely configurable
and monitored (iv) medical asset management solution to allow hospital staff to quickly locate equipment,
track maintenance status, ensure availability and transparency of the purchasing process; (v) forming a
network of connected devices, augmenting thus the value of collected information and enable devices to
send events and notifications to other devices; and so forth [73] [74].
Naturally, hospitals and healthcare provision institutes can benefit from other application domains of IoT,
such as logistics to regulate their supplies and preventative maintenance, especially for their equipment. In
combination with robotics, IoT can assist in automating routine tasks such as medication delivery, food
delivery and delivery of supplies overall [72], to free human resources.
In the domain of drug management, smart drugs [76] can offer multiple benefits: smart pill bottles can
monitor a patient’s prescribed medication, while sensor-enabled pills can provide doctors with better insight
on the individual patients, including the time of pill administration, patient activity levels and medical signs,
such as heart rate, arterial pressure etc.
3.1.6.2

Key security goals

Due to the importance of operations associated with healthcare IoT and the nature of data managed by
relevant systems (which are sensitive data), security and privacy by design need to be part of any IoT
application, project or deployment and special attention is needed for personal data in healthcare IoT
projects [72]. [75] offers a more comprehensive list of security requirements that IoT-enabled healthcare
systems have to address:
•

Confidentiality and privacy, related predominantly to the inaccessibility of medical information for
unauthorized users.

•

Integrity, i.e. to ensure that the received medical data are not altered in transit; integrity also applies
to stored data and content, which should be authentic.

•

Availability; given the high impact involved with cease of operations of such systems, their
continuous operation should be guaranteed.

•

Data freshness: the data on which decisions are based should be always up-to-date.

•

Non-repudiation: actions should be always attributable to respective actors.

•

Resiliency: in the event of a failure (including a device compromise), continuation of operations
should be possible; security provision should not be degraded under failures.

Taking the above into account, we can conclude that in the context of the application of IoT technology in
the area of healthcare, protection from harm, operations reliability and continuity, resilience, and
maintenance of data integrity and confidentiality are the key high-level security goals, and any threat that
jeopardizes the aforementioned goals should be assessed and treated accordingly.
3.1.6.3

Relevant deployment architectures

[77] [78] present a reference architecture for IoT healthcare system deployment. Following the generic IoT
deployment paradigm, sensors and actuators are connected to local gateways, which provide connectivity to
generic storage, analysis and command infrastructure, hosted on appropriate premises or the cloud. Sensors
and actuators are mainly attached to medical equipment, or integrated to them in the case of wearables.
This architecture is in-line with the one presented in [75] (Figure 11), where IoT devices are categorized under
“data providers”, “resource providers” may be either hospital or cloud infrastructure, while brokers can be
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third party services. As shown in [75], gateways healthcare gateways may be used to connect localized
environments (e.g. the patient’s environment) to the health-IoT cloud.

Figure 10. IoT healthcare architecture

Figure 11. Alternative view of an IoT healthcare architecture
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3.1.7

IoT Application Domain #7: Smart Homes

3.1.7.1

Introduction

Smart homes refer to the application of IoT on a domestic environment to enable home automation [79]
[80]. A smart home IoT system requires the installation of smart devices (sensors, actuators and smart
appliances) responsible to monitor the home environment, to optimize the usage of resources and to enable
easy control of various home appliances [81].
According to [35], smart devices can generally be classified in two categories:
1. Resource-constrained devices, such as: smart home appliances (refrigerators, lights, etc.); alarm
systems, smart locks and cameras; smart meters and thermostats; environmental detectors (motion,
smoke, fire, etc.)
i.

Class 0 devices: << 10 KiB RAM, << 100 KiB Memory Storage Capacity; may not be possible to
implement security measures.

ii.

Class 1 devices: ~ 10 KiB RAM, ~ 100 KiB Memory Storage Capacity; may be using some security
protocols but implementation of standard security measures may not be possible.

iii.

Class 2 devices: ~ 50 KiB RAM, ~ 250 KiB Memory Storage Capacity; implementation of most
standard security measures is possible.

2. High-capacity devices, such as: smart TVs and media centers; gateways, routers and other network
equipment.
▪

>> 50 KiB RAM, >> 250 KiB Memory Storage Capacity; may provide additional security
measures (ex. network scans).

Figure 12. Device types in smart homes [35]

According to [35], smart devices can be connected:
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1. On a local area network (LAN), directly to the home router/gateway or on a secondary hub dedicated
to the smart devices (to deal with incompatibilities between the existing home infrastructure). Using
either high speed networks (ex. WiFi), or personal area networks (ex. Bluetooth, Zigbee).
2. On a wide area network (WAN), usually with access to the Internet. Using a high speed connection
(through the existing home connection to an ISP or through a mobile network connection), or a low
power wide area network (LP-WAN) (ex. LoRaWAN, Sigfox).
3. On a dedicated network (ex. advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) in the case of smart energy
meters).

Figure 13. Short and long range communications in smart homes [35]

3.1.7.2

Key security concerns

According to [81] the main security concerns raised are:
1. Different smart home architectures, as smart devices are usually connected to the already existing
home infrastructure, make generalized security solutions hard.
2. Lack of security mechanisms, as smart devices are set-up for ease of use and due to lack of
hardware/power resources.
3. Use of multiple communications protocols, as different protocols show a varying support of security
features and due to the added software complexity.
4. Traditional security practices may not be applicable or easily followed by users of smart devices.
5. Privacy issues, as these smart devices: control their environment, may suffer from data leakages and
due to the volume (and nature) of the collected data may reveal behavioral patterns (or other
sensitive data) of their users.
6. Installation of software updates may be hard or impossible.
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7. Lack of user understanding (of both the features and the state) of the smart devices may lead to
delayed detection of malicious behavior.
8. Physical manipulation of the smart devices.
Taking the above into account, we can conclude that in the context of the application of IoT technology in
the area of smart homes, data privacy and device integrity are the key high-level security goals.
3.1.7.3

Relevant deployment architectures

As noted above, smart home architectures greatly vary [81],therefore it is infeasible to list all relevant
options. Recently, the Home Gateway Initiative has published an open architecture blueprint [82] (c.f. Figure
14).

Figure 14. Reference smart home architecture

In this architecture the Smart home functions are realized by a home gateway [81], which provides the means
for the user to access and/or automate the use of equipment within the home. End-devices are connected
to the gateway via a home area network (which may comprise different network technologies). The smart
home environment is connected to an operator platform, delivering services such as gateway management,
software management for the gateway, remote access from cloud service applications to the gateway, rule
engines for home automation and other services. Moreover, a connection to a service application platform,
providing value-added applications on top of the smart home environment and its data.

3.1.8

IoT Application Domain #8: Training

3.1.8.1

Introduction

The IoT can be used in education to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the educational environment,
and to enable remote training. Such a system may include teleconference systems and may also monitor and
control school buildings, school buses and students. IoT is a vital component of smart learning environments,
which should not only enable learners to digital resources and interact with the learning systems in any place
and at any time, but also actively provide them with the necessary learning guidance, supportive tools or
learning suggestions in the right place, at the right time, and in the right form [83].
According to [84], the key features of smart learning environments include, among others:
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Location-Awareness, i.e. sensing learner’s location in real time;
Interoperability, i.e. potential for cooperation between different resources, services and platforms;
Seamless Connection, i.e. provision of continuous service when any device connects;
Adaptability, i.e. pushing of learning resources according to learning access, preference and demand;
Ubiquity, i.e. universal and transparent way to access learning resource and service to learner;
Natural Interaction, i.e. employing multimodal interaction for services, including position and facial
expression recognition;
7. High Engagement, i.e. immersing in multidirectional interaction learning experience in technologyrich environment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All the aforementioned features are related to the IoT capabilities of the platform.
Usually, solutions and concepts from “traditional” IoT applications, such as fleet tracking, inventory tracking,
smart buildings and smart homes, are combined with education-specific smart devices (ex. smart boards)
[19] [85]. This results in many architecture elements being combined to form a unique system for the specific
school/campus.
According to [85] typical smart devices include:
1. Education-specific: smart personal ID cards (ex. NFC-enabled cards), school bus tracking devices,
smart boards and inventory/library book tracking technologies.
2. Building sensors and actuators, devices that monitor and control the school/campus buildings: smart
(motion/fire/smoke/temperature) sensors, cameras, lighting control devices and smart locks.
3. Personal devices, carried by students, faculty or administrators: smartphones/tablets/ereaders/laptops and smart wearables (ex. smart watches, fitness bands).
3.1.8.2

Key security goals

While there are no studies for the security requirements in smart learning environments, researchers in the
area point out that privacy should be a concern for such implementations [86]. This is to be expected, since
the data maintained by these systems include the user’s location (c.f. key features listed in the previous
paragraph), but additionally data about the user’s progress, evaluation of learning outcomes, pictures taken
by videocameras operating in virtual (or physical) classrooms etc. The integrity of information, including
educational material, should be guaranteed, and this also applies to confidentiality (e.g. for a user’s marks or
communications). The physical security of devices and the continuity of their operations should be
addressed. These findings are in-line with the security and privacy requirements for smart environments, as
listed in [87].
3.1.8.3

Relevant deployment architectures

In the literature, [88] propose a generic model of infrastructure for educational systems involving IoT, where
a classic e-learning platform is integrated with the Internet of Things and the IoT services (Figure 15). This
approach shifts focus to the integration of components. In the same work, a relevant architecture is described
(Figure 16) where IoT devices are integrated in the educational platform through specific modules.
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Figure 15. A model of educational infrastructure based on the Internet of Things

Figure 16. A platform architecture for educational infrastructure

In order to realize communication with IoT devices, Usage of low-range (ex. Bluetooth, Zigbee) and highrange (ex. WiFi) wireless protocols/systems is prevalent [85] [89].

3.1.9

IOT Application Domain #9: Smart Meters

3.1.9.1

Introduction

The applications of IoT in smart meters is an imperative need, since energy sources are limited, and one of
the core ideas behind smart meters is to minimize operational loses. Smart meters record electric energy
consumption in a specific time frame in order to display the results as well as to communicate, in real time,
these results to the electricity provider. Thus, billing is becoming automated, the energy provider can
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estimate the needs in electricity more accurately in order to raise/lower the cost accordantly and reduce
power outages and energy theft [90].
A typical smart-grid metering and control system consists of a collection of meters/sensors and
controllers/actuators that communicate with a substation/data-concentrator, a consumer or technician, and
various third-party entities. The communication among different network entities is realized by high-speed
wired or wireless links or a combination thereof. A smart-grid metering and control system has a layered
network structure through which it collects data and controls the delivery of electricity.
To keep safe, the smart-meter system and the sensitive components we consider some security goals [91]
[92] [93]:
3.1.9.2

Key security goals

The information recorded and transmitted by smart meters is of high importance, since energy providers use
this to (i) regulate energy production and energy flow within the distribution network and (ii) charge
consumers for the energy they use. Energy consumers may also use this data for optimizing their energy use.
It must also be noted that energy consumption data can be analysed to infer patterns, which can disclose life
schedules, personal habits and events. Therefore, the following security dimensions are associated with
smart meters:
1) Safety, i.e. system or the devices should operate without causing any risk to technological services,
public services, humans or even to the environment. In the context of smart meters, safety refers
not only to the services but also to the smart meter infrastructure.
1) Security, i.e. the protection of the system from unintended or unauthorized access,
change/disruption or destruction (e.g. malware, remote attacks)
2) Reliability, i.e. the ability the smart meter to perform its required functions under stated conditions.
3) Resilience i.e. the ability to withstand and operate as normal as possible while being under major
disruption.
4) Privacy i.e. who is the owner of the collected data. Smart meter collects data that could be analysed
in order to identify the time people are in home or not, among other things.
5) Accuracy i.e. the term of accuracy referred to system’s correct calculation of energy and at the
accurate and efficient distribution of information.
6) Availability of resources at any given time. Both the energy provider as well as the consumer must
have access to the respective information e.g. billing information, control messages.
7) Integrity, i.e. the ability of the system to prevent any changes of the collected data as well as control
commands.
Taking the above into account, we can conclude that in the context of smart meters, protection from
harm, protection of the environment, resilience, operations reliability and continuity and maintenance of
data integrity and confidentiality/privacy are the key high-level security goals, and any threat that
jeopardizes the aforementioned goals should be assessed and treated accordingly.
3.1.9.3

Relevant deployment architectures

Figure 17 depicts the generic architecture of a smart-grid system [94]. The main functionalities of each
component in a smart-grid metering and control system are as follows:
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Figure 17. Architecture of a typical Smart-grid metering and control system [94]

•

Utility company: connects to the substation network through the wide area network (WAN) interface
and the communication channel might be Wi-Fi, satellite, 4G-LTE, Wi-Max, etc. The utility company is
responsible for processing alarms and alerts, managing the meter data, and generating bills. Moreover,
it may also provide a web portal that allows customers to view their monthly energy consumption and
bills.

•

Substation/data-concentrator network: consists of several smart meters in a certain area as well as a
data collector. The connection between smart meters and the data collector might through Wi-Fi,
ZigBee, power line carrier (PLC), etc. Typically, the smart meters form a wireless mesh network and
forward the meter readings to the data collector through multi-hop communications. The data collector
then transmits the accumulated data to the utility company.

•

Home area network (HAN): provides the consumer access points to control and monitor the real-time
power consumption. The HAN contains a home gateway that receives the power-consumption data
from the smart meter and displays it on householder's devices (e.g., laptop, tablet, smartphone).
Furthermore, the home gateway may send the power consumption data to a third party for other valueadded services (e.g., efficiency advice, supplier selection). The HAN also includes a controller that
enables householders to remotely control the status of their home appliances.

•

Smart meter: is composed of a microcontroller, a metrology board, and a communication board. Under
the control of the microcontroller, the metrology board measures the real-time power consumption,
and the meter data is transmitted to both the substation network as well as the home area network
through the communication board. The connection between the smart meter and home appliances may
be through Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Ethernet, HomePlug, Wireless M-Bus, etc. The smart meter may also contain
a disconnection function that (if enabled) allows utility companies or customers to remotely connect or
disconnect the home appliances and services.

•

Third party: relies on accurate meter readings to provide value-added services for householders,
including power efficiency advice, supplier selection, etc. Those services will help householders to
manage their power usage in a cost-effective way.

3.1.10
3.1.10.1

IOT Application Domain #10: Capillary Networks
Introduction

A Capillary Network is a local network that uses short-range radio access technologies to provide connectivity
to a big number of devices. More specifically, by leveraging the key capabilities of cellular networks, ubiquity,
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integrated security, network management and advanced backhaul connectivity, capillary networks can
greatly enhance the IoT. It is important to note that the use of short-range links, compared to long-range
links enables the reduction of the transmission power, thus improving energy efficiency and reducing
interference. Short-range radio technologies provide efficient connectivity to devices within a specific local
area. These capillary networks need to be connected to the edge of a communication infrastructure in order
to reach service functions that are hosted on the internet or in a cloud server [95] [96]. Furthermore, today’s
vehicles are equipped with multiple communication capabilities. A car can communicate with the driver, with
infrastructure regarding the highway system (vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)), with other vehicles (vehicle-tovehicle (V2V)) and with cloud infrastructures (Vehicle-to-cloud (V2C)). It is important to note that extensive
research is being carried out in the field of connected vehicles in order to encompass communication
capabilities with pedestrians (Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P)) and to everything (Vehicle-to-X (V2X)) [97] [98].
For an IoT ecosystem, capillary networks can provide local wireless sensor networks the ability to connect to
and efficiently use the capabilities of cellular networks through gateways. As a result, a vast range of
constrained devices equipped with only short-range radio can utilize the cellular network capabilities to gain
global connectivity, supported with the security, management and virtualization services of the cellular
network [22].
3.1.10.2

Key security goals

The information transmitted through capillary networks can be of high importance, e.g. to regulate traffic in
a road network so as to reduce delays and energy consumption or to avoid accidents, or in smart cities to
leverage urban sensing and use this data to optimize city operation and promote user-centric services [99].
Furthermore, this information may include personal data, such as the position of a car (and its passengers).
To keep safe, the capillary network and its sensitive components we take into account the following security
goals:
1. Safety, i.e. into the capillary networks system providing management devices and expert individuals
which they could handle the system and its data. The capillary networks should operate without the
risk of breaking down.
2. Security, i.e. the devices deployed in capillary networks are likely to vary significantly in terms of
computational resources, power consumption and energy source (e.g. sensors, connected vehicles).
Thus, implementation of appropriate security measures is challenging, and it cannot follow a onesize-fits-all model.
3. Reliability, i.e. the ability of a system or component to perform its required functions under stated
conditions for a specified period. Under an internet-integrated deployment, adversaries will be able
to exploit security-related systematic failures reliably once those vulnerabilities have been
discovered.
4. Privacy i.e. the right of an individual or group to control or influence what information related to
them may be collected, processed, and stored, by whom, and to whom that information may be
disclosed. In capillary network a risk probably be a network, device, connection intrusion into the
system.
5. Accuracy i.e. capillary network system must work accurate, without failures, since all devices are
operating under the same network.
6. Network Management i.e. range of tasks, such as ensuring automatic configuration and connectivity
– for devices connected through a capillary network – are fulfilled by network management. In
addition, network management needs to establish access control restrictions and data treatment
rules for QoS based on SLAs, subscriptions and security policies. In addition, a service provider should
be able to use the management function to adapt service policies and add or remove devices.
Considering the above it can be concluded that in the context of capillary networks, protection from
harm, protection of the environment, resilience, operations reliability and continuity and maintenance of
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data integrity and confidentiality/privacy are the key high-level security goals, and any threat that
jeopardizes the aforementioned goals should be assessed and treated accordingly.
3.1.10.3

Relevant deployment architectures

The architecture comprises three domains: the capillary connectivity domain, the cellular connectivity
domain, and the data domain. The first two domains span the nodes that provide connectivity in the capillary
network and in the cellular network respectively. The data domain spans the nodes that provide data
processing functionality for a desired service. These nodes are primarily the connected devices themselves,
as they generate and use service data though an intermediate node, which like a capillary gateway, would
also be included in the data domain if it provides data processing functionality (for example, if it acts as a
CoAP mirror server).

Figure 18. System architecture for capillary networks connectivity [5]

Copyright

•

Capillary Connectivity Domain: domains span the nodes that provide connectivity in the
capillary network. When deploying a capillary network, a significant number of capillary
gateways need to be installed to provide a satisfactory level of local connectivity.

•

Cellular Connectivity Domain: domains span the nodes that provide connectivity in the
cellular network.

•

Data Domain spans the nodes that provide data processing functionality for a desired service.

•

Capillary gateway ideally, any service provider should be able to deploy a capillary network,
including device and gateway configuration. For this to be possible, deployment needs to be
simple and use basic rules – circumventing the need for in-depth network planning.

•

Connected devices are primarily the nodes, as they generate and use service data though an
intermediate node, which like a capillary gateway, would also be included in the data domain
if it provides data processing functionality (for example, if it acts as a CoAP mirror server)

•

Capillary network connected to the global communication infrastructure can be achieved
through a cellular network, which can be a wide-area network or an indoor cellular solution.

•

Cellular access is the selective restriction of access to system or capillary network resource
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3.1.11
3.1.11.1

IOT Application Domain #11: Preventative maintenance
Introduction

In general, preventative (or preventive) maintenance main goal is to minimize the likelihood that the
equipment will have unplanned downtime or total failure. IoT can greatly assist in preventative maintenance
through real time data collection from the IoT devices (e.g. sensors) deployed in the network. Analysing this
data, the maintenance manager has clear view of the status of the equipment and thus, the maintenance
schedule is more efficient, saving money and time [100] [101].
It is performed while the equipment is still working so that it does not break down unexpectedly. Also, it is
referred on what kind of servicing of machines and facilities to provide satisfactory operating conditions. It
is achieved through methodical inspection.
3.1.11.2

Key security goals

Leveraging preventative maintenance through IoT, can promote human and environmental safety, alleviating
risks from equipment malfunctions. To accomplish these goals, the information must be accurate and timely.
Furthermore, transmitted data are confidential in the sense that they contain information about the status
and/or whereabouts of the devices and/or their operational environment.
1. Safety, i.e. the system should operate without causing unacceptable risk of material or service
damage.
2. Security, i.e. the protection of the system from unintended or unauthorized access, change or
destruction.
3. Reliability, i.e. the ability of the preventative maintenance system to predict the materials failure, to
system or business stay stable.
4. Resilience i.e. the emergent property of a system that behaves in a manner to avoid, absorb and
manage dynamic adversarial conditions while completing the assigned missions, and reconstitute the
operational.
5. Accuracy i.e. the accurate calculation of probability of failure is significant since it influences the
business or system’s resilience.
6. Confidentiality, i.e. the need to protect data from unauthorized access.
With the above under consideration, it can be concluded that in the context of preventative maintenance,
protection from harm, protection of the environment, resilience, operations reliability and continuity and
maintenance of data integrity and confidentiality/privacy are the key high-level security goals, and any threat
that jeopardizes the aforementioned goals should be assessed and treated accordingly.
3.1.11.3

Relevant deployment architectures

IoT application in preventive maintenance is different in each field of deployment. In more details, in
industrial environment, IoT sensors will be deployed in order to monitor the performance of industrial
systems (in real time) and thus successfully identify and fix issues.
Predictive maintenance is also used in industrial grade turbines. In this type of systems, the IoT sensors are
being deployed in order to collect and analyse acoustic data from the turbines in real-time. This data assists
the maintenance team to monitor the health of the turbines.
Furthermore, IoT can also be used for preventive maintenance of connected vehicles in order to monitor the
health of the vehicles in real time. The sensors will collect and analyse data regarding the engine status.
The aforementioned fields of application for preventive maintenance are only few among many fields such
as, smart cities, airports, highways, healthcare and more. Thus, no specific architecture has been selected as
based on the field of deployment deferent architecture will be needed [102]. Nevertheless, a generic
architecture is depicted in Figure 19 bellow.
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Figure 19: IIoT and Predictive Maintenance [103]

In this diagram we can identify the following pipeline stages:
•
•
•
•

Data sources-IIoT: Refers to all relevant data that could be used based on the type of infrastructure.
Data pipeline: Refers to the pipeline which is used for the data transfer, transformation and
validation.
Data lake: Refers to the data repository.
Analysis and usage: Refers to the processes and techniques used to analyse the data collected in
order to derive in usable information.

3.1.12
3.1.12.1

IoT Application Domain #12: Physical security
Introduction

This particular application domain focuses on Physical Security. Physical security is fundamental to all security
efforts associated with the IoT devices and wider Cyber-Trust (CT) project architecture, and a vital element
of the Cyber-Trust Security Plan. The objective of physical security is defined as, “To prevent unauthorised
physical access, damage and interference to the organisation's information and information processing
facilities”. Therefore, this guidance is site-specific as well as architecture-specific.
In this context two points of view can be considered regarding physical security and IoT: (i) to physically
secure IoT installations, and (ii)to exploit IoT technology to support and enhance physical security.
With (i) into view, the alignment of updated security requirements (discussed below) with legacy
infrastructure requirements will be examined, given that IoT deployments often take place within the
constraints of existing system, i.e. smart meters within the AMI within the existing energy generation and
metering system.
In ISO 27002:2013(E) [104] clear guidelines are presented for what constitutes good physical security
considerations for IoT architectures, covering areas such as:
1) Physical entry controls,
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Protecting against external and environmental threats,
Operations security,
Equipment,
Communications Security,
System acquisition, development and maintenance.

All the above represent a non-exclusive list of areas where software and protocols are only part of the
security solution, and physical security represents a necessary/critical facet for consideration - how such
consideration is taken forward in the Reference Architecture section below.
With (ii) into view, IoT can contribute in multiple ways towards physical security; physical security-related
data, including asset location, motion detection can be captured, stored (as forensic evidence or baseline
measurements), processed to assist in the detection of physical security issues, while actuators can provide
alarms and/or reactions to alerts. Typical cases where IoT can be used for supporting physical security are
intelligent monitoring (e.g. video surveillance), provision of tampering alerts, perimeter protection (e.g. RFID
badges or beacons to control entry and exit), facial recognition, access to real-time security alerts, creation
of digital trail of security events and geofencing [105] [106].
3.1.12.2

Key security goals

The building blocks of any IoT system are the physical objects, hence why physical security is so important.
Physical elements are defined as:
•
•
•

smart devices such as smart meters, sensors and actuators,
servers providing a back-end storage and computing requirements,
end-users representing the applications used to access data and devices.

To preserve trust in the devices it is necessary, alongside protocol and wider software-driven security
capabilities, to ensure the devices across the entire IoT network are physically secure, and cannot be
tampered with, so as to prevent internal and external threats from establishing hard-links into protected
systems from which to launch attacks against the network or steal data. Many references focus on the
development of advanced software or protocol-driven security measures with little reference to physical
measures.
Before identifying those elements of physical security necessary to protect the entire Cyber-Trust System-ofSystems, it is necessary to define a reference architecture against which to place the physical security
considerations. Two primary reference architectures are considered: The Industrial Internet of Things
Reference Architecture [52] [51] [107] [108] and the Azure IoT Architecture [109] [110], which together
provide the necessary high-level context and in-depth proposed implementation to properly consider
physical security measures.
Firstly, the Industrial Internet of Things provides a high-level to in-depth consideration of the required interlocking and self-referential architectures that together make up the complete reference architecture, and
aims to enable, "conventions, principles and practices for consistent description of IIoT architectures." which
has thus far been lacking. To this end, the ISO/IEEE/IEC architecture description standard has been used to
define a 4-layered approach to the reference architecture:
•

•

•

business viewpoint: “....the identification of stakeholders and their business vision, values and
objectives in establishing an IIoT system in its business and regulatory context. It further identifies
how the IIoT system achieves the stated objectives through its mapping to fundamental system
capabilities”.
usage viewpoint: “....the concerns of expected system usage. It is typically represented as sequences
of activities involving human or logical (e.g. system or system components) users that deliver its
intended functionality in ultimately achieving its fundamental system capabilities.”
functional viewpoint: “....focuses on the functional components in an IIoT system, their structure and
interrelation, the interfaces and interactions between them, and the relation and interactions of the
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•

system with external elements in the environment, to support the usages and activities of the overall
system.”
Implementation viewpoint: “....deals with the technologies needed to implement functional
components (functional viewpoint), their communication schemes and their lifecycle procedures.
These elements are coordinated by activities (usage viewpoint) and supportive of the system
capabilities (business viewpoint).”

From the above, physical security measures have a clear cross-cutting nature across the viewpoints, namely
that the business viewpoint identifies and approves physical security as part of the fundamental system
capabilities, then carry forward these into designing physical security into the usage and functional elements
of physical security before finally the implementation of physical security measures as part of the overall
system implementation.
3.1.12.3

Relevant deployment architectures

As can be seen from Figure 20 we have many devices in physical security such as IP Cameras, DVR, Sensors
such as smoke alarm and all these devices are connected with other systems for threat monitoring or for
threat response purposes.
As per Azure IoT architecture the physical security aspects of the four reference architecture viewpoints can
be aligned to the zonal approach. Within each zone, alongside the individual system requirements and
associated encryption/software-based security, physical security considerations can be clearly mapped, i.e.
security cabinets or tamper-proof casings around IoT devices.
In the development of the Cyber-Trust system-of-systems, the following are recommended for consideration:
•
•

Implementation of the IIC Reference Architecture with the inclusion of physical security systems at
every viewpoint;
Further alignment of the viewpoints to a specific implementation architecture as is necessary to
properly install the necessary physical security measures to protect against data loss via physical
system breaches.

Figure 20. Physical Security Devices and connectivity
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3.1.13
3.1.13.1

IoT Application Domain #13: Industrial safety
Introduction

Industrial environments always involve a number of risks and dangers, and plant managers strive to find
solutions to minimize casualties. The aim is to reduce the hazard, manage risks and prevent accidents. The
relevant legislation enforces numerous rules and regulations, yet most of these are derived from past faults
and are not effective enough to avoid future incidents [111].
Using IoT sensors can feed industrial safety-related algorithms with real-time data and allow them to make
decisions on the spot. For instance, if sensors detect a gas leakage, increased temperatures or unwanted
humidity, work can stop at once or at the very least inform the floor manager.
Another way of creating a safer environment is to use the power of computers and machine learning. By
creating different scenarios, the algorithm can sense the difference between what is safe and what is not.
The advancements of machine vision mean that now algorithms can identify objects, edges, and velocity.
Together with the improvement of processing power (GPUs), sensors and independent carry systems like
robots and drones, we now have all the necessary ingredients to create state-of-the-art safety routines which
are fully automatized and better than their human counterparts.
Computer vision [112]strives to replicate the human eyes effectively, together with the brain’s ability to tell
the difference between different objects or situations. Using this in an industrial setting should result in fewer
accidents and prevention instead of correction.
3.1.13.2

Key security goals

Using IoT and Machine Learning, can help leverage Industrial Safety and minimise risk from unforeseen
circumstances. In order to achieve the above the information must be accurate and timely. Furthermore,
transmitted data are confidential in the sense that they contain information about the status and/or
whereabouts of the devices and/or their operational environment. The following should be taken into
consideration:
1. Safety, i.e. the system and sensors should operate without causing unacceptable risk of material,
service damage or life lose.
2. Security, i.e. the protection of the system, sensors, assets from unintended or unauthorized access,
change or destruction.
3. Reliability, i.e. the ability of sensors to provide adequate and correct data to avoid miscalculations
that could cost life or asset damage.
4. Accuracy i.e. the accurate calculations based on sensor data and prediction of disaster
5. Confidentiality, i.e. the need to protect data from unauthorized access.
3.1.13.3

Relevant deployment architectures

In Figure 21, provided from Honeywell Industrial Safety, we can see a very interesting example of sensors
being applied for Active Protection. All these sensors are providing live data of the health status and the
environment the person is currently be. The collection of the sensors data is fed to a cloud database where
intelligence systems can provide real data analytics and inform the appropriate services if something is
irregular and live threating is happening.
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Figure 21. Honeywell Industrial Safety

Of course, such an endeavor comes with significant problems. First, sensors need to be in top shape and
compatible both with each other and the entire system. The work to install, connect and calibrate them
continuously for a smooth operation should not be neglected.
Next, the amount of data sent over the processing unit is enormous, which means that the system should be
ready for the network traffic or to find ways of processing some of the information locally and only send
results for further analysis.
Finally, there could be slight differences between the stored image and the reality. The degree of tolerance
of the system should be set low enough to classify the object correctly and high enough to make the
difference between an acceptable and a dangerous situation.

3.1.14
3.1.14.1

IoT Application Domain #14: Asset tracking
Introduction

Asset tracking enables the tracking of assets. Scanning barcodes attached to assets is still valid and widely
utilised in settings such as warehousing. Barcode scanning is starting to be replaced by RFID (radio frequency
identification) which effectively replaces the adhesive barcode with a small, cheap RFID tag that can be
scanned to reveal the asset’s location. It is not confined to warehouse or supply chain management. In
addition, it should not be considered the same as with fleet management, although tracking vehicles certainly
is tracking of a physical asset. The reason asset tracking is different to fleet management is that fleet
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management involves the tracking, management and organisation of vehicle fleets Asset tracking focuses on
tracking the asset. It does not involve the planning of journeys, scheduling of deliveries or assessing the
maintenance needs of vehicles, although asset tracking data feeds into all of these applications.
3.1.14.2

Key security goals

Asset tracking is the global tracking of physical assets, typically of high value, such as plant equipment,
livestock or shipping containers using devices which combine the GPS system and cellular and/or satellite
technology and is closely aligned with fleet management and telematics. It is also being utilised to track
employees and contribute to organisations’ health and safety initiatives, particularly regarding lone worker
safety and workforces in hazardous locations, all of which are summarised in Figure 22 below.

Figure 22. Major applications of Asset Management

IoT devices can enable more effective, long-range, accurate tracking of assets globally because instead of
relying on short-range radio (RFID) they can integrate with the global internetwork, via WiFi, and through
onboard GPS and other locational sensors report the asset location and other conditional parameters with a
high degree of accuracy.
As the Internet of Things/M2M market has developed, there is heightened awareness of asset tracking across
verticals including manufacturing, logistics, defense, construction, retail, healthcare and utilities, the latter
of which is the focus of interest for the Cyber-Trust project. Technological advances in terms of coverage and
better integration of asset tracking into other business systems have strengthened the business case by
increasing the value offered and decreasing the costs involved.
A stronger business case for asset tracking has therefore emerged but deployment still has costs and a return
on investment must be established. The capital and operational costs involved with the devices and network
connectivity required to enable asset tracking. In some situations, such business cases are easy to construct.
For instance, the capital and operational costs can readily be calculated by offsetting the losses involved with
damaged or stolen equipment. However, in other business cases the benefits are less immediately apparent
and may require more work to identify. For example, measuring the asset utilisation across the utility
network may provide input to the load-balancing and energy generation processes. The inherited benefits
create business value, however a clearer reasoning to invest in asset tracking is required.
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To a certain extent, value can be achieved through recent advances in integration of asset tracking with other
systems. The market has moved on from standalone systems cooperating in isolation from each other, to a
more integrated ecosystem, and this is to the advantage of asset tracking deployments. Integration with
other systems such as fleet management, supply chain management and many others, multiplies the value
that asset tracking solutions can deliver. The applications become a part of a more holistic landscape as
remote monitoring and control, supply chain automation, connected products and fleet management come
together. A further improvement that helps asset tracking to demonstrate its value is the improved network
coverage over large geographies. The ability to switch to the most appropriate and cost effective network
technology as the asset moves, brings down the cost and serves the ideal of asset tracking being always-on.
Finally, awareness of asset tracking has led to deployment advancements, where asset tracking hardware is
now being built-in to equipment, vehicles and containers rather than being retrofitted. This reduces the costs
of deployment because the hardware is integrated and less specialist support skills are consequently
required.
3.1.14.3

Relevant deployment architectures

Asset tracking utilising M2M along with IoT is the latest in a long line of technologically-driven solutions to
being able to maintain contact with, and track, assets within the enterprise – especially the valuable assets
not just in monetary terms, but also in terms of data and security. Asset tracking can enhance areas such as
physical security and industrial safety, covered in this series of application domains.
Following the standard IoT system architecture, sensors and actuators are deployed on relevant locations;
they are connected to wider networks, including local area systems (e.g. store-level) or systems deployed on
the cloud, typically with the use of edge-level gateways. Systems in wider networks are arranged for
collecting, processing, storing sensor-provided data, managing actuators and handling user interaction. In
certain cases, actuator management and small-scale user interaction capabilities can be accommodated at
the edge level. [113] and [114] illustrate two architectural approaches for asset tracking; the former is
depicted in Figure 23 and Figure 24, while the latter is illustrated in Figure 25. Asset tracking is also realized
in the context of the IoT Application domain #1: Logistics, tracking, fleet management, therefore relevant
deployment architectures (which are fully in-line with the ones presented in [113] and [114]) can be used.
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Figure 23: High-level view of RFID-based IoT solution for asset tracking [113]
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Figure 24. Detailed view of RFID-based IoT solution for asset tracking [113]

Figure 25. IoT-based asset tracking management [114]

3.1.15
3.1.15.1

Critical Information Infrastructures
Introduction

Critical information infrastructures may span across a large range of sectors, including systems from the
energy, defense and ICT sectors to systems in space, civil protection and environment sectors [43]. Critical
infrastructure includes physical and virtual facilities and services that form the basis for a nation’s defense, a
strong economy and the health and safety of its citizens. It is important as it provides necessities such as
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water and food, electricity and gas, telecommunications and broadcasting, health services, the financial
system and the transportation system these services are essential for social cohesion and economic
performance [115].
3.1.15.2

Deployment architecture

[116] and [117] resent a generic architecture for realizing security in CIIs, which has been developed in the
context of the CRUTIAL (Critical utility infrastructural resilience) EU project. This architecture is depicted in
Figure 26. Under this architecture, the complete system is viewed as a WAN-of-LANs. The WAN is operated
by the company/organization owning the CII and provides global interconnection among individual LANS; the
WAN may not use parts of public network to realize physical connections. LANs on the other hand may be
physically segregated LANs or virtually segregated ones, i.e. VLANs. The LANs host the main computing
entities realizing the CII, from SCADA and database servers to desktop and mobile clients, and from IoT
sensors and actuators to Managerial Information Systems (MIS). LANs are connected to other LANs or the
WAN through a specialized components termed CRUTIAL Information Switches (CIS) which can be viewed as
s sophisticated circuit or application level firewalls combined with equally sophisticated intrusion detectors,
connected by distributed protocols [116] [117]. CISs may also provide fault tolerance for the interconnection
between the LANs and the WAN as well as for the security mechanisms implemented therein.

Figure 26. The CRUTIAL architecture for CIIs

The architecture proposed in [116] [117] is fully compatible with the Purdue model for Control hierarchy
described in [118] and elaborated for SCADA systems (which fall in the category of CIIs) in [119] and [120]
(c.f. Figure 27): the Purdue model prescribes three major zones, with each zone comprising logical segments
of the enterprise that perform similar functions or have similar requirements. The logical segments
correspond to individual LANs, physically or logically segregated, and linked together using an
interconnection network; at the interconnection points, security mechanisms such as firewalls, IDS and IPS
are deployed implementing boundary protection [119]. Within each LAN, appropriate security controls are
defined to realize security policies applicable to the functionalities of the LAN and implement defense in
depth.
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Figure 27. Modified Purdue Model for Control Hierarchy architecture [120]
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3.1.15.3

Security goals

In CIIs, resilience, as well as operations reliability and continuity are required so that the critical services
supported by the CII are continuously and reliably delivered. Human safety, protection from harm and
environmental protection are also required since CIIs may be related with the protection of humans or the
environment, depending on their goal. Naturally, integrity must be maintained so that services are not
tampered with, while the data they handle may be confidential (e.g. business secrets) and/or personal data
(e.g. in human health data), therefore confidentiality/privacy should be guaranteed.

3.2 Security characteristics of installations and their effect on threat exploitability
and technical impact levels
In this subsection we examine different security measures (either technical or non-technical) that can applied
on system installations or operational environment, and how these measures may alter the threat
exploitability level and/or the level of the technical impact. The range of security measures is vast, therefore
the focus is only on a subset which (i) is relevant to Cyber-Trust project (ii) is be applicable on all installations
and (iii) includes widely used measures. The measures examined in this section are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2.1

Operation of firewalls in the network perimeter or on the device, which limit the access to the
device/network/CII infrastructure
Operation of IPS in the network
Operation of antivirus/malware detection on the device/CII infrastructure
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures
Existence of logging/alerting policy and procedures
Conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms and procedures
Degree of trust to employees/persons having access to the resources, as well as the degree of
awareness of employees/persons regarding security measures and implications of actions
Existence of security policy and procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and
software
Existence of backup policies

Operation of firewalls on the network perimeter

Firewalls are a widespread solution for controlling network traffic, implementing security policies related to
service access and data flows. Firewalls can be installed on network devices (e.g. routers), for monitoring and
acting upon traffic flows between connected networks, or on individual hosts, for monitoring and acting upon
traffic originating from or arriving to the specific host.
Firewalls greatly vary with respect to the range of the characteristics of traffic flows that can be examined
and taken into account in the process of enforcing security policies. In their simplest form, commonly known
as packet filtering, firewalls examine each network packet individually, with the examination being limited to
fields within the packet header (e.g. protocol, source port and address, destination port and address etc.);
the network interfaces from which the packet is received and/or to which it will be routed can also be
considered.
More advanced firewalls can take into account the state of the traffic flow implementing stateful filtering;
this is mainly applicable to connection-oriented protocols like TCP, in which case the state of the connection
is maintained by the firewall, and for each packet –in addition to the checks made by packet filtering-type
firewalls- different connection-related aspects are examined such as whether it belongs to a connection that
is known to be established, whether it is a connection establishment request etc. For connectionless
protocols like UDP or ICMP, stateful filtering has only limited applicability, mostly related to rules related to
known services, such as the echo/echo reply service, where an echo reply packet cannot appear without
being related to a previous echo packet.
Next generation firewalls (NGFW) [121] constitute the state of the art in the domain of firewalls. NGFWs are
knowledgeable of the given rules, particularities and threats related to application-level protocols and
applications and apply this knowledge to detect and block packets that are considered to be malicious or
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suspect. NGFWs apply the concept of deep packet inspection, where the content of packets (either at
network or at transport layer) is examined to determine the threat level of a packet and decide on its
handling. NGFWs constitute the state of the art in network threat management and comprise the
functionality of firewalls and IPS (Intrusion Prevention Systems), however their ability to have knowledge of
all network traffic leverages their capability to identify and tackle threats.
The presence and operation of firewalls may decrease the overall threat level of numerous threats, since
through the application of relevant security policies access to assets is limited and consequently the
exploitability of vulnerabilities is reduced. Moreover, a firewall may limit the technical impact of some
successful attacks, particularly those related to data exfiltration. In Table 3 below, we assess how the
presence and operation of firewalls on the network perimeter affects the exploitability and the technical
impact of each of the vulnerabilities examined in Section 2. In this context, a “network” could be an edge tier
with a local connectivity solution, a platform tier [52], etc.
We note here that for a firewall install on a network perimeter to be effective, it should be able to monitor
all inbound and outbound traffic. In other words, there should be no routes for packets to enter or exit the
network, without being examined by the firewall.
In summary, considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed in Table
3 regarding the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated as
follows:
Table 2. Overview of firewall effectiveness for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Medium for simple firewalls, Low
high for NGFWs

Cryptography-related threats

High

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low

Low

Malware

Low for simple firewalls, high Low
for NGFWs

Threats for Smart grids

Low

Technical/application
related threats

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low

development- Medium for simple firewalls, Low
high for NGFWs

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Low
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low
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Table 3. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to operation of firewalls

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

NGFWs may address DoS attacks through mechanisms such as rate limiting.

Back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

This is a physical/MAC layer attack and cannot be mitigated by firewalls.

Botnets

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Whether a firewall can or cannot handle a botnet attack depends on the type of the
attack being carried out. In many cases, this is unmodified; additionally, for stateful
and NGFWs, the firewalls themselves are subject to resource depletion, thus
contributing to a DoS effect.

Data Forging

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be able to detect and block certain types of malicious requests to lowerlevels of SDN components, for which the intention is to be passed to higher levels and
modify characteristics of the SDN. This is accomplished by applying protocol and/or
identity rules on the firewall.

DDoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate DDoS attacks or ameliorate the consequences. In fact,
stateful firewalls or NGFWs can themselves constitute a target to DDoS attacks.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)

Minor
(Unmodified)

Firewalls could implement IPSEC Traffic Flow Confidentiality (TFC) mechanisms to
mitigate this issue. However, this requires all involved devices to be operating inside
well-defined network perimeters, which is not always the case, especially when
wireless communications are involved. Additionally, use of this technique by individual
IoT devices reduces their battery lifetime, due to increased power consumption.

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

This case involves identity spoofing, occurring mostly in the Zigbee protocol. Given the
wireless nature of the Zigbee protocol, firewalls cannot effectively mitigate this threat.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Flooding Attack

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Advanced firewalls can monitor the traffic to detect and mitigate flooding attacks.

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to limit access to APIs exposed to the network only to legitimate
users; in NGFWs this may include user identity checking, while in the packet filtering
level limiting can be based only on IP addresses characteristics and effective access
limiting can be implemented only in combination with elaborate network segregation.

IoT-based denial of service Easy → Average
(DOS)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level firewalls cannot effectively mitigate IoT-based denial of service attacks,
since it involves multiple sources. NGFWs can be able to mitigate IoT-based denial of
service, subject to the limitation of resource depletion, due to the high number of
attack IPs that must be monitored.

Lack of Access Control Easy → Average
Mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this threat includes specifically the lack of access control mechanisms –which
include firewalls- the introduction of firewalls ameliorates this issue, at least partially.

Lack
of
Encryption

Severe
(Unmodified)

NGFWs may add transport layer security by acting as proxies. However, they cannot
mitigate cases for accessing services with insufficient security which are outside the
network perimeter.

Transport Average (Unmodified)

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to MAC congestion.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to MAC jamming.

MAC Spoofing

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be able to assist in mac spoofing by binding IP addresses and MAC
addresses to specific ports.

Malicious mobile nodes

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This attack is typically launched at physical or MAC layer, being thus outside the scope
of firewalls.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Threat name

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified)
implementations
of
security mechanisms
Network and
layers DoS

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threats includes a broad range of individual vulnerabilities, most of which
are related to application-based and host-based issues that cannot be prevented or
alleviated by firewalls. Taking these into account, the risk ratings remain unmodified.

transport Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may address Network and transport layers DoS attacks through mechanisms
such as rate limiting.

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is related to a number of specific attacks, most of which cannot be mitigated by
entry-level firewalls. NGFWs can be able to mitigate numerous network intrusions.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls installed at a proper level could mitigate this issue by applying rules to
enforce the traffic isolation and prevent slice trespassing.

Network Intrusions
Network
Bypassing

Virtualization Average → Difficult

Physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to physical layer DoS attacks.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate this issue, since it is related to the physical channel.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level firewalls cannot mitigate "Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks or ameliorate the
consequences. Stateful firewalls can themselves constitute a target to "Pulse Wave"
DDoS attacks. NGFWs may be able to mitigate a range of pulse wave DDOS attacks.

SDN Remote Application Average → Difficult
Exploitation

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be able to block numerous attempts to exploit SDN remote applications,
through applying policies that limit access to relevant functionalities including network
management, network visualization etc. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe.

Selective forward attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a physical/MAC layer attack and cannot be mitigated by firewalls.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate risks related to the sinkhole attack.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a physical layer attack and cannot be mitigated by firewalls.

Spectrum Sensing Data Difficult (Unmodified)
Falsification (SSDF) or
Byzantine attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a physical/MAC layer attack and cannot be mitigated by firewalls.

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to traffic diversion.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to traffic sniffing.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Downgrade attempts can be detected and blocked. Additionally, firewalls may provide
protection against downgrade attacks in the cases that they are provisioning SSL
communications, by disabling SSL client fallback.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate this issue, since it is related to unencrypted management
frames in the implementation of the AES cipher.

Insufficient Transport Layer Easy (Unmodified); can Severe
Protection
be impeded in some (Unmodified)
cases

NGFWs may add transport layer security by acting as proxies. However, they cannot
mitigate cases for accessing services with insufficient security which are outside the
network perimeter.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Easy → Difficult

Information
gathering Average (Unmodified)
attacks
of
mobile
communication
(in
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Threat name

SSL and TLS protocols Easy → Average
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

Renegotiation attempts can be detected and blocked. Additionally, renegotiation
vulnerabilities can be mitigated by firewalls in the sense that their software can be
updated and other systems that they are provisioning SSL/TLS encryption for are thus
protected.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot protect against such weaknesses; certificates need to be reissued.

SSL Weak Cipher Suites Easy → Difficult
Supported

Severe
(Unmodified)

Weak ciphers can be disabled in firewalls when they are provisioning SSL/TLS
encryption. This is only possible for the systems they are provisioning communication
encryptions for. NGFWs can mitigate these attacks.

POODLE Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may provide protection against the SSL/poodle vulnerability in the cases that
they are provisioning SSL communications, by disabling SSL v3. Protection against TLS
vulnerabilities is subject to updates. NGFWs can mitigate these attacks.

SSL/TLS
Vulnerability

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls can partially mitigate this issue, mainly in wired networking by binding
IP/MAC addresses to specific ports.

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to false sensor data injection.

Hardware modification

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This attack relates to the exploitation of channels like USB, Firewire etc., which are
outside the scope of firewalls.

Hardware Trojan

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate this issue.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may limit access to sensors, however only if sensors operate within a welldefined network perimeter.

Information Leakage via Easy (Unmodified)
sensors
Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of attack relates to low-level interactions, which may be otherwise
legitimate. Under both respects, firewalls cannot assist in reducing the risk related to
this type of attacks or the consequences of successful attacks.

Memory scraping

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Memory scrapping is a low-level host-based attack and is outside the scope of
firewalls.

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim (Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may limit access to remote firmware management functions, hence they can
render the exploitation of such vulnerabilities more difficult.

Physical
Damage/Theft/Loss

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the technical consequences.

Poor Physical Security

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to poor physical security.

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of attack relates to low-level interactions, which may be otherwise
legitimate. Under both respects, firewalls cannot assist in reducing the risk related to
this type of attacks or the consequences of successful attacks.

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of attack occurs between devices and peripherals, typically outside the reach
of firewalls.

non-approved Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to non-approved hardware.

Use
of
hardware
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

D. Malware
Compromised Supply Chain Average (Unmodified)
(incl. Compromised Second
Hand Devices)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Compromises in hardware or software in the supply chain will allow for operation of
malicious elements within the network perimeter. While certain cases of attacks
related to this threat can be mitigated by firewalls (in particular, backdoors the access
to which is blocked by the firewall), these are only a small fraction of range of possible
attacks, and therefore the overall threat level remains unmodified.

Drive-by attacks

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls may use black- or white-listing sources but this is hard
to maintain up-to-date. NGFWs can be more efficient in tackling drive-by attacks.

Email Malware

Average, depends on Severe
victim (Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs may be used to detect and block email malware.

Enablers

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs may be used to detect and block enablers.

Exploit Kits

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploit kits are located at the level of malware, which cannot be mitigated by entrylevel and stateful firewalls. NGFWs may be used to block some types of exploit kits
provided that they are downloaded through the network.
Firewalls can limit access to network backdoors opened by exploit kits, however in
case that an exploit kit attack succeeds, intruders may install backdoors in network
addresses that are reachable through the network (e.g. within web servers), thus the
defense level provided by firewalls is small.

Malicious software

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs may be used to block malicious software that is
downloaded through the network.
Firewalls do not either mitigate the effects of successful malicious software attacks.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Malware

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs may be used to block malware that is downloaded
through the network.

Mobile Malware

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs may be used to block mobile malware that is
downloaded through the network.

Ransomware

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs may be used to block ransomware that is
downloaded through the network.
Firewalls do not either mitigate the effects of successful malicious software attacks.

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to tampering.

the Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot effectively mitigate attacks on the infrastructure grid.

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat relates to multiple vulnerabilities; some of them can be mitigated by
firewalls, but many of them cannot. Thus risk ratings remain unmodified.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to this type of attacks.

Tampering
E. Threats for Smart grids
Attacks
on
infrastructure grid
Attacks to
components
private
information

smart grid Easy (Unmodified)
to acquire
sensitive

Compromise of interactions Average (Unmodified)
of AMI components with
the infrastructure
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Hijacking
connections Easy → Difficult
between
meters
and
Demand Response systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this threat is based on the Man-in-the-middle attack, firewalls can mitigate it.

Smart grids: Altering of Average (Unmodified)
meter
data
when
transmitted between meter
and Gateway, Gateway and
consumer or Gateway and
external entities

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by firewalls.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average (Unmodified)
meter
data,
gateway
configuration data, meter
configuration data, CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the
WAN

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by firewalls.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average (Unmodified)
an
existing
data
concentrator

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate risks related to the compromise of existing data in the
context of smart grids.

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified)
injected by an attacker in
the smart grid traffic

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by firewalls.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by firewalls.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Threat name

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified)
redistribution
attack
(injection of realistic false
data)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate risks related to the load redistribution attack in the context
of smart grids.

Smart grids: Monitoring Easy (Unmodified)
data of other customers

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by firewalls.

Smart
grids:
modification
of
Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by firewalls.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to limit access to APIs exposed to the network only to legitimate
users; in NGFWs this may include user identity checking, while in the packet filtering
level limiting can be based only on IP addresses characteristics and effective access
limiting can be implemented only in combination with elaborate network segregation.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may provide additional protection only regarding the transmission of
passwords in an insecure way. Other types of vulnerabilities, like lack of strong
password policies or storing/hashing passwords insecurely cannot be mitigated by
firewalls. In that respect, risk rating remains unmodified.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to limit access only to web sites where malicious content that
can exploit the vulnerability is unlikely to be planted. NGFWs can use more elaborate
rules, blocking access to certain content types only (with a possibility of whitelisting
certain sources).

time Easy (Unmodified)
the

F. Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation

Easy → Average

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified)
Session Management

Browser extension attacks
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Buffer overflow

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

In some cases, firewalls may be able to detect payloads directed to services exposed
to the network that are suspect of causing buffer overflows. The service invoked, and
the length of the packet are the predominant characteristics that can be checked to
that effect. Firewalls also reduce the exploitability rating of buffer overflow attacks by
limiting access to network-exposed services. Buffer overflow attacks launched by local
users are outside the scope of firewalls and in all cases buffer overflow attacks should
be treated at the location of their root cause (application/OS-service level) and
alternate mechanisms, such as canaries and disabling execution of code in the stack
segment should be used.

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average → Difficult

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Web application firewalls, a special case of NGFWs, are able to mitigate the CSRF
vulnerabilities by following the Synchronizer Token Pattern recommended by OWASP.

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Web application firewalls can be used to detect, monitor, and block XXS attacks.

Exposed Programmatical Easy → Average
Interfaces

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to limit access to APIs exposed to the network only to legitimate
users; in NGFWs this may include user identity checking, while in the packet filtering
level limiting can be based only on IP addresses

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is only affected when deep packet inspection is used, and the
mechanisms are aware of the attacks to the specific target language of the attack (e.g.
PHP; SQL; etc.). If an attack succeeds, consequences remain severe.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may limit access to interfaces, reducing thus the risk related to this type of
attacks. Mobile and IoT interfaces however are bound to be operating outside the
scope of well-defined network perimeters and hence their protection using firewalls
is not feasible. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain severe.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Insecure deserialization cannot be mitigated by firewalls.

Injection

Insecure
Infrastructure

Cloud Average (Unmodified)

Insecure deserialization
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Insecure
Software/Firmware

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to insecure software and firmware.

Insecure
Web/Cloud/Mobile
Interface

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may limit access to interfaces, reducing thus the risk related to this type of
attacks. Mobile and IoT interfaces however are bound to be operating outside the
scope of well-defined network perimeters and hence their protection using firewalls
is not feasible. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain severe.

Insufficient
Authentication/Authorizati
on

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls, being authentication and authorization devices themselves, can assist in
enforcing network-related policies. NGFWs may integrate user-level authentication
and authorization elements in this process. However, many authentication and
authorization issues are application-level and should be tackled by the application.
Specialized firewalls like Web application firewalls can be used complementarily.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Although firewalls can add some amount of logging, effective logging should be
performed at application level.

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threats involves such as password options and encryption options.
Application proxy firewalls may mitigate lack off appropriate communication
encryption, by undertaking encryption and decryption of data at network egress and
ingress, respectively. Other types of vulnerabilities cannot be handled by firewalls.

Insufficient
monitoring

logging

Insufficient
Configurability

and Easy (Unmodified)

Security Easy → Average

Local file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls capable of deep packet inspection can examine the payload to determine
request patterns that are known to be related with the local file inclusion attack.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only when deep packet inspection is used; the inspection mechanisms may be able to
detect requests whose parameters include code to be executed by the interpreter.
Once an attack succeeds, technical impacts are mostly unmodified; only impacts
related to data exfiltration can be reduced, if data exfiltration is attempted through
packets that will be blocked by the firewall (e.g. not transmitted as a reply to some
request).
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
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rating
modification

Threat name

Missing Function
Access Control

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threat relates to the application level of web-based applications and
cannot be mitigated by firewalls.

Missing Secure Attribute in Easy → Difficult
an Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe
(Unmodified)

Web application firewalls can mitigate this issue by injecting missing “secure”
attributes.

Missing Strict -Transport- Easy → Average
Security Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Although firewalls could detect payloads with missing Strict-Transport-Security
Header, they cannot automatically alter content in all cases because it is unknown to
them whether requests can be served under HTTPS. Under manual configuration,
mitigation is possible.

Missing X-Content-Type- Easy → Difficult
Options Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls with deep packet inspection could be able to detect HTTP packets with
missing X-Content-Type-Options Header and add the header with a value of nosniff.

X-Frame-Options Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls with deep packet inspection could be able to detect HTTP packets with
missing X-Frame-Options Header and add the header with a value of e.g. SAMEORIGIN.

Missing
Header

Level Easy (Unmodified)

Modification-of-service

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Many modification-of-service attacks are launched against network-exposed services
that could theoretically be protected by firewalls. However, in many cases (e.g. attacks
against
vehicle-mounted
systems:
http://illmatics.com/Remote%20Car%20Hacking.pdf), network services have no fixed
network perimeter where a network firewall can be installed, and are implemented in
firmware, and therefore host-based firewalls cannot be used either.

Remote file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls capable of deep packet inspection can examine the payload to determine
request patterns that are known to be related with the remote file inclusion attack.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Security Misconfiguration

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threats includes a broad range of individual vulnerabilities, most of which
are related to host-based issues that cannot be prevented or alleviated by firewalls.
The most prominent vulnerability in this category for applying firewall-based
protection is the network exposure of insecure services, which can be effectively
prevented by service access whitelisting. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe. Taking these into account, the risk ratings remain unmodified.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy → Average
Forwards

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Web application firewalls may prevent forwards to sites with poor reputation.

Use
of
software

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to inappropriate software.

Using Known Vulnerable Average (Unmodified)
Components

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot offer effective protection against vulnerable components, since most
vulnerabilities lie at the application level.

Vulnerable Browser/Web Easy → Average
Server Plugins Exploitation

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to limit access only to web sites where malicious content that
can exploit the vulnerability is unlikely to be planted. NGFWs can use more elaborate
rules, blocking access to certain content types only (with a possibility of whitelisting
certain sources).

inappropriate Easy (Unmodified)

Website Defacement

Average → Difficult

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Website defacement is in fact a consequence of malicious requests. NGFWs may
detect and block such requests, reducing the exploitability of this type of attacks.

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Web application firewalls can be used to detect, monitor, and block XXE attacks.

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

CEO Fraud

Difficult (Unmodified)

Minor
(Unmodified)

CEO fraud is mainly social engineering-based and in some cases malware-based; none
of these methods can be mitigated by entry-level and stateful firewalls. NGFWs may
detect and block related malicious emails.
The above also true for the effects of successful CEO Fraud attacks.

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy (Unmodified)
Plugin (Social Media)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the technical consequences.

Malvertising

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malicious advertisements are too high level to be detected by entry-level and stateful
firewalls. Once an attack succeeds, technical impacts are mostly unmodified; only
impacts related to data exfiltration can be reduced, if data exfiltration is attempted
through packets that will be blocked by the firewall.

Average (Unmodified)

NGFWs can detect and block content with malvertising.
Phishing

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Phishing attempts cannot be detected by entry-level and stateful firewalls and the
effect of successful phishing attacks cannot be mitigated. In certain cases, firewalls
may block requests resulting from clicks on links on fishing material, if the resulting
access requests violates the firewall policy.
NGFWs can detect and block content with phishing.

Spam

Average, depends on Severe
victim (Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the
technical consequences. NGFWs can mitigate this risk.

Spear Phishing

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Spear phishing attempts cannot be detected by entry-level and stateful firewalls and
the effect of successful spear phishing attacks cannot be mitigated. In certain cases,
firewalls may block requests resulting from clicks on links on spear fishing material, if
the resulting access requests violates the firewall policy.
NGFWs can detect and block content with spear phishing.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Watering hole attacks

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Watering hole attacks cannot be addressed by entry-level and stateful firewalls, unless
firewalls limit access of internal users to only sites in which malicious content is
extremely unlikely to be planted.
NGFWs may detect malicious content in the download and block it.

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
Advanced persistent threat

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat includes a multitude of vulnerabilities, few of which can be mitigated by
firewalls.

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cyber espionage refers to a wide range of threats; many of them cannot be mitigated
by firewalls.

Erroneous
use
or Average → Difficult
administration of devices
and systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to limit access to APIs exposed to the network only to legitimate
users; in NGFWs this may include user identity checking, while in the packet filtering
level limiting can be based only on IP addresses characteristics and effective access
limiting can be implemented only in combination with elaborate network segregation.

Extraction of data by Easy (Unmodified)
analysis of various types of
electromagnetic radiation

Minor
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to this type of attacks.

Failure to Adhere to the Average (Unmodified)
Principle
of
“Least
Privilege”

Severe
(Unmodified)

When implementing firewalls, only the smallest set of services required for an
application should be allowed to pass or traverse the firewall. Even in a successful
application of this policy, failures to adhere to the Principle of “Least Privilege” may
stem from multiple sources, notably data access controls or application function
availability, which cannot be tackled by firewalls.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be used to tackle important cases in identity spoofing, including cases
where external network addresses try to appear as internal ones; NGFWs can also
mitigate attacks spoofing attacks such as MITM.

Identity Spoofing
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Information Stealers

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Entry-level and stateful firewalls cannot effectively mitigate attacks related to
information stealers. NGFWs may detect and block malware that steals information.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The insider threat spans across a wide range of threats; while network segregation and
strict access policies may limit insider’s access to resources, insiders always have
access to organizational assets and firewalls cannot assist in mitigating this attack.

Participatory Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate risks related to mobile participatory sensing.

Mobile
Sensing

Privacy Concerns

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls could only limit the risks related to improper protection of
personal/confidential data while in transit, and in particular (a) disallowing the
unencrypted transmission of data from specific sources/services, (b) requests to
services accessing private data from unauthorized sources and (c) the transmission of
personal/confidential data under weak ciphers. Since however limiting cannot always
be effective (e.g. the source is authorized to access personal data, however the access
involves a third person’s personal data, an aspect that cannot be handled by a firewall)
and other means to realize attacks to personal data exist that cannot be handled by a
firewall (e.g. attacks to stored data), the overall threat level is unmodified.

Privilege escalations

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may be able to cope with certain attack types leading to privilege escalation,
such as limiting access to network-reachable services running under privilege user ids,
or detecting payloads directed to such services that are known to be malicious (NGFWs
only). However, most privilege escalation attacks include elevation of privileges of
local users, which are outside the scope of firewalls.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may block access to the target devices, limiting the potential of threat agents
to exploit the vulnerabilities. NGFWs can also mitigate attacks based on custom RATs
where malicious payloads can be discriminated from normal ones. Firewalls cannot
mitigate the effects of successful attacks.

Remote Access Tools (RATs) Average → Difficult
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Sensitive Data Exposure

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls can offer protection in certain cases against man-in-the-middle attacks, weak
ciphers and unencrypted communication by arranging for exposing to the external
networks services that employ encryption and use strong ciphers (in this way, they can
upgrade the security characteristics of legacy devices or services). However, they
cannot mitigate cases where internal users’ access unencrypted external services or
services using weak ciphers.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate issues related to side channel attacks.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate this issue.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls cannot mitigate risks related to the Sybil attack.

Targeted attacks

Easy → Average

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Targeted attacks may be mitigated by firewalls only in the case that access to secure
sites only is allowed, through whitelisting. NGFWs may detect and block malicious
content downloaded through the network.

Using information from an Easy (Unmodified)
unreliable source

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploitable application bugs in this category may fall within a very wide range,
including network and local-exploitable ones with varying attack access patterns and
signatures, hence they cannot be effectively mitigated by firewalls. Limiting network
access to application functionality through whitelisting combined with effective
network segregation may alleviate the problem in some cases.

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The VENOM vulnerability cannot be mitigated by a firewall.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Firewalls may block accesses to management functions related to virtualized host
abuse. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain severe.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy → Average
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Many zero-day vulnerabilities are related to accessing vulnerable services; by limiting
access to these services, firewalls can offer some level of protection.
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3.2.2

Operation of IPS in the network

An Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is a technology for threat prevention. IPS systems examine network
traffic flows to detect, prevent or mitigate results of attempted or successful vulnerability exploits [122].
Through examining traffic flows, IPSs can detect malicious inputs targeting services or applications. Attackers
utilize these malicious inputs to gain control of a machine or an application, or to disrupt its operation. In
that sense, IPSs prevent a number of adverse consequences, such as denial of service, information disclosure
to unauthorized parties, elevation of privilege, loss of data integrity etc.
Under a typical arrangement, an IPS is located behind the firewall and actively scans network communication
to identify threats. Once a threat is identified, an action can be taken, where available actions include raising
alerts for administrators, dropping the network packets, resetting the connection or blocking traffic from the
source address.
In order to detect malicious traffic, IPSs use a number of techniques including signature-based detection,
which guards against known attacks and statistical anomaly detection which pre-calculates a baseline
performance level and compares network traffic patterns (or patterns of a sample of the network traffic)
against the baseline, to detect deviations.
In Table 5, we assess how the presence and operation of firewalls on the network perimeter affects the
exploitability and the technical impact of each of the vulnerabilities examined in Section 2. In summary,
considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed in Table 5, regarding
the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated as follows:
Table 4. Overview of IPS effectiveness for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Medium to High

Low

Cryptography-related threats

High

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low

Low

Malware

High

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Low

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- Medium

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low

Threats necessitating actions by the victim High
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low
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Table 5. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to operation of IPS

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Certain
components
of
IPS
systems
(e.g.
https://www.radware.com/resources/ddos_attack_mitigation.aspx) can assist in
confronting DoS attacks

back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Back off attacks cannot be mitigated by IPS.

Botnets

Average → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Botnets DDoS attacks launched by botnets can be confronted using certain types of
IPS.

Data Forging

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS may be able to detect certain types of malicious requests to lower-levels of SDN
components, for which the intention is to be passed to higher levels and modify
characteristics of the SDN. This is accomplished by applying protocol and/or identity
rules; the reaction component of the IPS may assist in mitigating the attack.

DDoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Certain
components
of
IPS
systems
(e.g.
https://www.radware.com/resources/ddos_attack_mitigation.aspx) can assist in
confronting DDoS attacks

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)

Minor
(Unmodified)

This type of attack cannot be mitigated by IPS.

false
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

This case involves identity spoofing, occurring mostly in the Zigbee protocol. Given the
wireless nature of the Zigbee protocol, IPS cannot effectively mitigate this threat.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Flooding Attack

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS can monitor the traffic to detect and mitigate flooding attacks.

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS could detect malicious requests to insecure network services.

IoT-based denial of service Easy → Average
(DOS)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS could mitigate IoT-base denial of service, subject to efficient processing of the
traffic and addressing of resource depletion on the IPS.

Lack of Access Control Easy → Average
Mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this threat includes specifically the lack of access control mechanisms –which
include IPS- the introduction of firewalls ameliorates this issue, at least partially.

Lack
of
Encryption

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot mitigate this type of threat.

Transport Average (Unmodified)

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot mitigate issues related to MAC congestion.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot mitigate issues related to MAC jamming.

MAC Spoofing

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS may be able to assist in mac spoofing by binding IP addresses and MAC addresses
to specific ports.

Malicious mobile nodes

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This attack is typically launched at physical or MAC layer, being thus outside the scope
of IPS.

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threats includes a broad range of individual vulnerabilities, most of which
are related to application- and host-based issues that cannot be prevented or
alleviated by IPS. Taking these into account, the risk ratings remain unmodified.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS may address Network and transport layers DoS attacks through mechanisms such
as rate limiting.

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified)
implementations
of
security mechanisms
Network and
layers DoS
Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Network Intrusions

Easy → Average

Network
Bypassing

Virtualization Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS, by their very nature, target and mitigate network intrusion threats.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs installed at a proper level could mitigate this issue by applying rules to enforce
the traffic isolation and prevent slice trespassing.

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to physical layer DoS attacks.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate this issue, since it is related to the physical channel.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPs may be able to mitigate a range of pulse wave DDOS attacks.

SDN Remote Application Average → Difficult
Exploitation

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS may be able to block numerous attempts to exploit SDN remote applications,
through applying policies that limit access to relevant functionalities including network
management, network visualization etc. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe.

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a physical/MAC layer attack and cannot be mitigated by IPS.

sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot mitigate risks related to the sinkhole attack.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a physical layer attack and cannot be mitigated by IPS.

Spectrum Sensing Data Difficult (Unmodified)
Falsification (SSDF) or
Byzantine attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a physical/MAC layer attack and cannot be mitigated by IPS.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to traffic diversion.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to traffic sniffing.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may detect and block downgrade attempts.

Information
gathering Average (Unmodified)
attacks
of
mobile
communication
(in
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot mitigate this issue, since it is related to unencrypted management frames
in the implementation of the AES cipher.

Insufficient Transport Layer Easy (Unmodified)
Protection

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to this threat.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy → Average
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may detect and block renegotiation attempts.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot protect against such weaknesses; certificates need to be reissued.

SSL Weak Cipher Suites Easy → Difficult
Supported

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can only drop packets encrypted with weak cipher suites; this is not a panacea,
since the end application may require these cipher suites.

POODLE Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can drop packets related to the SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

SSL/TLS
Vulnerability

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Duplication could be detected and appropriate notifications issued or traffic blocked.

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to false sensor data injection.

Hardware modification

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This attack relates to the exploitation of channels like USB, Firewire etc., which are
outside the scope of IPSs.

Hardware Trojan

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate this issue.

Information Leakage via Easy (Unmodified)
sensors

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate this issue.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of attack relates to low-level interactions, which may be otherwise
legitimate. IPSs cannot assist in reducing the risk related to this type of attacks or the
consequences of successful attacks.

Memory scraping

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Memory scrapping is a low-level host-based attack and is outside the scope of
firewalls.

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim → (Unmodified)
Difficult

Physical
Damage/Theft/Loss

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the technical consequences.

Poor Physical Security

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to poor physical security.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of attack relates to low-level interactions, which may be otherwise
legitimate. IPSs cannot assist in reducing the risk related to this type of attacks or the
consequences of successful attacks.

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of attack occurs between devices and peripherals, typically outside the reach
of IPSs.

non-approved Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to non-approved hardware.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Compromises in hardware or software in the supply chain will allow for operation of
malicious elements within the network perimeter. While certain cases of attacks
related to this threat can be mitigated by IPSs (e.g. launching attacks to other systems),
these are only a small fraction of range of possible attacks, therefore the overall threat
level remains unmodified.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be efficient in tackling drive-by attacks by blocking malware.

Use
of
hardware
D. Malware

Compromised Supply Chain Average (Unmodified)
(incl. Compromised Second
Hand Devices)

Drive-by attacks

Average → Difficult

Email Malware

Average, depends on Severe
victim → Difficult
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to detect and block email malware.

Enablers

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to detect and block enablers.

Exploit Kits

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to block some types of exploit kits, provided that they are
downloaded through the network.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Malicious software

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to block malicious software that is downloaded through the network.

Malware

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be used to block malware that is downloaded through the network.

Mobile Malware

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to block mobile malware that is downloaded through the network.

Ransomware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to block ransomware that is downloaded through the network.

Tampering

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to tampering.

the Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot effectively mitigate attacks on the infrastructure grid.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs threat relates to multiple vulnerabilities; some of them can be mitigated by
firewalls, but many of them cannot. Thus, risk ratings remain unmodified.

Compromise of interactions Average (Unmodified)
of AMI components with
the infrastructure

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to this type of attacks.

Hijacking
connections Easy → Difficult
between
meters
and
Demand Response systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this threat is based on the Man-in-the-middle attack, IPSs are able to mitigate it.

E. Threats for Smart grids
Attacks
on
infrastructure grid
Attacks to
components
private
information
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Smart grids: Altering of Average (Unmodified)
meter
data
when
transmitted between meter
and Gateway, Gateway and
consumer or Gateway and
external entities

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average (Unmodified)
meter
data,
gateway
configuration data, meter
configuration data, CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the
WAN

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average (Unmodified)
an
existing
data
concentrator

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate risks related to the compromise of existing data in the context of
smart grids.

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified)
injected by an attacker in
the smart grid traffic

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified)
redistribution
attack
(injection of realistic false
data)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate risks related to the load redistribution attack in the context of
smart grids.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Threat name

Smart grids: Monitoring Easy (Unmodified)
data of other customers

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

Smart
grids:
modification
of
Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS can be used to detect and block malicious payloads directed to APIs.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be handled by IPSs.

time Easy (Unmodified)
the

F. Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation

Easy → Average

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified)
Session Management
Browser extension attacks

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can block the downloading of insecure components.

Buffer overflow

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

In some cases, IPSs may be able to detect payloads directed to services exposed to the
network that are suspect of causing buffer overflows. The service invoked and the
length of the packet are the predominant characteristics that can be checked to that
effect.

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average → Difficult

Moderate
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be configured to mitigate CSRF attacks.

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be configured to mitigate XSS attacks.

Exposed Programmatical Easy → Average
Interfaces

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can only detect and block suspicious payloads directed to exposed services.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Injection

Easy → Difficult

Insecure
Infrastructure

Cloud Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be configured to mitigate injection attacks. If an attack succeeds,
consequences remain severe.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be configured to mitigate injection attacks to some extent by blocking
malicious requests to the infrastructure. Mobile and IoT interfaces however are bound
to be operating outside the scope of well-defined network perimeters and hence their
protection using firewalls is not feasible. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe.

Insecure deserialization

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate the issue of Insecure deserialization.

Insecure
Software/Firmware

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to insecure software and firmware.

Insecure
Web/Cloud/Mobile
Interface

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can be configured to mitigate injection attacks to some extent by blocking
malicious requests to the infrastructure. Mobile and IoT interfaces however are bound
to be operating outside the scope of well-defined network perimeters and hence their
protection using firewalls is not feasible. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe.

Insufficient
Authentication/Authorizati
on

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot efficiently mitigate this type of threat.

and Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot efficiently mitigate this type of threat.

Security Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS cannot efficiently mitigate this type of threat.

Insufficient
monitoring

logging

Insufficient
Configurability
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Local file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can examine the payload to determine request patterns that are known to be
related with the local file inclusion attack.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be able to detect requests whose parameters include code to be executed by
the interpreter. Once an attack succeeds, technical impacts are mostly unmodified;
only attacks to other systems intercepted by IPSs can be detected.

Level Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threat relates to the application level of web-based applications and
cannot be mitigated by IPSs.

Missing Secure Attribute in Easy (Unmodified)
an Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can detect and block cases that the “secure” attribute is missing; however, this
may break application functionality.

Missing Strict -Transport- Easy (Unmodified)
Security Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs could detect payloads with missing Strict-Transport-Security Header and block
them, however this could break application functionality.

Missing X-Content-Type- Easy (Unmodified)
Options Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs could detect payloads with missing X-Content-Type-Options Header and block
them, however this could break application functionality.

Missing
Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs could detect payloads with missing X-Frame-Options Header and block them,
however this could break application functionality.

Missing Function
Access Control

X-Frame-Options Easy (Unmodified)

Modification-of-service

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

In some cases, IPSs could detect and block malicious payloads or block the resulting
attempts to download and install malware.

Remote file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can examine the payload to determine request patterns that are known to be
related with the remote file inclusion attack.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Security Misconfiguration

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threats includes a broad range of individual vulnerabilities, most of which
are related to host-based issues that cannot be prevented or alleviated by firewalls.
The most prominent vulnerability in this category for applying firewall-based
protection is the network exposure of insecure services, and IPSs can assist by blocking
requests with malicious payload.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy → Average
Forwards

Moderate
(Unmodified)

IPSs may prevent forwards to sites with poor reputation.

Use
of
software

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to inappropriate software.

Using Known Vulnerable Average → Difficult
Components

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot offer effective protection against vulnerable components, however, some
malicious requests to these components may be blocked.

Vulnerable Browser/Web Easy → Average
Server Plugins Exploitation

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be used to blocking access to certain content types only or perform a deep
scan on the content (with a possibility of whitelisting certain sources).

inappropriate Easy (Unmodified)

Website Defacement

Average → Difficult

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Website defacement is in fact a consequence of malicious requests. IPSs may detect
and block such requests, reducing the exploitability of this type of attacks.

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may detect, monitor and block XXE attacks.

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

CEO Fraud

Difficult (Unmodified); Minor
can
be
further (Unmodified)
impeded

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy (Unmodified)
Plugin (Social Media)

CEO fraud is mainly social engineering-based and in some cases malware-based; IPSs
may detect and block related malicious emails.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot detect this type of attacks or alter the technical consequences.

Malvertising

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can detect and block content with malvertising.

Phishing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can detect and block content with phishing.

Spam

Average → Difficult.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can detect and block content with spam.

Spear Phishing

Average → Difficult.

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can detect and block content with spear phishing.

Watering hole attacks

Difficult (Unmodified); Severe
can
be
further (Unmodified)
impeded

IPSs may detect malicious content in the download and block it.

Advanced persistent threat

Difficult (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

This threat includes a multitude of vulnerabilities, some of which can be mitigated by
IPSs.

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cyber espionage refers to a wide range of threats; many of them are related to the
physical world and cannot be mitigated by IPSs.

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Threat name

Erroneous
use
or Average (Unmodified)
administration of devices
and systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot offer effective protection against this type of threat.

Extraction of data by Easy (Unmodified)
analysis of various types of
electromagnetic radiation

Minor
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to this type of attacks.

Failure to Adhere to the Average (Unmodified)
Principle
of
“Least
Privilege”

Severe
(Unmodified)

Failures to adhere to the Principle of “Least Privilege” may stem from multiple sources,
notably data access controls or application function availability, which cannot be
tackled by IPSs.

Identity Spoofing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can mitigate certain types of attacks spoofing attacks such as MITM.

Information Stealers

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may detect and block malware that steals information.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The insider threat spans across a wide range of threats; while network segregation and
strict access policies may limit insider’s access to resources, insiders always have
access to organizational assets and IPSs cannot effectively assist in mitigating this
attack.

Participatory Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate risks related to mobile participatory sensing.

Mobile
Sensing
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Privacy Concerns

Average (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPS may assist in some aspects of privacy concerns such as (a) disallowing the
unencrypted transmission of data from specific sources/services, (b) blocking some
malicious requests that would result to personal data leakage and (c) the transmission
of personal/confidential data under weak ciphers. Since however limiting cannot
always be effective (e.g. the source is authorized to access personal data, however the
access involves a third person’s personal data, an aspect that cannot be handled by an
IPS) and other means to realize attacks to personal data exist that cannot be handled
by a firewall (e.g. attacks to stored data), the overall threat level is unmodified.

Privilege escalations

Difficult (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may be able to cope with certain attack types leading to privilege escalation, such
as detecting payloads directed to such services that are known to be malicious.
However, most privilege escalation attacks include elevation of privileges of local
users, which are outside the scope of firewalls.

Remote Access Tools (RATs) Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can only mitigate attacks based on custom RATs where malicious payloads can be
discriminated from normal ones.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can offer protection in certain cases against man-in-the-middle attacks, weak
ciphers and unencrypted communication. However, they cannot mitigate cases where
internal users’ access unencrypted external services or services using weak ciphers.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate issues related to side channel attacks.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate this issue.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs cannot mitigate risks related to the Sybil attack.

Targeted attacks

Easy → Average

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Targeted attacks may be mitigated by IPSs in the dimension of detecting blocking
malicious content downloaded through the network.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating
modification

Using information from an Easy (Unmodified)
unreliable source

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploitable application bugs in this category may fall within a very wide range,
including network and local-exploitable ones with varying attack access patterns and
signatures, hence they cannot be effectively mitigated by IPSs.

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The VENOM vulnerability cannot be mitigated by an IPS.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs may block certain requests targeting to exploit virtualized hosts. If an attack
succeeds, consequences remain severe.

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

IPSs can offer some level of protection against zero-day vulnerabilities, in particular by
performing Statistical anomaly detection.
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3.2.3

Operation on antivirus/malware detection on the device/CII infrastructure

Malware has been determined to be the most frequently encountered cyberthreat during the last years, with
high evolution in terms of sophistication and diversity [10]. Such a threat refers to any software-based device
and, thus, critical infrastructures and user devices of any form - including mobile devices – are always possible
targets of attacks based on installing and/or spreading malware. Hence, IoT devices and relevant
infrastructures may be highly affected by such types of (cyber)attacks.
Malware detection approaches are divided into two main categories that include behavior-based and
signature-based methods. Behavior-based malware detection evaluates an object based on its intended
actions before this can actually execute that behavior, whilst signature-based malware detection rests with
identifying whether a signature – e.g. a hash value – of the object under examination exists in a repository
containing signatures that correspond to malicious objects. Both approaches have their own advantages and
disadvantages; the main disadvantage of the behavior-based technique is the time and storage complexity,
whilst for the signature-based technique is the ineffectiveness in identifying polymorphic viruses [123].
Another classification in detection models is the one that “splits” the malware detection into network-based
and host-based approaches (being discussed in the sequel).
It is worth noting that although there are clear similarities between recent malware strains infecting PCs and
servers and the attacks launched on IoT systems, IoT endpoints generally differ from the traditional PCs and
computing systems in a number of characteristics – e.g. they may not have a comparable computing power
or the classic user interface3. Hence, this constitutes a major challenge in addressing such types of threats.
Malware can be launched by various sources, finding a plethora of different ways for dissemination towards
affecting its intended targets. Therefore, reliance on only end-point malware detection and mitigation is not
sufficient. Instead, malware detection should be implemented for all inbound/outbound channels, including
network, web and application systems in all used platforms (i.e. servers, network infrastructure, IoT and user
devices) [10]. The malware detection software needs to be systematically installed and configured to be
effective, whilst it should be also always kept up-to-date. This is prerequisite for addressing new attack
vectors. The malware detection function should be appropriate related with security incident management,
in order to boost the response capabilities. The overall behavior of the system/network should be constantly
monitored, since an abnormal behavior could possibly indicate the presence of a malware.
Before presenting how operation of malware detection on the device/CII infrastructure suffices to address
the threats described in the threat landscape (presented in Section 2), we shall refer to several research
challenges in either network-based or host-based detection models (see [124] and the references therein).
Network-based models include manually-crafted signatures loaded, such as intrusion detection & prevention
systems or bot detectors, whilst other models are based on finding common tokens in network streams
produced by malware programs. Anomalous traffic may be also related with malware activity and, thus, may
provide the means for detection. Although these techniques are undoubtedly useful, they do not come
without limitations; a malware program has many options to render network-based detection very difficult,
due to the fact that such detectors cannot observe the activity of a malicious program directly but have to
rely on artifacts (the traffic) that this program produces. For example, an attacker may utilize encryption so
as to thwart content-based techniques. Moreover, network-based detectors cannot identify malicious code
that does not send or receive any traffic.
On the other side, host-based malware detectors are able to fully observe the actions of a malware program,
whilst they may also identify malicious code prior its execution. Again, host-based detection approaches have
shortcomings. For instance, if the detectors do not capture intrinsic properties of a malicious program and
its actions but merely pick up artifacts of a specific malware instance (e.g. the case of signature-based
detection), the effectiveness of detection is questionable since obfuscation or code polymorphism will allow
an attacker to bypass the detection. Another detection model is the one that captures the sequence of

3

https://blog.trendmicro.com/malware-in-the-age-of-iot/ (last accessed: August 4th, 2018)
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system calls that a specific program executes; again, if these system calls are independent, it is easy to change
their order or add irrelevant calls, thus invalidating the effectiveness of the detection [124].
In Table 7, an assessment is made on how the presence and operation of malware detection in both devices
and critical network nodes affect the exploitability and the technical impact of each of the vulnerabilities
examined in section 2. Similarly to the case of firewalls, it is assumed that malware detection monitors all
inbound and outbound traffic – i.e. there should be no routes for packets to enter or exit the network,
without being examined by the corresponding detection system. Moreover, malware detection should also
be present in any internal network communication, as well as in any software-based device, including users’
devices. As a general remark, it should be pointed out , that even in cases which a threat is contingent on a
malicious software that could be possibly identified by a malware detection system (and, thus, such a system
is in turn prerequisite to address these threats), the exploitability may become difficult but not impossible.
There is no any malware detection technique/tool that suffices to identify in time any possible malware.
In summary, considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed in Table
5, regarding the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated as
follows:
Table 6. Overview of antivirus/antimalware effectiveness for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Low to medium

Low

Cryptography-related threats

Low

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low to medium

Low

Malware

High

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Low

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- Low to Medium

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Medium
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low
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Table 7. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to operation of antivirus/malware detection on the device/CII infrastructure

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Some application layer DoS attacks could be prevented by a malicious
software detection program; these are the cases which involve a malware
for services degradation. Hence, in some (and not all) cases, the
exploitability can be affected. The impact, in case of a successful attack,
remains severe.

Back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Botnets

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is impeded, although this threat cannot be addressed
only by malware detectors. If an attack succeeds though, the impact
remains severe.

Data Forging

Average → Average - Severe
it can be difficult in (Unmodified)
some cases

Some realizations of this threat are based on malware; these are the only
cases whose exploitability becomes difficult due to the malware detection.
The impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe

DDoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is not affected (and, thus, it remains easy) and the same
also holds for the impact. However, it should be stressed that malware
detection tools highly impede an attacker from “developing” DDos
botnets which are essential in mounting such an attack to third parties
(other than the devices comprising the botnet). Therefore, there is a
relation between mitigating DDoS attacks and antivirus/malware
detection.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Flooding Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Insecure Network Services

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is barely affected (updates and patches of operating
systems/firmware is the most appropriate solution); in a few cases only
the exploitability could be impeded

IoT-based denial of service Easy → Average
(DOS)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected in cases that it rests with installing malware
on an IoT device (which is not though the only scenario). The impact, in
case of a successful attack, remains severe.

Lack of Access
Mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Control Easy (Unmodified)

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

MAC Congestion Attack

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Malicious mobile nodes

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified)
implementations of security
mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified) → it
can be moderate in
a few only cases

Network and transport layers Easy (Unmodified) → Severe
DoS
It can be average or (Unmodified)
difficult in some
cases
Network Intrusions

Network
Bypassing

Easy → Average

Virtualization Average
(Unmodified)

Since this threat mainly refers to weak implementations in
authentication/authorization procedures, malware detection programs
are not able to mitigate this threat. However, in cases that the attacker
manages to get access due to weak security mechanisms with the aim to
install/spread malware (which, of course, is not the only case of realizing
such a threat), there may be no significant impact (provided that the
malware detection suffices to identify this malware).
The exploitability is affected only in cases which involve dissemination of
malicious software (e.g. warm) over the network with the aim to launching
DoS attack; there are also cases where the exploitation is unaffected. The
impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since the usage of malware constitutes one way for network intrusion, the
exploitability is affected; however, there are also other ways whose
exploitability are not affected at all. The impact, in case of a successful
attack, remains severe.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Medium
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

SDN Remote
Exploitation

Copyright

Application Average → Average - Severe
it can be difficult in (Unmodified)
some cases
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Some exploitations of this form rest with malicious software and thus, in
such cases, the overall exploitation is evaluated as difficulty. The impact,
in case of a successful attack, remains severe
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Sinkhole attack

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since one way (although not the only) for the attacker to access and
change the internal state of a sensor node (towards mounting a sinkhole
attack) is through malware, the exploitability can be affected. In any case,
the impact in case of a successful attack remains severe.

Spectrum sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is slightly affected, only in cases that the attacker uses a
malicious code to get the control of a so-called “Byzantine” node. Other
techniques are being considered as most appropriate to alleviate this
issue.

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Easy

Information gathering attacks Average
of mobile communication (in (Unmodified)
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Insufficient Transport Layer Easy (Unmodified)
Protection

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy (Unmodified)
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

SSL Weak
Supported

Suites Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Cipher

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat rests with creating an exact duplicate of the features of a
genuine device - including hardware, software and configurations - with
malicious software so as to manipulate a genuine device or degrade the
functionalities of other devices.

False Sensor Data Injection

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) → it (Unmodified)
can be difficult in
some cases

In the typical scenario, malware detection programs are not able to
mitigate this threat. However, there are also cases where a malicious app
performs such a False Sensor Data Injection (see, e.g. [125]). Therefore, it
could be stated that the exploitability may become difficult in a few cases.

Hardware modification

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) – it can (Unmodified)
be difficult in a few
cases

There is a low (nonzero though) probability that that the exploitability is
affected. This is the case where, a firmware for instance is affected by a
malware of the form that can be detected by a malware detector
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Hardware Trojan

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

via Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat refers to keystroke inference using light / motion / audio /
video / magnetic sensors, task inference using power analysis, location
inference etc. Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this
threat.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability can be further impeded in cases that the attacker uses
malware towards getting access to the firmware to manipulate it.

Memory scraping

Average – it can be Severe
difficult in some (Unmodified)
cases

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the attacker uses
malicious software to get access and perform memory scrapping. In such
cases, the exploitability is affected. The impact, in case of a successful
attack, remains severe.

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim (Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

The exploitability can be further impeded in cases that the attacker uses
malware towards getting access to the firmware to modify it.

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate any threat relating
to physical security.

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability can be further impeded in cases that the firmware is
affected by a malware

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat refers to transmission using light / motion / audio / magnetic
sensors. Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Information
sensors
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
Use
of
hardware

non-approved Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate or
minor in some
cases

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that the attacker aims to use the hardware to
install/spread malware (which, of course, is not the only case of realizing
such a threat), there may be no significant impact (provided that the
malware detection suffices to identify this malware).

D. Malware
Compromised Supply Chain Average to difficult, Severe
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim (Unmodified)
Hand Devices)
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the source of the
compromised supply chain is a malicious program; for the general case
though, due to the many possible sources of this threat, malware
detection cannot be considered as the most effective mitigation control

Drive-by attacks

Average → Difficult

Moderate
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected since this threat is related to malware
installing. However, a malware detection program typically does not
suffice to address such a threat, since the main risk source is the out-ofdate software products. The impact, in case of a successful attack, remains
severe.

Email Malware

Average, depends on Severe
victim → Difficult
(Unmodified)

The exploitability becomes difficult, although not impossible. If an attack
succeeds though, consequences remain severe.

Enablers

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Enablers are generally efficiently addressed by malware detection
programs, despite the fact that there exist exemptions (e.g. new highly
sophisticated enablers may not be detected). If an attack succeeds though,
consequences remain severe.

Exploit Kits

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is highly affected in case that network-wide and systemwide malware detection are implemented on all systems. In any case
though, the impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Malicious software

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is highly affected in case that network-wide and systemwide malware detection are implemented on all systems. In any case
though, the impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe

Malware

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is highly affected in case that network-wide and systemwide malware detection are implemented on all systems. In any case
though, the impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe.

Mobile Malware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Mobile Malware can be addressed to a great extent by appropriate
malware detection programs. However, such a protection mechanism is
not a panacea for this attack. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe.

Ransomware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Ransomware attacks are generally efficiently addressed by malware
detection programs, despite the fact that there exist exemptions (e.g. a
new highly sophisticated ransomware may not be detected). If an attack
succeeds though, consequences remain severe.

Tampering

Average
(Unmodified); can be
difficult in some
cases

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate or
minor in some
cases

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that the attacker aims to replace legitimate software
with malicious software, the exploitability is affected, whilst the impact
may also be no significant (provided that the malware detection suffices
to identify this malware). However, as stated at the beginning, there are
several types of tampering, whose exploitation is not affected by a
malware detection program.

E. Threats for Smart grids
Attacks on the infrastructure Easy (Unmodified) → Severe
grid
it can be average in (Unmodified)
some cases
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Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that the attack uses malware to mount such a type of
attack, the exploitability can be affected. The impact, in case of a
successful attack, remains severe.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Attacks to smart grid Average → Difficult
components
to
acquire
private sensitive information

Severe
(Unmodified)

Smart grid components can be affected – amongst others - by
trojans/warms and, thus, the exploitability becomes, in general, average.
The impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe.

Compromise of interactions Average
of AMI components with the (Unmodified)
infrastructure

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Hijacking
connections Average
Severe
between meters and Demand (Unmodified) → it (Unmodified)
Response systems
can be difficult in a
few cases

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
In a few cases though, the attacker may use a malware to help him
mounting a Man-In-The-Middle attack and, in such cases only, the
exploitability can be affected. The impact, in case of a successful attack,
remains severe.

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway,
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average
meter
data,
gateway (Unmodified)
configuration data, meter
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
Severe
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified) – it (Unmodified)
may become difficult
in some cases

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat
– unless the attacker uses a malicious software to achieve his goal and,
thus, the exploitability can be affected. In any case, the impact in case of
a successful attack remains severe.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified)
injected by an attacker in the
smart grid traffic

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified)
redistribution
attack
(injection of realistic false
data)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified) → Severe
of other customers
it can be average in (Unmodified)
some cases

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat
– an exception being a specific scenario which involves the use of a
malware from an attacker towards getting access to the other customers’
data. The impact in case of a successful attack remains severe.

Smart
grids:
time Easy (Unmodified)
modification of the Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified)
Session Management

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malicious browser extensions could be generally detected by a malware
detection program up to an extent and, thus, the exploitability becomes
average. The impact though, in case of a successful attack, remains severe.

F. Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation

Browser extension attacks

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Buffer overflow

Easy (Unmodified) – Severe
it can be difficult in a (Unmodified)
few cases

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate
Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
(Unmodified) – it However, in cases that an attack implementing this threat aims to force
can be minor in a the user download or execute a malware, there may be no impact
few cases
(provided that the malware detection suffices to identify this malware).

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) - it
can be moderate or
minor in a few
cases

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that the malicious java script that is employed in such
an attack is detectable as malicious activity from a malware detection tool,
there may be no impact (although this is not expected to be the usual
case); it suffices to identify this malicious code).

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Exposed
Interfaces

Programmatical Easy (Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the source of the
threat is a malicious program; in the typical scenarios though, malware
detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Injection

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases, in which injection rests
with passing malicious code within request parameters and this code can
be detected by the malware detection system (there are cases though that
the injected malicious code cannot be detected). If an attack succeeds,
consequences remain severe.

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) → it
can be moderate in
some cases

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that the attacker tries to install/spread malware (which,
of course, is not the only case of realizing such a threat), there may be no
significant impact (provided that the malware detection suffices to
identify this malware).
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified) - it can (Unmodified)
be further impeded

Whenever the aim of the attacker is to execute remote code, a malware
detection could possibly identify it.

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average → Difficult Severe
for some cases
(Unmodified)

In some cases, the exploitability can be affected – i.e. in cases where the
attacker uses a malware as the vehicle to exploit the insecure
software/firmware. However, this is not the usual case. In any case, the
impact remains severe if a successful attack is launched.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Easy (Unmodified)
Interface

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Insufficient
Average
Authentication/Authorization (Unmodified)

Severe

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Insufficient
monitoring

and Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Security Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

logging

Insufficient
Configurability
Local file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases, in which the attacker
attempts to pass malicious code through unchecked script parameters and
this code can be detected by the malware detection system (there are
cases though that the injected malicious code cannot be detected). If an
attack succeeds, consequences remain severe.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Missing Function Level Access Easy (Unmodified)
Control
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy (Unmodified)
Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Missing Strict -Transport- Easy (Unmodified)
Security Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy (Unmodified)
Options Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Missing
Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

X-Frame-Options Easy (Unmodified)

Modification-of-service

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the source of the
threat is a malicious program; in the typical scenarios though, malware
detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Remote file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Security Misconfiguration

Easy (Unmodified); it Severe
can be difficult in (Unmodified)
some cases

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the attacker aims
to exploit the lack of appropriate malware detection method to spread
malware. In such cases, it is evident that the exploitability is highly
affected. However, there are several other possible security
misconfigurations whose exploitability does not affected from malware
detection. The impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy (Unmodified)
Forwards
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

inappropriate Easy → Average

Use
of
software

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate or
minor in some
cases

The exploitability can be affected, only though in cases that the
inappropriate software is recognized, by a malware detection program, as
a malicious software activity. If such an identification occurs, there may be
no significant impact by the use of such a software. However, generally, it
is possible that the impact will be severe.

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Vulnerable plugins can be generally detected by a malware detection
program and, thus, the exploitability becomes difficult (although not
impossible). The impact though, in case of a successful attack, remains
severe.

Website Defacement

Average
Moderate
(Unmodified)
– (Unmodified)
difficult for a few
cases only

Typically, malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat;
there are a few cases though that a successful website defacement attack
rests with first installing appropriate malware (about 15% of the cases,
according to https://www.sitelock.com/blog/2018/01/check-website-formalware/ ). However, since this is not a large proportion, it should be
considered that the attack exploitability remains average and becomes
difficult only in a few cases.

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that an attack implementing this threat aims to inject
malware (e.g. malicious java script), there may be no impact (provided
that the malware detection suffices to identify this malicious code).

Using Known
Components

Vulnerable Average
(Unmodified)

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy → Difficult
Server Plugins Exploitation
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average
(Unmodified)

No technical impact Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
associated
(Unmodified)

CEO Fraud

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Minor
(Unmodified)

Since no malware is employed in CEO Fraud attacks, malware detection
programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Severe
(Unmodified)

In some cases, fake plugins/apps can be detected by a malware detection
program (although this is not always the case) and thus, the exploitability
could be considered as difficult. Once an attack succeeds, consequences
remain severe.

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy → Difficult
Plugin(Social Media)

Malvertising

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malvertising is generally efficiently addressed by malware detection
programs, despite the fact that there exist exemptions (e.g. new highly
sophisticated malicious programs may not be detected). If an attack
succeeds though, consequences remain severe.

Phishing

Average
Severe
(Unmodified)
– (Unmodified)
Difficult for specific
cases only

Only in cases that phishing employs malware it is highly probable
(although not certain) that malware detection programs alleviate this
issue. For most of the cases, in which no malware is being used, malware
detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat. Therefore, it
should be considered that the attack exploitability remains average and
does not become difficult (simply bearing in mind that in some cases
indeed there may be difficult to be exploited).
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Spam

Average, depends on
victim – Diffusing
malware
though
through
spam
becomes difficult

Spear Phishing

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) – hard (Unmodified)
for specific cases
only

Only in cases that spear phishing employs malware it is highly probable
(although not certain) that malware detection programs alleviate this
issue. For the majority of the cases, in which no malware is being used,
malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
Therefore, it should be considered that the attack exploitability remains
average and does not become difficult (simply bearing in mind that in
some cases indeed there may be difficult to be exploited).

Watering hole attacks

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Watering hole attacks can be addressed to some extent by appropriate
malware detection programs. However, such a protection mechanism is
not a panacea for this attack. If an attack succeeds, consequences remain
severe.

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat rests with the effort that is being put by the attacker to prevail
over malware detection techniques, especially in the mobile computing
environment, by deploying dump code blocks and API calls. Therefore,
consideration of such a threat inherently assumes that malware detection
is present and, thus, the exploitability is not affected.

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate in
specific only cases

The antivirus/malware detection program can barely protect from spam,
unless they are enriched with spam filters. However, in cases that spam
contains malware, the exploitability of this specific threat becomes
difficult; that’ s why the impact of spam could be moderate in some cases
(e.g. although a spam is received and thus the threat has been realized, if
its attached file is malicious and this is being detected from the antivirus
program, then the impact is not severe).

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
Advanced persistent threat
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified) → Severe
it can be average in (Unmodified)
some cases

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat – an
exception being the case that the attacker uses malware to obtain
information; in such a case, the exploitability can be affected. In any case,
the impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe.

Erroneous
use
or Average → Difficult Severe
administration of devices and (in a few cases)
(Unmodified)
systems

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the source of the
threat is a malicious program such that it may be detected from a malware
detection program. In the typical scenarios though, malware detection
programs are not able to mitigate this threat (which is generally related
with a malicious manipulation of an API).

Extraction of data by analysis Average
of
various
types
of (Unmodified)
electromagnetic radiation

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Failure to Adhere to the Average – it can be Severe
Principle of “Least Privilege”
difficult for specific (Unmodified)
cases

Only in cases that the source of the threat is a malicious program, the
exploitability is affected.

Identity Spoofing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs typically are not able to mitigate this threat.

Information Stealers

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability is affected since information stealers mainly use
malware as a vehicle to achieve their goal. The impact though, in case of a
successful attack, remains severe.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) –> it
can be moderate or
minor in some
cases

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
However, in cases that the insider aims to install/spread malware (which,
of course, is not the only case of realizing an insider threat), there may be
no impact (provided that the malware detection suffices to identify this
malware).
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Privacy Concerns

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) – in (Unmodified)
some cases it may
become difficult

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the source of the
privacy breach is a malicious program; for the general case though, due to
the many possible sources of privacy concerns, malware detection cannot
be considered as the most effective mitigation control

Privilege escalations

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified) – in (Unmodified)
some cases the
exploitability can be
further impeded

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the source of the
threat is an already known malicious program; in the typical scenarios
though, malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

An antivirus/malware detection program may efficiently detect a RAT.
However, as in any case of malicious programs, a newly generated RAT
may manage to remain undetectable, at least for a period of time. If an
attack succeeds, consequences remain severe.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Capturing clear text communications, performing man-in-the-middle
attacks and attacking weak ciphers and protocols (which are the main
ways for data exposure) are not affected by malware detection.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this threat rests with collecting public information on security
systems, devices, employees etc., malware detection programs are not
able to mitigate this threat.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Targeted attacks

Easy → Average to Moderate
difficult
(Unmodified)

Since, in these attacks, the attacker aims to pursue the users to download
or click on malicious links and sites, it is highly probable (although not
ensured) that a malware detection method will identify this malicious
content. The impact though, in case of a successful attack, does not
affected.

Using information from an Easy →Average
unreliable source

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate in
specific only cases

Since, in the typical scenario of this threat, the user installs a malicious
program unintentionally thinking that something legitimate is being
installed, it becomes evident that the exploitability is affected by a
malware detection program (although, as in any other case, there is no
such program “catching” any malware). That’s why the impact could be
moderate in some cases (e.g. although information from an unreliable
source is being used and thus the threat has been realized, if this
information is being detected as malicious in time then the impact is not
severe).

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat is being addressed via appropriate patching; malware
detection programs are not able to mitigate it.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); it can (Unmodified)
be difficult in some
cases

Some abuses of this form rest with malicious software in virtualised
environments: in these cases only, the exploitability is affected. The
impact, in case of a successful attack, remains severe

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
some cases may be (Unmodified)
average

Malware detection programs are not able to mitigate this threat; even if
the attack vectors aiming to exploit the vulnerability could be identified
from a malware detection program (which is not always the case), the
“zero—day” nature implies that no signature-based malware detection is
sufficient at the first time that the attack is launched. Behavior-based
malware detection may offer some level of protection.
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3.2.4

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures

Vulnerabilities are discovered in software, firmware, protocols and ciphers on a daily basis and each
vulnerability can be potentially exploited by threat agents, constituting thus a threat for any system
encompassing vulnerable components. To tackle issues related to such threats, software and firmware
vendors release updates and patches, while vulnerable protocols are rendered obsolete and are superseded
by new, secure versions.
Accordingly, organizations that are affected by vulnerabilities that are discovered need to be alerted and take
appropriate actions and in a timely manner to mitigate the risks that emerge due to these vulnerabilities.
Mitigation actions typically consist of application of relevant patches/updates and/or reconfiguration of
systems to switch to, using secure protocols and ciphers instead of the vulnerable ones, at least to the extent
possible.
The application of patches/updates and system reconfiguration is an important process and in a securityaware organization such process should be regulated through a suitable policy and relevant procedures that
are important to be established to guarantee the timely application of updates and configurations to the
systems, while at the same time guaranteeing that the application of these modifications does not break
compatibility with other systems or components. In Table 9, we assess how the existence of update/patching
policy and procedures affects the exploitability and the technical impact of each of the vulnerabilities
examined in Section 2. It must be stressed out that application of patches and configuration modifications
are obviously subject to patch availability (or at least interim security reliefs) or configuration update
instructions, respectively.
In summary, considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed in Table
9, regarding the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated as
follows:
Table 8. Overview of the effectiveness of update/patching policy existence for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Average to high

Low

Cryptography-related threats

High

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low to Medium

Low

Malware

High

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Low to medium

Low to medium

Technical/application
related threats

development- High

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low to medium

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Medium
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low
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Table 9. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to the existence of update/patching policy and procedures

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of application layer DoS, since measures such as blacklisting
attacker sites, applying rules to filter malicious requests or applying
rate/size/time limits could alleviate the problem.

back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

While some suggestions on new protocols for mitigating this threat have
emerged (e.g. [126]), none of these have been adopted in production
systems.

Botnets

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of botnet attacks, since measures such as blacklisting
attacker sites, applying rules to filter malicious requests, blocking relevant
malware or applying rate/size/time limits could alleviate the problem.

Data Forging

Average → Average - Severe
it can be difficult in (Unmodified)
some cases

Patches or configuration changes may be able to mitigate some data
forging attacks.

DDoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of DDoS attacks, since measures such as blacklisting attacker
sites, applying rules to filter malicious requests or applying rate/size/time
limits could alleviate the problem.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Flooding Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Flooding attacks are a well-known pattern of attacks and existence of
update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively contribute to
the mitigation of this threat or its consequences.

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe
Moderate

→ Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in disabling,
limiting access to or securing insecure network services. The impact of
access to these services may also be reduced.

IoT-based denial of service Easy → Average
(DOS)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of IoT-based denial of service attacks, since measures such
as blacklisting attacker sites, applying rules to filter malicious requests,
blocking relevant malware or applying rate/size/time limits could alleviate
the problem.

Control Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in
upgrading existing services with better access control mechanisms,
securing VPN configurations etc.

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average → Average Severe
(could be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases)

In some cases, existence of update/patching policy and procedures can
assist in replacing old versions of software lacking capabilities for transport
level encryption with new ones that include this capability.

MAC Congestion Attack

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Lack of Access
Mechanisms
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Malicious mobile nodes

Average
(Unmodified)

Missing
or
weak Easy → Average
implementations of security
mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Severe
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in adding
(Unmodified) → it security mechanisms or replacing weak implementations with stronger
can be moderate in ones. The impact of access to these services may also be reduced.
some cases

Network and transport layers Easy (Unmodified) → Severe
DoS
It can be average or (Unmodified)
difficult in some
cases
Network Intrusions

Network
Bypassing

Easy → Average

Virtualization Average → Difficult

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Severe
Moderate
cases only)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of network and transport layers DoS attacks, since measures
such as blacklisting attacker sites, blocking relevant malware or applying
rate/size limits could alleviate the problem.
→ Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in removing
(some multiple vulnerabilities paving the way to network intrusion, including
insecure services, inappropriate configurations etc. The impact of access
to these services may also be reduced.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy may assist in installing patches or
appropriately configuring systems to mitigate this type of attack.

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Medium
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of "Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks, since measures such as
blacklisting attacker sites, blocking relevant malware or applying rate/size
limits could alleviate the problem.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
SDN Remote
Exploitation

Application Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy may assist in installing patches or
appropriately configuring systems to mitigate this type of attack.

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences. It might contribute to applying
measures to detect selective forward attacks.

sinkhole attack

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Timely updates and configurations of systems could reduce the
exploitability of sinkhole attacks, e.g. by blocking malware that
implements this attack.

Spectrum sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Traffic Diversion

Easy → Average (in Severe
some cases)
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected if application of patches or
configuration changes leads to selection of security-optimized rather than
performance-optimized protocols.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected if application of patches or
configuration changes leads to selection of protocols free of relevant
vulnerabilities or to disabling the downgrade procedure.

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Information gathering attacks Average
of mobile communication (in (Unmodified)
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected if application of patches or
configuration changes leads to selection of protocols free of relevant
vulnerabilities.

Insufficient Transport Layer Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Protection
could be average in (Unmodified)
some cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures could only contribute
to this only if versions of software/firmware not capable of applying
transport layer protection are replaced with newer ones that have this
capability as well as if configurations are updated to use transport layer
security.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy → Average
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected if application of patches or
configuration changes leads to selection of protocols free of relevant
vulnerabilities or to disabling the renegotiation procedure.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy → Average
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected in the sense that organizations could
be triggered to replace certificates signed using weak hashing algorithms
with certificates signed using strong ones.

Suites Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected if application of patches or
configuration changes leads to selection of cipher suites free of relevant
vulnerabilities.

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

The exploitability could be affected if application of patches or
configuration changes leads to selection of protocols free of relevant
vulnerabilities.

SSL Weak
Supported

Cipher

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

False Sensor Data Injection

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) → it (Unmodified);
can be difficult in could be moderate
some cases
in some cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures could assist in
equipping systems with means to detect and drop false data it could also
trigger an organization to check for existence of false data and relevant
sources.

Hardware modification

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) – it can (Unmodified)
be difficult in a few
cases

Exploitability is modified in the sense that specialized patches could
disable exploitable hardware (or its use) or security policies could be
formulated and applied limiting access to exploitable hardware.

Hardware Trojan

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences. It could trigger organizations to
check for existence of hardware Trojans.

via Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

It may be possible (but not highly) that sensors could be upgraded through
patches with encryption or other features to prevent leakage. In other
respects, it could trigger organizations to check for cases of information
leakage through sensors and apply relevant reconfigurations.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); could (Unmodified)
be further impeded.

Through patches/updates, vulnerable firmware could be replaced with
secure one. It could trigger organizations to check for existence of hacked
firmware.

Memory scraping

Easy – it can be Severe
average in some (Unmodified)
cases

The exploitability is affected only in specific cases where the attacker uses
malicious software to get access and perform memory scrapping and
patches/updates/configuration changes could block this malware. In such
cases, the exploitability is affected. The impact, in case of a successful
attack, remains severe.

Information
sensors
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim (Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

Through patches/updates, new versions of firmware with enhanced selfdefense could be installed, malware that installs modified firmware could
be blocked, organizations could be triggered to check for existence of
hacked firmware.

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Through patches/updates, vulnerable firmware could be replaced with a
secure one. It could trigger organizations to check for existence of hacked
firmware.

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This threat refers to transmission using light / motion / audio / magnetic
sensors. Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot
effectively mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate or
minor in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat. Through triggering of organizations for vulnerabilities
or attacks based on the hardware they have installed, it could contribute
to the limitation of consequences.

Use
of
hardware

non-approved Easy (Unmodified)

D. Malware
Compromised Supply Chain Average to difficult,
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim
Hand Devices)
(Unmodified); can be
further impeded in
some cases
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Severe
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
(Unmodified); can mitigate this threat or its consequences. Patching may sometimes replace
be reduced to affected software/firmware with secure versions.
Moderate in some
cases
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Drive-by attacks

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can contribute in
replacing outdated and vulnerable versions of software components with
new and secure ones, malware could be blocked etc.

Email Malware

Average, depends on Severe
victim → Difficult
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs (including mail scanners) can be updated
with new detection engines or signature database.

Enablers

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs can be updated with new detection engines
or signature database that will detect and neutralize enablers (at least
many of them). Defense mechanisms on the operating system level or
affected applications could be also introduced or hardened.

Exploit Kits

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs can be updated with new detection engines
or signature database that will detect and neutralize exploit kits (at least
many of them). Defense mechanisms on the operating system level or
affected applications could be also introduced or hardened.

Malicious software

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs can be updated with new detection engines
or signature database that will detect and neutralize malicious software
(at least many of them). Defense mechanisms on the operating system
level or affected applications could be also introduced or hardened.

Malware

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs can be updated with new detection engines
or signature database that will detect and neutralize malware (at least
many of them). Defense mechanisms on the operating system level or
affected applications could be also introduced or hardened.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Mobile Malware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs can be updated with new detection engines
or signature database that will detect and neutralize malware (at least
many of them). Defense mechanisms on the operating system level or
affected applications could be also introduced or hardened.

Ransomware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through the application of update/patching policy and procedures,
malware detection programs can be updated with new detection engines
or signature database that will detect and neutralize malware (at least
many of them). Defense mechanisms on the operating system level or
affected applications could be also introduced or hardened.

Tampering

Average
Severe
(Unmodified) → it (Unmodified) – it
can be difficult in can be moderate or
some cases
minor in some
cases

Through patches/updates, new versions of software or firmware with
enhanced self-defense could be installed; malware that installs modified
firmware could be blocked; organizations could be triggered to check for
existence of hacked software or firmware.

E. Threats for Smart grids
Attacks on the infrastructure Easy (Unmodified) → Severe
grid
it can be average in (Unmodified)
some cases

Whether the existence of patching/update policy can mitigate this threat,
depends on the actual methods that are used in the attacks. For instance,
if an attack uses malware, the exploitability can be affected.

Attacks to smart grid Average → Difficult
components
to
acquire
private sensitive information

Severe
(Unmodified)

Through patches and updates, malware that is used in the context of the
attack could be blocked or vulnerable software could be replaced with
secure.

Compromise of interactions Average
Severe
of AMI components with the (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
infrastructure
impeded in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable components with new, more secure and resilient versions.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Hijacking
connections Average
Severe
between meters and Demand (Unmodified) → can (Unmodified)
be impeded in some
Response systems
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable components with new, more secure and resilient versions.

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway,
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.

Smart grids: Attacker alters
meter
data,
gateway
configuration data, meter
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Average
(Unmodified); can be
difficult in some
cases

Severe
(Unmodified); can
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable components with new, more secure and resilient versions. This
mainly addresses the risks related with gateway configuration data, meter
configuration data, CLS configuration data or firmware updates in the
WAN. Alteration of meter data is less likely to be mitigated. Technical
impact may also be reduced through the update/patching procedure.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified) – it
may become difficult
in some cases

Severe
(Unmodified); can
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable components in the data concentrator with more secure ones.
Technical impact may also be reduced through the update/patching
procedure.

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified); Severe
injected by an attacker in the may be impeded in (Unmodified)
smart grid traffic
some cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
software components with versions that can detect and reject false data.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart
grids:
Load Easy → Average or Severe
redistribution
attack Difficult
Moderate
(injection of realistic false
data)

→ Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
implementing more elaborate and resilient load distribution schemes
which exhibit higher resilience to this type of attack or localize its effect,
e.g. [127] [128]

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified); it
of other customers
can be average to
difficult in some
cases

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
mitigate this threat or its consequences. Only for cases that information
leakage is in the path between the concentrator and upwards in the AMI
stream or at the level of stored data in the smart grid infrastructure,
patching/update may elevate the protection level and lower the possible
consequences

Smart
grids:
time Easy → Average
modification of the Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
the gateway with features for time synchronization, reducing the
exploitability and possibly the technical impact

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
safeguarding vulnerable APIs and/or limiting their exposure.

Broken Authentication and Easy → Difficult
Session Management

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in fixing
errors in authentication and session management.

Browser extension attacks

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable extensions to more secure versions and/or impeding malware
from reaching the users’ browsers.

Buffer overflow

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable extensions to more secure versions or blocking malicious
requests/content from reaching the vulnerable APIs/software modules.

F. Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average → Difficult

Moderate
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
(Unmodified) – it web applications exposing this vulnerability to new versions containing
can be minor in a appropriate safeguards and/or updating/configuring complementary
few cases
measures (e.g. web application firewalls) to identify and block malicious
requests.

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified) - it
can be moderate or
minor in a few
cases

Exposed
Interfaces

Programmatical Easy → Difficult

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
web applications exposing this vulnerability to new versions containing
appropriate safeguards and/or updating/configuring complementary
measures (e.g. web application firewalls) to identify and block malicious
requests.

Severe
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
(Unmodified); may safeguarding vulnerable APIs and/or limiting their exposure.
be reduced to
moderate in some
cases

Injection

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing vulnerable components with ones containing appropriate
safeguards (e.g. input sanitization, variable bindings, etc.) and/or
updating/configuring complementary measures (e.g. web application
firewalls) to identify and block malicious requests.

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified) → it
can be reduced to
moderate in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing vulnerable components in the cloud infrastructure with secure
ones and/or updating/configuring complementary measures (e.g. web
application firewalls) to identify and block malicious requests.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); it can (Unmodified)
be further impeded

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing vulnerable components with ones containing appropriate
safeguards (e.g. blacklisting classes from the deserialization procedure)
and/or updating/configuring complementary measures (e.g. web
application firewalls) to identify and block malicious requests.

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average → Difficult Severe
for some cases
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing vulnerable software/firmware components with secure ones.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Easy → Difficult
Interface

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
safeguarding vulnerable interfaces in the cloud infrastructure and/or
limiting their exposure.

Insufficient
Average → Difficult
Authentication/Authorization

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components and services lacking authentication and
authorization
with
secure
versions
and/or
implementing
authentication/authorization at the level of complementary security
measures (e.g. NGFWs).

Insufficient
monitoring

logging

Insufficient
Configurability

Copyright

and Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
some aspects can be (Unmodified);
replacing components or configurations with ones that implement proper
lowered to Average
some aspects can logging;
be lowered to
Minor

Security Easy → Difficult
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Severe
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
(Unmodified);
replacing components having improper or lacking security configurability
some aspects can with ones with proper security configurability.
be lowered to
Minor
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Local file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations exhibiting relevant vulnerabilities
with ones having proper defense measures (limiting local file inclusion
capabilities, input sanitization, etc.)

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing configurations exhibiting relevant vulnerabilities with more
secure ones.

Missing Function Level Access Easy → Difficult
Control

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations exhibiting relevant vulnerabilities
with ones having proper function level access control.

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy → Difficult
Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations that do not appropriately insert the
“Secure” attribute with ones that properly handle attribute specification.
Web application firewalls and NGFWs can be also updated accordingly to
block malicious requests to services hosted by the organization.

Missing
Strict-Transport- Easy → Difficult
Security Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations that do not appropriately insert the
“Strict-Transport-Security” Header with ones that properly handle header
specification. Web application firewalls and NGFWs can be also updated
accordingly to block malicious requests to services hosted by the
organization.

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy → Difficult
Options Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations that do not appropriately insert the
“X-Content-Type-Option” Header with ones that properly handle header
specification. Web application firewalls and NGFWs can be also updated
accordingly to block malicious requests to services hosted by the
organization.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
Missing
Header

X-Frame-Options Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations that do not appropriately insert the
“X-Frame-Options” Header with ones that properly handle header
specification. Web application firewalls and NGFWs can be also updated
accordingly to block malicious requests to services hosted by the
organization.

Modification-of-service

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); may (Unmodified)
be further impeded

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in installing
versions components and configurations that deter service divergence
from its prescribed behavior.

Remote file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations exhibiting relevant vulnerabilities
with ones having proper defense measures (limiting remote file inclusion
capabilities, input sanitization, etc.); firewalls can be also configured to
block outgoing requests from the host providing the web
service/application, if applicable.

Security Misconfiguration

Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations exhibiting misconfigurations with
secure versions.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy → Average to Minor
Forwards
difficult
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing components/configurations with unvalidated redirects with
versions properly implementing redirect validation (or refraining from
using redirects)

Use
of
software

Copyright

inappropriate Easy → Average
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Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate or
minor in some
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
identifying and removing inappropriate software containing malware or
locating alternate software releases/versions considered appropriate and
accordingly replacing inappropriate software components.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
Using Known
Components

Vulnerable Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
identifying non-vulnerable components to replace vulnerable ones, or
implementing security measures at other levels (firewalls, anti-malware
components, etc.)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in updating
vulnerable browser/web Server plugins to more secure versions and/or
impeding malware from reaching the users’ browsers.

Website Defacement

Average
Moderate
(Unmodified); may (Unmodified)
be rendered difficult
for a few cases only

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in tackling
the underlying issues that lead to website defacement (patching for
known vulnerabilities thus blocking attacks)

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average → Difficult

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing vulnerable components with ones containing appropriate
safeguards (e.g. scanning for external entities and blocking their
processing, replacing XML with more lightweight representations, etc.)
and/or updating/configuring complementary measures (e.g. web
application firewalls) to identify and block malicious requests.

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy → Difficult
Server Plugins Exploitation

Severe
(Unmodified) - it
can be moderate or
minor in a few
cases

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average → Difficult

CEO Fraud

Difficult
Minor
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded
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No technical impact Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may cope with by
associated
updating spam detection software to drop or appropriately flag relevant
(Unmodified)
email messages.
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may cope with by
updating spam detection software to drop or appropriately flag relevant
email messages.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy → Average
Plugin(Social Media)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may be able to
address this risk through update of malware detection defenses which (in
some cases) can block malicious content.

Malvertising

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may be able to
address this risk through update of malware detection defenses which (in
some cases) can block malicious content.

Phishing

Average
Severe
(Unmodified);
(Unmodified)
difficult for specific
cases only

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may cope with by
updating spam detection software to drop or appropriately flag relevant
email messages. NGFWs could be updated to address some additional
sources of this risk.

Spam

Average → Difficult

Spear Phishing

Average
Severe
(Unmodified);
(Unmodified)
difficult for specific
cases only

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may cope with by
updating spam detection software to drop or appropriately flag relevant
email messages. NGFWs could be updated to address some additional
sources of this risk.

Watering hole attacks

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified);
the (Unmodified)
attack is further
impeded

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures will prescribe detailed
methods and safeguards to apply when downloading new versions of
software, thus impeding watering hole attacks. Updates to malware
detection programs and NGFWs can also impede this type of attack.

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); may (Unmodified)
be further impeded

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in applying
technical measures to block some of the attacks used in the context of
advanced persistent threat.

Severe
Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may cope with by
(Unmodified) – it updating spam detection software to drop or appropriately flag relevant
can be moderate in email messages.
specific only cases

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
Advanced persistent threat
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Cyber Espionage

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can tackle some of
the underlying vulnerabilities exploited in the context of cyber espionage
threats.

Erroneous
use
or Average → Difficult Severe
administration of devices and (in some cases)
(Unmodified)
systems

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in replacing
vulnerable APIs with secure ones or limiting their exposure.

Extraction of data by analysis Average
of
various
types
of (Unmodified)
electromagnetic radiation

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot effectively
cope with this problem.

Failure to Adhere to the Average – it can be Severe
Principle of “Least Privilege”
difficult for specific (Unmodified)
cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in
modifying applications and configurations to comply with the Principle of
“Least Privilege”. However a considerable amount of failures lie in the
policy level and this cannot be fixed by patching/updating.

Identity Spoofing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in updating
applications or complementary security measures (firewalls, IPSs, etc.) to
identify and block identity spoofing attempts such as MITM attacks.

Information Stealers

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures can assist in updating
malware detection measures to detect and remove/report information
stealers.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified),can
some cases
be impeded in
some cases
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Insider threats can be mitigated by update procedures and actions only in
some circumstances; these refer to the cases that insiders exploit technical
vulnerabilities or misconfigurations to realize their attacks. Attacks where
authorized insiders misuse their privileges cannot be effectively coped
with; only increase of logging and alerting could deter insiders from
misusing privileges, due to the fear that they would be discovered and
subsequently suffer the relevant consequences.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot mitigate this
threat.

Privacy Concerns

Average
Severe
(Unmodified);
in (Unmodified)
some cases it may
become difficult

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in tackling
some of the underlying vulnerabilities that lead to privacy concerns.

Privilege escalations

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified);
in (Unmodified)
some cases the
exploitability can be
further impeded

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
incorporating security measures that impede privilege escalation attacks.

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in installing
RAT-resistant versions of operating systems/firmware/applications on
hosts/devices and/or upgrading complementary measures (e.g. firewalls;
anti-malware solutions).

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Capturing clear text communications, performing man-in-the-middle
attacks and attacking weak ciphers and protocols (which are the main
ways for data exposure) can be alleviated by updates/patches through the
installation of new versions of software that do not contain relevant
vulnerabilities.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot mitigate this
threat.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot mitigate this
threat.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures cannot mitigate this
threat.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Targeted attacks

Easy → Average to Moderate
difficult
(Unmodified)

Using information from an Easy → Average
unreliable source

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in blocking
malware that is often associated with targeted attacks or detecting
malicious messages that aim to pursue users to download malware.

Severe
(Unmodified) – it
can be moderate in
specific only cases

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
identifying and blocking applications hiding various software faults,
security bugs, vulnerabilities, or replacing these applications with secure
versions.

VENOM vulnerability

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The VENOM vulnerability is effectively addressed by installation of
relevant patches/updates.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in
replacing vulnerable virtualization components with secure ones and/or
leveraging the capabilities of malware detection to identify and block
malware performing virtualized host abuse.

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
some cases may be (Unmodified)
average to difficult

Existence of update/patching policy and procedures may assist in rapidly
installing relevant patches so as to limit the attackers’ window of
opportunity to unleash attacks. Behavior-based malware and attack
detection may also be leveraged to assist in blocking attacks.
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3.2.5

Existence of logging/alerting policies and procedures

Logging is the process of recording details about the execution of a program, the state of a system or the
actions of a network and its users. Logs can be generated by security software, firewalls, intrusion detection
and prevention systems (IDS and IPS respectively), the operating system (OS), from applications and network
devices—such as routers and switches [129] [130].
Logs can be kept for support or debugging, for billing and other business activities, and most importantly for
actions that require attention (ex. identification of security incidents and policy violations). According to
[129], a log management policy should cover the generation, storage, transmission, analysis and disposal of
the generated logs.
Due to the large number of log sources and the large amount of generated information, a logging and security
incident alerting policy is needed to ensure proper handling and response to security incidents.
The existence of a logging/alerting policy can identify security incidents, often in real time, and alert the
system/network administrators to take action (usually after an attempted or after a successful attack). The
effectiveness of such a policy depends on the response of the system/network administrators.
Assuming that response to security incidents happens in reasonable time, is effective and the actions of the
attacker can be mitigated, the technical impact and in some cases even the exploitability of numerous threats
may be decreased. If the response is late or ineffective, both the technical impact and exploitability ratings
remain unchanged. Logging and alerting mechanism could act as a deterrent for attacks by insiders, due to
the fear of being identified and prosecuted.
In Table 11, we assess how the presence of a logging/alerting policy affects the exploitability and the technical
impact of each of the vulnerabilities examined in Section 2.
As both the exploitability and technical impact are dependent on the actions of the attacker and the
system/network administrators, many ratings depend on the given situation and attack scenario.
In summary, considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed in Table
11, regarding the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated as
follows:
Table 10. Overview of the effectiveness of logging/alerting existence for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Low

Medium

Cryptography-related threats

Low

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low

Low to medium

Malware

Low

Medium

Threats for Smart grids

Low

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- Low

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low to medium

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Low
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low

Copyright
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Table 11. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due existence of logging/alerting procedures

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Application layer DoS attacks may be identified by a logging/alerting policy
(from the logs of the device itself, or if the DoS was successful, the lack of
logs generated) but they cannot be mitigated by a logging/alerting policy
alone. The actions of the network/system administrators may limit or
mitigate the consequences of an application layer DoS.

back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack, as it is related
to the lower communication layers (physical and MAC).

Botnets

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Botnets cannot be identified by a logging/alerting policy. Only systems
that are part of a botnet may be identified by a logging/alerting policy and
only if their behavior differs significantly from their baseline behavior.
Systems that are victimized by botnet DoS attacks could benefit by
appropriate alerting.

Data Forging

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy may detect malicious actions performed and alert
the system/network administrators. Technical impact in the case of a
successful attack remains severe.

DDoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

DDoS attacks may be identified by a logging/alerting policy (from the logs
of network devices, or if the DDoS was successful, the lack of logs
generated) but they cannot be mitigated by a logging/alerting policy
alone. The actions of the network/system administrators may limit or
mitigate the consequences of a DDoS.

Minor
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)
Copyright
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Flooding Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) ; may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Exhaustion of resources may be logged and identified by a logging/alerting
policy but cannot be mitigated by a logging/alerting policy alone. The
actions of the network/system administrators may limit or mitigate the
consequences of a flooding attack.

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe (Moderate)

Examination of logs or alerting can bring to the administrator’s attention
the existence of insecure network services, and administrators could then
disable them. Exploitation of an insecure network service may be detected
by a logging/alerting policy by the actions of the attacked system or, if the
system supports user authentication, by policy violations.

IoT-based denial of service Easy (Unmodified)
(DOS)

Severe
(Unmodified) ; may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

IoT-based DDoS attacks may be identified by a logging/alerting policy
(from the logs of network devices, or if the IoT-based DDoS was successful,
the lack of logs generated) but they cannot be mitigated by a
logging/alerting policy alone. The actions of the network/system
administrators may limit or mitigate the consequences of an IoT-based
DDoS.

Lack of Access
Mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Control Easy (Unmodified)

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) ; may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Malicious mobile nodes

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
A logging/alerting policy cannot detect malicious mobile nodes, as they
(Unmodified) ; may operate at the physical or MAC layer and may not be identified by a logging
be reduced to mechanism on the device itself.
Moderate in some
cases

MAC addresses of every connected device may be logged along with the
other characteristics of a device (ex. IP address, serial number, token) and
detect when a device performs MAC spoofing. Technical impact depends
on the actions of the system/network administrators and the attacker.

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified)
implementations of security
mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Network and transport layers Easy (Unmodified)
DoS

Severe
(Unmodified) ; may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Network and Transport DDoS attacks may be identified by a
logging/alerting policy (from the logs of network devices, or if the DDoS
was successful, the lack of logs generated) but they cannot be mitigated
by a logging/alerting policy alone. The actions of the network/system
administrators may limit or mitigate the consequences of a Network and
Transport DDoS.

Network Intrusions

Severe
This is a generic category; logging and alerting may demote the
(Unmodified); may consequences of some attacks used to realize network intrusion.
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Network
Bypassing

Copyright

Easy (Unmodified)

Virtualization Average
(Unmodified)
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Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
Alerting on physical channel issues can trigger the administrator’s
(Unmodified) ; may attention to attend to this issue, reducing technical impact.
be lowered in some
cases

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
Alerting on physical channel issues can trigger the administrator’s
(Unmodified) ; may attention to attend to this issue, reducing technical impact.
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified) ; may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

“Pulse Wave” DDoS attacks may be identified by a logging/alerting policy
(from the logs of network devices, if the traffic is considered anomalous
and is logged) but they cannot be mitigated by a logging/alerting policy
alone. The actions of the network/system administrators may limit or
mitigate the consequences of a “Pulse Wave” DDoS.

Severe
(Unmodified) ; may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Failed user authentication attempts or actions that violate the security
policy of a system are usually logged and can detect SDN remote
application exploitation attempts. Successful attacks can also be detected
by the actions of the system (if its behavior diverges from the baseline
behavior). Technical impact in the case of a successful attack remains
severe but timely administrator intervention can minimize harm..

SDN Remote
Exploitation

Application Average
(Unmodified)

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack, as it is related
to the lowest communication layer (physical).

sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect a sinkhole attack.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack, as it is related
to the lowest communication layer (physical).
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack, as it is related
to the lower communication layers (physical and MAC).

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Information gathering attacks Average
of mobile communication (in (Unmodified)
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Insufficient Transport Layer Easy (Unmodified)
Protection

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect insufficient transport layer
protection.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy (Unmodified)
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect insufficient transport layer
protection.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

SSL Weak
Supported

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Cipher

Easy (Unmodified)

Suites Easy (Unmodified)

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Average
(Unmodified)
Copyright
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded.
(Unmodified)

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
If injection is detected and administrators are modified, technical impact
(Unmodified); may may be reduced.
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Hardware modification

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
A logging/alerting policy cannot detect hardware modifications, unless
(Unmodified); may they happen as the device is active, then any changes can be logged and
be reduced to reported to the system/network administrators.
Moderate in some
cases

Hardware Trojan

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

via Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Information
sensors

Leakage

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack. Detecting
conflicts or abnormal behavior in logs can trigger procedures for
identifying and removing duplication devices.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
A logging/alerting policy can identify attempts to access remote firmware
(Unmodified); may management functions and even local firmware updates and notify the
be reduced to system/network administrator to take action.
Moderate in some
cases

Memory scraping

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)
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Memory scraping can only be detected by a logging/alerting policy if it has
been explicitly forbidden, so access to memory will be regarded as a
security policy violation.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Modification of firmware

Average
(Unmodified)

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim (Unmodified); may
be reduced to
(Unmodified)
Moderate in some
cases

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
Access to sensitive areas of a building can (and usually are) be logged and
(Unmodified); may security guards, if instructed correctly, can mitigate some issues related to
be reduced to physical security.
Moderate in some
cases

Remote firmware attacks

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
A logging/alerting policy can identify attempts to access remote firmware
(Unmodified); may management functions and even local firmware updates and notify the
be reduced to system/network administrator to take action.
Moderate in some
cases

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Copyright
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Severe
A logging/alerting policy can identify attempts to access remote firmware
(Unmodified); may management functions and even local firmware updates and notify the
be reduced to system/network administrator to take action.
Moderate in some
cases
Physical damage, theft or loss of a device/asset may be identified by the
lack of generated logs. Mitigation and technical impact depends on the
actions of the system/network administrators and the nature of data
stored on the device.

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
Use
of
hardware

non-approved Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Some information about the connected devices may be logged (ex. for USB
devices: Vendor ID (VID) and Product ID (PID)) and the logging mechanism
may be able to report to the system/network administrators when an
untrusted device has been connected. Usually such information can be
spoofed, so the exploitability remains easy and technical impact is not
reduced.

Compromised Supply Chain Average to Hard, Severe
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim (Unmodified)
Hand Devices)
(Unmodified)

A compromised supply chain cannot be detected by a logging/alerting
policy.

D. Malware

Drive-by attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

A logging/alerting mechanism may identify malicious code execution by its
effects on the system, its actions and its generated traffic. Technical
impact depends on the actions of the malware (ex. if it extracts
confidential/sensitive information or not). The consequences on
successfully infected systems remain severe.

Email Malware

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Email malware can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by its effects
on the infected devices, its actions (if they differ from the baseline
behavior) and by the generated network traffic (from logs on network
devices). Technical impact may be reduced and even completely mitigated
(if confidential information wasn’t compromised or there wasn’t any
damage to the system, the network or its users). The consequences on
successfully infected systems (as most email malware target the extraction
of confidential/sensitive information) remain severe. Logs e.g. from IPSs
can assist in identifying infected machines and assist in reducing technical
impact.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Enablers

Average, depends on Severe
victim (Unmodified) (Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

As enablers install/disseminate other malware, only the actions of their
payload may be detected by a logging/alerting policy. Technical impact
depends on the actions of the payload. The consequences on successfully
infected systems remain severe. Logs e.g. from IPSs can assist in
identifying infected machines and assist in reducing technical impact.

Exploit Kits

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

As with most kinds of malware, a logging/alerting policy may identify only
the results of the execution of malware. Technical impact depends on the
actions of the attacker and on the actions of the system/network
administrators. In case of a successful infection the consequences remain
severe. Logs e.g. from IPSs can assist in identifying infected machines and
assist in reducing technical impact.

Malicious software

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Malicious software can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by its
effects on the infected devices, its actions (if they differ from the baseline
behavior) and by the generated network traffic (from logs on network
devices). Technical impact depends on the actions of the malware (ex. if it
extracts confidential/sensitive information or not). The consequences on
successfully infected systems remain severe. Logs e.g. from IPSs can assist
in identifying infected machines and assist in reducing technical impact.

Malware

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Malicious software can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by its
effects on the infected devices, its actions (if they differ from the baseline
behavior) and by the generated network traffic (from logs on network
devices). Technical impact depends on the actions of the malware (ex. if it
extracts confidential/sensitive information or not). The consequences on
successfully infected systems remain severe. Logs e.g. from IPSs can assist
in identifying infected machines and assist in reducing technical impact.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Mobile Malware

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Mobile malware can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by its effects
on the infected devices, its actions (if they differ from the baseline
behavior) and by the generated network traffic (from logs on network
devices). Technical impact may be reduced and even completely mitigated
(if confidential information wasn’t compromised or there wasn’t any
damage to the system, the network or its users). The consequences on
successfully infected systems (as most mobile malware target the
extraction of confidential/sensitive information) remain severe. Logs e.g.
from IPSs can assist in identifying infected machines and assist in reducing
technical impact.

Ransomware

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A ransomware attack can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by its
effects on the infected devices, its actions (if they differ from the baseline
behavior) and by the generated network traffic (from logs on network
devices). Technical impact may be reduced and provided a timely and
effective response, a ransomware attack may be mitigated to some
extent. The consequences on successfully infected systems (as a common
action is to encrypt system files) remain severe.

Tampering

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy may be able to detect any missing devices. See
physical damage/theft/loss.

Attacks on the infrastructure Easy (Unmodified)
grid

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a generic threat, some attacks falling under this category can be
partially mitigated by logging and alerting.

Attacks to smart grid Easy (Unmodified)
components
to
acquire
private sensitive information

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a generic threat, some attacks falling under this category can be
partially mitigated by logging and alerting.

E. Threats for Smart grids
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Compromise of interactions Average
of AMI components with the (Unmodified)
infrastructure

Severe
(Unmodified)

The existence of logging/alerting policy cannot assist in mitigating this type
of attacks.

Hijacking
connections Easy (Unmodified)
between meters and Demand
Response systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

A connection hijack may be identified by a logging/alerting policy, if the
attacker attempts changes to the network topology that aren’t expected
or allowed (ex. MitM attacks). Technical impact depends on the actions of
the attacker and the response of the system/network administrators.

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway,
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Moderate
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect altered in transit data.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average
meter
data,
gateway (Unmodified)
configuration data, meter
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Regarding firmware modifications, a logging/alerting policy can identify
attempts to access remote firmware management functions and even
local firmware updates and notify the system/network administrator to
take action. Similarly for changes in the configuration data.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

If some failed attempts to compromise the concentrator are detected,
alerting the administrator could result in defense actions, lowering the
probability of attack success. After the compromise, logged attempts can
trigger checks and remedial actions.

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified)
injected by an attacker in the
smart grid traffic

Severe
(Unmodified)

If injected data are detected, triggering to administrators could trigger
remedial actions.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect injection of realistic false data.

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified)
redistribution
attack
(injection of realistic false
data)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect injection of realistic false data.

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified)
of other customers

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot assist in the mitigation of these threats.

Smart
grids:
time Easy (Unmodified)
modification of the Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Identifying clock skews in remotely stored logs can trigger checks and
remedial actions.

F. Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation

Easy (Unmodified)

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified)
Session Management
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Severe
Actions performed by the targeted system may be identified by a
(Unmodified); can logging/alerting policy and only if those actions violate the security policy.
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases
Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy can only detect violations of security policy and
only if the security policy is correctly set up. Lack of records for
authentication in the logs could be an indication of system misuse.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Browser extension attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Buffer overflow

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
A buffer overflow may be detected by a logging/alerting policy by the
(Unmodified); may actions of the attacked system. Successful buffer overflow attacks still
be reduced to have severe consequences.
Moderate in some
cases

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
As with malicious software execution, only the effects of the exploitation
(Unmodified); may may be detected from the logging/alerting mechanism.
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Exposed
Interfaces

Copyright

Browser extension attacks can lead to malicious code execution, which
may be detected by a logging/alerting policy by its effects on the system
and possibly by the generated network traffic (ex. connections to
unknown hosts). Technical impact may be reduced depending on the
actions of the attacker (ex. no confidential information leakage). The
consequences of a successful attack (as common actions are for example
to take control of the system or extract confidential/sensitive information)
remain severe.

Cross site request forgery cannot be detected by a logging/alerting policy.

Programmatical Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Through logging and alerting, traces of illegitimate use of exposed
can be impeded
(Unmodified); may interfaces can be identified and remedial actions can be taken.
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
A logging/alerting policy can identify the effects of a successful attack and
(Unmodified); may alert the system/network administrators to mitigate its effects. Technical
be reduced to impact may be reduced, provided a timely and effective response.
Moderate in some
cases

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

As with malicious software execution, only the effects of the exploitation
may be detected from the logging/alerting mechanism.

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy may be able to perform checks about the
software/firmware versions and alert the system/network administrators
to update the software/firmware.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Easy (Unmodified)
Interface

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploitation of an insecure web/cloud/mobile interface may be detected
by the attacked system itself and if set correctly notify the system/network
administrator. Mobile and cloud systems may not have deployed a logging
mechanism or may not have an administrator, so logging may not apply to
them.

Insufficient
Average
Authentication/Authorization (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Insufficient
monitoring

and Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

An insufficiently configured logging/alerting system cannot detect its
incorrect configuration.

Security Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect insufficient security configurability.

logging

Insufficient
Configurability

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Local file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Local file inclusion could be detected by a logging/alerting policy, if access
control settings are correctly set or detailed traces are collected. If access
control settings are correct, the technical impact depends on the actions
of the attacker.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Misconfigured PHP scrips can lead to malicious code execution, which can
be detected by a logging/alerting policy by its effects on the system and
possibly by the generated network traffic (ex. connections to unknown
hosts). Technical impact may be reduced depending on the actions of the
attacker (ex. confidential information leakage). The consequences of a
successful attack (as common actions are for example to take control of
the system or extract confidential/sensitive information) remain severe.

Missing Function Level Access Easy (Unmodified)
Control

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect missing function level access
control.

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy (Unmodified)
Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Missing
Strict-Transport- Easy (Unmodified)
Security Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy (Unmodified)
Options Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Missing X-Content-Type-Options headers cannot be identified by a
logging/alerting policy.

Missing
Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Missing X-Frame-Options
logging/alerting policy.

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Modification-of-service

Hard (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified); may
be reduced to
Moderate in some
cases

Remote file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
Remote file inclusion cannot be detected by a logging/alerting policy,
(Unmodified); may unless access control settings are correctly set. If access control settings
be reduced to are correct, the technical impact depends on the actions of the attacker.
Moderate in some
cases

Security Misconfiguration

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect any security misconfigurations, as
the logging mechanism uses the existing security configuration regardless
of its correctness.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy (Unmodified)
Forwards

Moderate
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect any unvalidated redirects or
forwards.

Use
of
software

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only attempts to exploit and successful exploitation of an application
using vulnerable components may be detected by a logging/alerting policy
and only from the actions of the attacker (ex. the attacker violates the
security policy of the system).

inappropriate Easy (Unmodified)

Using Known
Components

Copyright

Vulnerable Average
(Unmodified)
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A logging/alerting policy (if a logging mechanism exists or can be
employed) may detect modification-of-service attacks, only if set to log
suspicious behaviors/states (behaviors/states that differ from a secure
baseline behavior/state).
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy (Unmodified)
Server Plugins Exploitation

Severe
(Unmodified)

Vulnerable browser/web server plugins can lead to malicious code
execution, which may be detected by a logging/alerting policy by its effects
on the system and possibly by the generated network traffic (ex.
connections to unknown hosts). Technical impact may be reduced
depending on the actions of the attacker (ex. no confidential information
leakage). The consequences of a successful attack (as common actions are
for example to take control of the system or extract confidential/sensitive
information) remain severe.

Website Defacement

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate → Minor

A logging/alerting policy may identify attempted and successful website
defacements as they involve write access to the files of the website.
Technical consequences can be reduced provided a timely and effective
response from the system/network administrators (as usually happens).

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

As with malicious software execution, only the effects of the exploitation
may be detected from the logging/alerting mechanism.

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average
(Unmodified)

No technical impact Advanced Fee Fraud cannot be detected by a logging/alerting policy.
associated
(Unmodified)

CEO Fraud

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Minor
(Unmodified)
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy (Unmodified)
Plugin(Social Media)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only installation of malicious plugins that lead to malicious code execution
may be detected by a logging/alerting policy by its effects on the system
and possibly by the generated network traffic (ex. connections to
unknown hosts). Technical impact may be reduced depending on the
actions of the attacker (ex. no confidential information leakage). The
consequences of a successful attack (as confidential/sensitive information
extraction is common) remain severe.

Malvertising

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only malicious advertisements that lead to malicious code execution can
be detected by a logging/alerting policy by the actions of the malicious
code being executed. Technical impact may be reduced provided no
damage was done to the system, the network and its users.

Phishing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only phishing attacks involving installation of malware may be detected
by a logging/alerting policy and only by the actions of the malware.
Technical impact depends on the actions of the payload. The
consequences on successfully infected systems and leaked information
remain severe.

Spam

Average, depends on Severe
victim (Unmodified) (Unmodified)

Spam messages cannot be identified by a logging/alerting policy. Only
spam emails that lead to execution of malicious code may be identified.
Technical impact depends on the actions of the malicious code.

Spear Phishing

Average
(Unmodified)

Only spear phishing attacks involving installation of malware may be
detected by a logging/alerting policy and only by the actions of the
malware. Technical impact depends on the actions of the payload. The
consequences on successfully infected systems and leaked information
remain severe.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Watering hole attacks

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only watering hole attacks involving installation of malware may be
detected by a logging/alerting policy and only by the actions of the
malware. Technical impact depends on the actions of the payload. The
consequences on successfully infected systems and leaked information
remain severe.

Advanced persistent threat

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a generic threat; Some of the means to launch an APT can be
(partially) addressed by logging/alerting policy.

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

(Way too general, most covered on other categories)

Erroneous
use
or Average
administration of devices and (Unmodified)
systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy may identify an attack only if set to log API calls
or access attempts, or if there is a user identification mechanism (ex. API
keys) and the attacker violates a security policy. Internal users may refrain
from intentionally misusing privileges if they know that their activities are
logged.

Extraction of data by analysis Easy (Unmodified)
of
various
types
of
electromagnetic radiation

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Failure to Adhere to the Average
Principle of “Least Privilege”
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Failure to adhere to the principle of “least privilege” cannot be identified
by a logging/alerting policy (as logging mechanisms rely on access control
settings being correctly set).

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Identity Spoofing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Identity spoofing may be identified by a logging/alerting policy, if the
attacker violates the security policy and access controls of the identity he
is spoofing or if the attacker attempts changes to the network topology
that aren’t expected or allowed (ex. MitM attacks). Technical impact
depends on the actions of the attacker, the identity or entity the attacker
is spoofing and the response of the system/network administrators.

Information Stealers

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Information stealers are typically implemented using malware. Malicious
software can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by its effects on the
infected devices, its actions (if they differ from the baseline behavior) and
by the generated network traffic (from logs on network devices). Technical
impact depends on the actions of the malware (ex. if it extracts
confidential/sensitive information or not). The consequences on
successfully infected systems remain severe. Logs e.g. from IPSs can assist
in identifying infected machines and assist in reducing technical impact.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
may be impeded (Unmodified)
through fear of
identification
and
prosecution

A logging/alerting policy, if set correctly, can identify security policy
violations as unauthorized users may attempt to attack the
systems/network. This doesn’t include the system/network
administrators or other employees with access to any part of the logging
mechanism. Insiders may refrain from intentionally misusing privileges if
they know that their activities are logged.

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect mobile participatory sensing.

Privacy Concerns

Average
(Unmodified); may
be impeded through
fear of identification
and prosecution

Severe
(Unmodified); can
be reduced to
moderate in some
cases

Firstly, log files should be appropriately secured to avoid leak of (personal)
information through log files. Other than that, some attacks targeting
private data breaches could be impeded through fear of agent
identification and prosecution. Identifying information leaks could trigger
appropriate incident response actions.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Privilege escalations

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Elevation of privileges can be detected by a logging/alerting policy, as
sandbox escapes and changes to security settings are usually logged.
Technical impact depends on the actions of the attacker, the attacked
system and the system/network administrators. Successful attacks remain
severe.

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Remote access tools can be identified by a logging/alerting policy by their
effect on the devices they were installed on, their actions (if they differ
from the baseline behavior and if policy violations took place) and the
generated network traffic (ex. connections to unknown hosts). Technical
impact may be reduced depending on the actions of the attacker (ex. if
confidential information wasn’t compromised). The consequences of a
successful and unnoticed attack remain severe.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

As with privacy concerns, a logging/alerting policy can only detect
unauthorized access to data only in storage and only if access control is
enabled and correctly configured. Identifying information leaks could
trigger appropriate incident response actions.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect this kind of attack.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy cannot detect a sybil attack.

Targeted attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Only the installation and execution of malicious code may be detected by
a logging/alerting policy, using the actions of the malicious code.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Using information from an Easy (Unmodified)
unreliable source

Severe
(Unmodified)

A logging/alerting policy can only identify signs of a successful attack
against a vulnerable system and alert the system/network administrators
to take action. Technical impact depends on the exploited vulnerability
and the actions of the system/network administrators.

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

As with virtualized host abuse, if access control is set correctly,
sandbox/virtualization software escapes are identified as security policy
violations. Technical impact depends on the success of the attack, the
actions of the attacker and the actions of the system/network
administrator. In the case of a successful attack consequences remain
severe.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

If access control is set correctly, sandbox/virtualization software escapes
are identified as security policy violations. Technical impact depends on
the success of the attack, the actions of the attacker and the actions of the
system/network administrator. In the case of a successful attack
consequences remain severe.

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This type of threat refers to the unknown/unpatched vulnerabilities, many
of them are covered on other categories, e.g. Buffer Overflow.
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3.2.6

Conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms and procedures

Conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms, is the systematically checking,
evaluation and update of data, devices, networks and their components. Checks and reviews may be
performed by designated employees (with physical intervention), such as technical experts (e.g. penetration
tests) or automatically by specialized applications (e.g. periodic checking for weak passwords). Moreover, a
kind of periodic security reviews in organisations is the circling step-by-step review and assessment of
security processes [131]. The report of management checking must be accurate and on time.
That kind of threat mitigation may not have imminent results and allow a window of opportunity for threat
agents to exploit newly identified vulnerabilities, but it could help the organisation to identify vulnerabilities
that are present in the services and systems. It can also provide evidence for the need to implement new
guidelines regarding company security, such as access permission in data sources, or restricted access in
technical support of devices, security of devices, segregation of test and production systems etc. Moreover,
it may discover vulnerabilities and damages on security mechanisms and inconsistencies related to policies.
Finally, it is a measure for obtaining a holistic assessment of security policies, mechanisms and procedures.
In Table 13, we assess how conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms and
procedures affects the exploitability and the technical impact of each of the vulnerabilities examined in
Section 2. In summary, considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed
in Table 13, regarding the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated
as follows:
Table 12. Overview of the effectiveness of conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms
and procedures for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Medium

Low

Cryptography-related threats

High

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low

Low

Malware

High

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Medium

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- High

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Medium to high
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low

Copyright
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Table 13. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms and procedures

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy → Average to
difficult

back off attack

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Periodic security checks may be used to identify nodes implementing this
type of attack and facilitate their patching or removal; detailed monitoring
would be required.

Botnets

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

Confrontation of botnet attacks can be facilitated in some cases by
periodic checks, since outdated security measures may be identified and
replaced by more up-to-date ones (e.g. outdated signatures or outdated
baseline measurements)

Data Forging

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Identification of available vulnerabilities, patches, attacks or breaches can
lead to application of these patches or protocol and/or identity rules on
the firewall.

DDoS

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Emerging technologies, such as pushback security mechanism can be
added to each router to detect and preferentially drop packets that
probably belong to an attack. The need for installation/configuration of
certain IPS components can be identified, which can help mitigate DDoS
attacks.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified); Medium
patterns in communication can be impeded
(Unmodified)
(messages and external
traffic)

Some aspects of this attack could be mitigated by implementing IPSEC
Traffic Flow Confidentiality (TFC) mechanisms.
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Periodic checks may identify traces of exploitation in log files and/or
prominent measures to apply to firewalls/antivirus-antimalware
systems/applications to confront application layer DoS attacks (e.g. rate
limiting, size limiting etc.)
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic security checks
and security mechanisms.

Flooding Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since flooding attacks, it is a kind of DDoS attack, emerging technologies,
such as pushback security mechanism can be added to each router to
detect and preferentially drop packets that probably belong to an attack.
The need for installation/configuration of certain IPS components can be
identified, which can help mitigate DDoS attacks. Additionally,
improvement of malware detection and blocking mechanisms can assist in
confronting flooding attacks that are caused by malware.

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Network security checks can assist in identifying vulnerabilities and
minimize the attack landscape by replacing insecure services with secure
ones, limiting access to insecure network services or blocking malicious
requests.

IoT-based denial of service Easy (Unmodified); Severe
(DOS)
can be impeded.
(Unmodified)

Installation of appropriate components in IPS systems can mitigate IoTbased DoS attacks to some extent.

Control Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Omissions in appropriate controls regarding firewalls and IPSs or
patchable security issues application-level can be identified and fixed.

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

The potential to introduce/update appropriate security controls in
firewalls and IPSs or configure/update applications to use encrypted
communications can assist in mitigating this issue.

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Lack of Access
Mechanisms
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Conducting periodic checks on security mechanisms and procedures can
contribute to identify cases where MAC spoofing needs to be addressed
by binding IP addresses and MAC addresses to specific ports either at
firewall or at IPS level.

Malicious mobile nodes

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Missing
or
weak Easy → Average
implementations of security
mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic security checks can identify cases where security mechanisms are
missing, or their implementations are weak, and thus contribute to their
fixing.

Network and transport layers Easy → Average
DoS

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this type of attack is a DoS attack, emerging technologies, such as
pushback security mechanism can be added to each router to detect and
preferentially drop packets that probably belong to an attack. The need
for installation/configuration of certain IPS components can be identified,
which can help mitigate DoS attacks. Additionally, improvement of
malware detection and blocking mechanisms can assist in confronting DoS
attacks that are caused by malware.

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

This is a generic type of risk; Conducting periodic checks on security
mechanisms and procedures can contribute to identify measures that can
be applied on firewall, IPS or application level to reduce the exploitability
level.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Conducting periodic checks on security mechanisms and procedures can
contribute to identify measures that can be applied on firewall, IPS or
virtualization software level to reduce the exploitability level.

Medium
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Network Intrusions

Network
Bypassing

Virtualization Average → Difficult

physical layer DoS attacks

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since this type of attack is a DoS attack, emerging technologies, such as
pushback security mechanism can be added to each router to detect and
preferentially drop packets that probably belong to an attack. The need
for installation/configuration of certain IPS components can be identified,
which can help mitigate DoS attacks. Additionally, improvement of
malware detection and blocking mechanisms can assist in confronting DoS
attacks that are caused by malware.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Conducting periodic checks on security mechanisms and procedures can
contribute to identify measures that can be applied on firewall, IPS or
virtualization software level to reduce the exploitability level.

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Though conducting periodic checks on security controls and mechanisms
cannot prevent such attacks, they may indicate presence of abnormal
routing and help thus identify the presence of malicious node and trigger
their removal. Detailed logging is a prerequisite.

sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded.
(Unmodified)

Though conducting periodic checks on security controls and mechanisms
cannot prevent such attacks, they may indicate presence of abnormal
routing and help thus identify the presence of malicious node and trigger
their removal. Detailed logging is a prerequisite. Introduction of more
effective malware mitigation techniques can contribute to the reduction
of the exploitability level.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

SDN Remote
Exploitation

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Though conducting periodic checks on security controls and mechanisms
cannot prevent such attacks, they may indicate presence of abnormal
routing and help thus identify the presence of malicious node and trigger
their removal. Detailed logging is a prerequisite.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Downgrade attacks could be mitigated by disabling downgrade
procedures in protocols or disabling insecure protocols and ciphers.
Measures can be implemented in firewalls, where applicable.

Information gathering attacks
of mobile communication (in
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

This problem could only be addressed appropriate patches are identified
and applied.

Insufficient Transport Layer Difficult
Severe
Protection
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Periodic checks may assist in locating communications that are
unencrypted or employ outdated ciphers or protocols; then these
weaknesses can be fixed.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy → Difficult
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

Renegotiation attacks could be mitigated by disabling renegotiation
procedures in protocols or disabling insecure protocols and ciphers.
Measures can be implemented in firewalls, where applicable.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy → Difficult
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

Security checks can identify such certificates; subsequently, strong
certificates can be issued to replace vulnerable ones.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Suites Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Weak cipher suites may be identified and disabled, allowing only the use
of strong cipher suites.

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Encryption software implementations can be patched and prominent
measures for firewalls and IPSs can be installed.

SSL Weak
Supported

Cipher

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Emergent measures for confronting such attacks such attacks could be
applied in firewalls and IPS, or measures for blocking malware contributing
to device duplication could be put in place.

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Hardware modification

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms; periodic review of security policies and
disabling unneeded or vulnerable interfaces could be of assistance.

Hardware Trojan

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

via Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could identify the existence and need of patches and/or
configurations that could help alleviate the problem.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Identification and application of needed and available patches could
impede this type of attacks.

Memory scraping

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Identification and application of needed and available malware detection
and blocking techniques could impede this type of attacks.

Information
sensors
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Modification of firmware

Average → Difficult; Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

A periodic security check could identify attack mitigation techniques that
are applicable at firewall, IPS, Anti-malware or OS/firmware patching level,
reducing the exploitability of the vulnerability.

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Identification and application of needed and available patches could
impede this type of attacks.

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

non-approved Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Periodic checks could assist in identifying the existence of non-approved
hardware and this assist in confronting it.

Compromised Supply Chain Average to difficult, Severe
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim; (Unmodified)
Hand Devices)
can be impeded

Periodic checks could assist in identifying devices or software that have
been compromised; the compromised components could be removed or
fixed

Use
of
hardware
D. Malware

Drive-by attacks

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Some aspects of drive-by attacks could be mitigated; for instance, some
malware detection techniques could be strengthened.

Email Malware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating malware detection
defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Enablers

Average → Difficult Severe
(Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating
detection/blocking defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.

Exploit Kits

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating exploit
detection/blocking defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.

Malicious software

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating malicious software
detection/blocking defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.

Malware

Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating
detection/blocking defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.

Mobile Malware

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating mobile malware
detection/blocking defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.

Ransomware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in installing/updating ransomware
detection/blocking defenses at IPS level or anti-malware level.

Tampering

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist in detecting devices with tampered firmware
or devices with missing security patches.

Attacks on the infrastructure Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
grid
impeded in some
cases

Periodic checks could assist in detecting devices with missing security
patches; missing or weak/ineffective/outdated measures for malware
protection that could be exploited for performing attacks on the
infrastructure grid could also surface.

Attacks to smart grid Average
Severe
components
to
acquire (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
private sensitive information impeded in some
cases

Periodic checks could assist in identifying measures that could be applied
at firewall/IPS level, or devices with outdated firmware or missing security
patches. Cases of configurations that do not appropriately encrypt
communications can be also detected.

enabler
kit

malware

E. Threats for Smart grids
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Compromise of interactions Average
Severe
of AMI components with the (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
infrastructure
impeded

Periodic checks could assist in identifying devices or software with missing
security patches or outdated firmware.

Hijacking
connections Average
Severe
between meters and Demand (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
Response systems
impeded in some
cases

Periodic checks could assist in detecting cases where firewalls or IPSs are
not appropriately configured to mitigate these attacks or cases where
firmware/software is missing software patches. Hijacking cases could be
also traced in log files (provided that appropriate logging is made),
documenting thus the need for introduction of more efficient security
controls.

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
Moderate
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway, impeded
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Periodic checks could assist in identifying devices or software with missing
security patches or outdated firmware. When attacks follow the MITM
paradigm, the need for introducing more effective controls in
firewalls/IPSs can be documented.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average
Severe
meter
data,
gateway (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
configuration data, meter impeded
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Periodic checks could assist in identifying devices or software with missing
security patches or outdated firmware, or modified configurations.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
Severe
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Periodic checks could assist in identifying compromised devices or devices
missing firmware updates/security patches.

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified); Severe
injected by an attacker in the can be impeded
(Unmodified)
smart grid traffic

Periodic checks could assist in identifying cases that new
firmware/software resilient to false data injection can be installed on
devices.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe
(Unmodified)

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified); Severe
redistribution
attack can be impeded
Moderate
(injection of realistic false
data)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.
→ Checks may assist in identifying emergent implementing and more
elaborate and resilient load distribution schemes which exhibit higher
resilience to this type of attack or localize its effect.

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Checks may assist in identifying cases where data is transferred
of other customers
can be average in (Unmodified); can unencrypted; then encryption may be applied
some cases
be reduced to
moderate in some
cases
Smart
grids:
time Easy → Average
modification of the Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Checks can assist identifying cases where the gateway software/firmware
can be updated to new versions that include time synchronization. Log
inspection can also surface incidents, indicating that more effective
measures are called for.

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Penetration testing could identify vulnerabilities before exploited by the
attackers; these can then be treated at firewall/IPS level. Missing updates
can be also identified and applied.

Broken Authentication and Easy→ Average
Session Management

Severe
(Unmodified)

Security checks (e.g. penetration testing) could identify cases with such
issues. Missing patches could be identified and applied.

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checking could identify and disable vulnerable components;
and/or apply updated rules for blocking malicious content; and/or identify
cases where updating to new, secure versions is needed.

F. Technical/application development-related threats
API exploitation

Browser extension attacks
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Buffer overflow

Easy → Difficult

Severe

If it is an in-house software regular checks on the source code could
minimize this threat. If it is a 3rd party software regular checks for updates
and if buffer overflow vulnerability has been identified. Relevant rules
could be introduced at firewall/IPS level (e.g. limiting of request sizes) or
at OS level (e.g. data execution prevention techniques)

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average → Difficult

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cases where vulnerabilities to CSRF attacks exist can be identified e.g. with
penetration testing. Applications can be updated to more secure versions,
relevant rules at firewall/IPS level can be introduced.

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cases where vulnerabilities to XSS attacks exist can be identified e.g. with
penetration testing. Applications can be updated to more secure versions,
relevant rules at firewall/IPS level can be introduced.

Programmatical Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Cases where Programmatical Interfaces can be identified, e.g. by network
scanning or configuration inspection; then configuration modifications can
be performed or firewall/IPS rules may be introduced to limit exposure
and consequently attack surface.

Exposed
Interfaces

Injection

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Penetration testing and security tests in fixed intervals will greatly assist
to identify vulnerabilities and patch them. Thus, they will not be exploited
by the attackers. IPS and NGFW rules can also be introduced to mitigate
injection-based attacks.

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded;

Periodic checks could assist towards the identification of the
vulnerabilities, including exposed interfaces; vulnerabilities to malicious
requests; and so forth. The patching and/or firewall/IPS rules could be
used mitigate the attacks.

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Methods such as penetration testing could be used to test for
vulnerabilities; then vulnerabilities could be fixed, mainly through
patching.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Periodic checks could identify cases where insecure software/firmware is
used, and trigger thus update procedures.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Easy→ Average
Interface

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist towards the identification of the
vulnerabilities, including exposed interfaces; vulnerabilities to malicious
requests; and so forth. The patching and/or firewall/IPS rules could be
used mitigate the attacks.

Insufficient
Average → Difficult
Authentication/Authorization

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could assist towards the identification of the
vulnerabilities, then firewalls could be introduced or applications could be
updated accordingly.

and Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks could identify cases where logging or monitoring is
insufficient. Then logging/monitoring could be configured accordingly.

Security Easy → Average to Severe
Difficult
(Unmodified)

Cases with insufficient security configurability can be detected mainly
through inspection and network traffic analysis. Then, these could be
corrected mainly through application patching or configuration.

Insufficient
monitoring

logging

Insufficient
Configurability
Local file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Penetration testing or source code analysis –where applicable– could
identify cases with local file inclusion vulnerability. Then, relevant
measures can be taken.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Penetration testing, configuration inspection or source code analysis –
where applicable– could identify cases with vulnerabilities related to
misconfigured PHP scripts. Then, relevant measures can be taken.

Missing Function Level Access Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Control
can be impeded to (Unmodified)
varying extents

Reviews of functionalities that are available to users and penetration
testing can identify cases where function-level access control is not
properly implemented. Then, fixes can be applied.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy → Average to Severe
Encrypted Session (SSL) Difficult
(Unmodified)
Cookie

Network traffic analysis and penetration testing can be used to identify
cases with this vulnerability. Then web application firewalls, IPS systems
or patching can be employed to impede the attacks.

Missing
Strict-Transport- Easy → Average to Severe
Security Header
Difficult
(Unmodified)

Network traffic analysis and penetration testing can be used to identify
cases with this vulnerability. Then web application firewalls, IPS systems
or patching can be employed to impede the attacks.

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy → Average to Severe
Options Header
Difficult
(Unmodified)

Network traffic analysis and penetration testing can be used to identify
cases with this vulnerability. Then web application firewalls, IPS systems
or patching can be employed to impede the attacks.

X-Frame-Options Easy → Average to Severe
Difficult
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Missing
Header

Modification-of-service

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Checking in fixed intervals could assist identify service misbehavior.

Remote file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Penetration testing or source code analysis –where applicable– could
identify cases with remote file inclusion vulnerability. Then, relevant
measures can be taken.

Security Misconfiguration

Easy→ Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Periodic checking, especially configuration inspections, could identify the
misconfigurations; then, fixed can be applied.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy → Average to Moderate
Forwards
difficult
(Unmodified)

Network traffic analysis and source code inspection/analysis can be used
to identify cases where redirects are used. Then, WAF, IPS and patching
can be used to mitigate risks.

inappropriate Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Periodic checking can assist in identifying inappropriate software that is
being used. Mitigation options depend on the need to use the software
functionalities, availability and terms of use of alternative software,
software architecture etc.

Use
of
software
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
Using Known
Components

Vulnerable Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checking can assist in identifying vulnerable components that are
used. Mitigation options depend on the need to use the software
functionalities, availability and terms of use of alternative software,
software architecture etc.

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy → Average to Severe
Server Plugins Exploitation
difficult
(Unmodified)

Periodic checking could identify and disable vulnerable plugins; and/or
apply updated rules for blocking malicious content; and/or identify cases
where updating to new, secure versions is needed.

Website Defacement

Average
Moderate
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Website defacement is mainly a consequence of malicious requests.
Various methods for checking vulnerabilities to malicious requests can be
applied in the context of periodic checking, including penetration testing,
source code analysis, configuration inspection.

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average → Difficult

Methods such as penetration testing could be used to test for
vulnerabilities; then vulnerabilities could be fixed, mainly through
patching.

Severe
(Unmodified)

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average
No technical impact Periodic checks could limit the vulnerability to the advanced fee fraud:
(Unmodified); can be associated
spam detection techniques could be updated to filter mail more
impeded
effectively.

CEO Fraud

Difficult
Minor
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Periodic checks could limit the vulnerability to the CEO fraud: spam
detection techniques could be updated to filter mail more effectively.

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Plugin(Social Media)
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks may identify cases where updated malware protection can
assist in mitigating this attack.

Malvertising

Copyright
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Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks may identify cases where updated malware or IPS
protection can assist in mitigating this attack.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Phishing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(unmodified)

Spam

Average → Difficult

Severe
Implementing periodic checking mechanisms for detecting malicious
(unmodified); can messages and spams.
be moderate in
some case

Spear Phishing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks may identify cases where updated malware or IPS
protection can assist in mitigating this attack.

Watering hole attacks

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Periodic checks may identify cases where updated malware or IPS
protection can assist in mitigating this attack.

Advanced persistent threat

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

This threat includes a multitude of vulnerabilities, some of which can be
identified by periodic checks, triggering relevant fixes.

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

This threat includes a multitude of vulnerabilities, some of which (mainly
related to information stealers) can be identified by periodic checks,
triggering relevant fixes.

Periodic checks may identify cases where updated malware or IPS
protection can assist in mitigating this attack.

H. Generic / Miscellaneous

Erroneous
use
or Average → Difficult
administration of devices and
systems
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Severe
(Unmodified)

Erroneous use can stem from exposed or inappropriately protected APIs
or management interfaces. It can also originate from insider agents who
misuse their privileges. APIs and management interfaces can be protected
(e.g. by firewalls) and logging and monitoring can ensure the
accountability of internal users, deterring misuse.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Extraction of data by analysis Average
of
various
types
of (Unmodified)
electromagnetic radiation

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Failure to Adhere to the Average → Difficult
Principle of “Least Privilege”

Severe
(Unmodified)

Policy checks and risk evaluation/impact and re-design of the policies can
significantly minimize the threat landscape

Identity Spoofing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Identify cryptographic mechanisms, such as observation of neighborhoods
behavior in wireless networks. Firewall introduction/configuration and
upgrading/patching of applications may provide increased resilience.

Information Stealers

Easy → Average to Severe
Difficult
(Unmodified)

Information stealers are effectively malware; periodic checks can identify
the need for increased malware protection and trigger respective actions.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Some aspects of insider threat can be partially mitigated by technical
measures, for instance detailed logging may act as a deterrent due to the
fear of perpetrators being discovered. Implementing the least privilege
principle and patching for known vulnerabilities or otherwise safeguarding
access to assets can assist.

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Privacy Concerns

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); some (Unmodified)
aspects
can
be
impeded

Privacy concerns is a generic threat, associated with a number of technical
vulnerabilities, lack of technical security measures or ineffective security
policies. Reviewing all the above can surface flaws and omissions and
trigger remedial actions that can be implemented at all levels.

Privilege escalations

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

Periodic security reviews may uncover traces of hacking or weak
passwords and trigger remedial actions. Additionally, log files may be
scrutinized for traces or attempts of privilege escalation, and
patching/updating can remove vulnerabilities that can be exploited in the
context of such attacks.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Checking administrator access to your device, device’s camera, device’s
screen, key logging, passwords, registry management etc. Lack of effective
firewall/IPS/antimalware safeguards may be identified and remedial
actions can be taken applications may be patched to RAT-resistant
versions.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy

Severe
(Unmodified)

Privacy concerns is a generic threat, associated with a number of technical
vulnerabilities, lack of technical security measures or ineffective security
policies. Reviewing all the above can surface flaws and omissions and
trigger remedial actions that can be implemented at all levels.

Side Channel Attack

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Reviews can identify weaknesses that can be exploited in side channel
attacks trigger appropriate patching.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

This problem could not be handled by conducting periodic checks on
security controls and mechanisms.

Targeted attacks

Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Identifying the existence of the vulnerability through periodic checking
may
lead
to
application
of
effective
measures
at
firewall/IPS/antimalware/patching level. Examination of log files or
system health can reveal compromised components and trigger remedial
actions.

Using information from an Easy → Average
unreliable source
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Severe
(Unmodified)

Identifying the existence of the vulnerability through periodic checking
may
lead
to
application
of
effective
measures
at
firewall/IPS/antimalware/patching level. Examination of log files or
system health can reveal compromised components and trigger remedial
actions.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

VENOM vulnerability

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Security check regarding this vulnerability could minimize the attack
surface through appropriate patching.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Identifying the existence of the vulnerability through periodic checking
may
lead
to
application
of
effective
measures
at
firewall/IPS/antimalware/patching level. Examination of log files or
system health can reveal compromised components and trigger remedial
actions.

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy→ Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Periodic checks can trigger the application of measures that limit the
attack surface or apply behavior-based threat detection. Logging and
alerting could afford for timely intervention of administrators, to minimize
technical impact.
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3.2.7

Security awareness of individuals

Our daily life is surrounded by network-based applications and devices, expanded from our home to our job.
It has been observed that many fatal damages on devices happened not only purposely by malicious
attackers, but also accidentally by individuals without malicious intense. For example, individuals may not
only overload their domestic network and cause a shut down to the network of the house but could also
accept a malware on their personal computer or smart-device and cause collapse of the domestic-system.
Also, in organisations the same thing can happen. Surveys [1] indicate that ninety percent of organizations
feel vulnerable to insider attacks. By definition, insider attacks are performed by employees or company’s
third-party contract. Working on the businesses/companies and causing without purpose or on purpose
destructions. There is a whole topic in management sector (risk management) of organisations that are
occupied with how employees from all the departments are dealing with risky insiders and how organizations
are preparing to better protect their critical data and IT infrastructure.
When the incident is caused by accident, the organisation should educate and raise awareness of the
personnel in respect with the incident and who they could have avoid it or avoid it in the future. Furthermore,
people should be educated in order to avoid being victimized in cases that have been either specifically
targeted (e.g. CEOs) or being targets of general “campaign” of attacks. Moreover, the organisation could train
them to detect the attack and inform the ICT department, in order to mitigate the problem.
We note here that in the context of this section we consider the awareness of employees of a generic profile,
in contrast to the awareness of specialized personnel, e.g. software developers who could exploit their
awareness on e.g. CSRF mitigation techniques to craft software that is resistant to this type of attack. A
generic profile is considered to be relevant to use of information systems and applications and
production/consumption of information. In pertinent cases, we consider the situation where individuals with
a generic profile are also device owners, hence they assume responsibility regarding the management of
their own devices.
In Table 15, we assess how security awareness of employees affects the exploitability and the technical
impact of each of the vulnerabilities examined in Section 2. In summary, considering the eight threat
categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed in Table 15, regarding the effectiveness of firewalls
in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated as follows:
Table 14. Overview of the effectiveness of conducting periodic security checks and reviews of security mechanisms
and procedures for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Low

Low

Cryptography-related threats

Low

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low

Low

Malware

High

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Low

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- Medium

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low

Threats necessitating actions by the victim High
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low
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Table 15. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to increased security awareness of individuals

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from application layer DoS attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.

back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Provoked only by intentional insider threat, could not be prevented by
training and awareness.

Botnets

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness of individuals

Data Forging

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

DDoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from DDoS attacks, as security-related infrastructure problems.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)

Minor
(Unmodified)

Since the attack vectors are traffic analysers and sniffers, is cannot be
tackled through training of individuals.

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Flooding Attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report network outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from flooding attacks, as security-related infrastructure problems.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The generic user profile cannot tackle insecure network services. In case
of organization, the IT department should ensure that the network
services are secure or insecure network services are appropriately
safeguarded or disabled.

IoT-based denial of service Easy (Unmodified)
(DOS)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from IoT-based DoS attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.

Lack of Access
Mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report direct (i.e. without proper authentication) access to
applications, functionalities or services that would require such
authentication as security incidents.

Control Easy (Unmodified)

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Securityaware individuals could verify that all connections through which personal
or sensitive data are transported are properly encrypted.

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from MAC congestion attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from MAC layer jamming attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. In some
cases this could result in device MAC conflict; if a user is presented with
such an error message, s/he should report it as a security incident.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Malicious mobile nodes

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified)
implementations of security
mechanisms

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Network and transport layers Easy (Unmodified)
DoS

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness. Individuals could report service
outages or performance degradations, which usually stem from network
and transport layers DoS attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.

Network Intrusions

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Network
Bypassing

Easy (Unmodified)

Virtualization Average
(Unmodified)

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from physical layer DoS attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Complex attack. Trained personnel should identify it and mitigate it.
Individuals could report service outages or performance degradations,
which usually stem from powerline jamming attacks, as security-related
infrastructure problems.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report service outages or performance degradations, which usually
stem from "Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks, as security-related infrastructure
problems.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
SDN Remote
Exploitation

Application Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Very complex attack. It cannot be handled by awareness and training of
the individuals or staff.

sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

It cannot be handled by awareness and training of the individuals or staff.

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack

Severe
(Unmodified)

Very complex attack. It cannot be handled by awareness and training of
the individuals or staff.

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Information gathering attacks Average
of mobile communication (in (Unmodified)
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Insufficient Transport Layer Average
Severe
Protection
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
difficult in some
cases only.

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals; only in the
cases that the individual is aware of the lack of protection (e.g. use of plain
http instead of https, which is flagged by browsers) individuals could
refrain from using unprotected services or exercise additional care when
using them.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy (Unmodified)
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

SSL Weak
Supported

Suites Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Cipher

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

In most cases, it cannot be handled by awareness and training of
individuals; if a person’s device reports an id conflict (e.g. duplicate IP),
then s/he must be aware to report it as a security incident.

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Complex attack could not be handled by awareness and training of general
employees, but only of data analyzers will be aware and trained to
recognize the malicious patterns. IT personnel could be trained to install
updates or means to tackle this issue.

Hardware modification

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Hardware Trojan

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

via Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Complex attack could not be handled by awareness and training of
ordinary employee. Individuals owning sensor-equipped devices could be
trained to deter information leakage by turning off sensor transmission
when not needed or otherwise safeguarding it.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Memory scraping

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim (Unmodified)
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Intentional insider threat, malicious purposes can be mitigating only by
detection and restriction measures. Individuals could report such incidents
to be handled according to security policy.

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Individuals
could report lack of physical security to be properly addressed.

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Education regarding update implementation (when the update is
available) could minimize the foreground

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Complex attack could not be handled by awareness and training of general
employees. Only IT employees will be aware and trained to apply
measures for impeding transfer of malicious commands.

Information
sensors
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

non-approved Easy → Average

Use
of
hardware

Severe
(Unmodified)

People should be educated regarding the possible consequences of using
non-approved hardware.

Compromised Supply Chain Average to difficult, Severe
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim (Unmodified)
Hand Devices)
(Unmodified); can be
impeded in some
cases

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. In
particular for cases of second-hand devices, purchased devices could be
scrutinized for malware, flashed with “clean” firmware etc.

Drive-by attacks

Average
Moderate
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
changed to difficult

Security-aware individuals could avoid visiting insecure web sites where
cybercriminals may have planted malicious code. They can also refrain
from granting permission for code execution when asked so by email
handling application.

Email Malware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Employees can refrain from granting permission for code execution or
when asked so by email handling application or opening suspicious files.

Enablers

Average → Difficult Severe
(in some cases)
(Unmodified)

Employees can refrain from granting permission for code execution or
when asked so by email handling application or opening suspicious files or
downloading and executing applications from insecure sites.

Exploit Kits

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be average in (Unmodified)
some cases

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Some
exploit kits are downloaded in the form of trojans or spread as malware;
in these cases, trained individuals could avoid being victimized.

Malicious software

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can range from (Unmodified)
average to difficult in
some cases.

When malicious software is downloaded in the form of trojans or spread
as malware, trained individuals could avoid being victimized.

D. Malware
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Malware

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can range from (Unmodified)
average to difficult in
some cases.

Depends on the attack surface and spreading. That been said, in cases,
education and awareness could assist avoid being victimized

Mobile Malware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

If the person was aware/educated regarding malware-based attacks (e.g.
how to identify malicious emails), they could have minimized the threat.

Ransomware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

If the person was aware/educated regarding ransomware attacks (e.g.
how to identify malicious emails), they could have minimized the threat.

Tampering

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Attacks on the infrastructure Difficult
grid
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Attacks to smart grid Average
components
to
acquire (Unmodified)
private sensitive information

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Compromise of interactions Average
of AMI components with the (Unmodified)
infrastructure

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Hijacking
connections Average
between meters and Demand (Unmodified)
Response systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

E. Threats for Smart grids
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway,
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Moderate
(Unmodified)

People should keep note of the status of their meter and the energy they
are consuming otherwise it is very difficult to be observed. Data analysts
could be trained to identify fabricated data.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average
meter
data,
gateway (Unmodified)
configuration data, meter
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Data
analysts could be trained to identify fabricated data.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified)
injected by an attacker in the
smart grid traffic

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Data
analysts could be trained to identify fabricated data.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified)
redistribution
attack
(injection of realistic false
data)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified)
of other customers

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Smart
grids:
time Easy (Unmodified)
modification of the Gateway

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

F. Technical/application development-related threats
Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Ordinary individuals cannot mitigate this task. Device owners should be
aware to disable unneeded services that expose APIs.

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified)
Session Management

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

API exploitation

Browser extension attacks

Easy (Unmodified); in Severe
some cases it can be (Unmodified)
changed to average

Buffer overflow

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Programmatical Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Device
owners should be aware to disable unneeded services that expose APIs.

Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. The
infrastructure should be redesigned with sufficient security.

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Exposed
Interfaces
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average
Severe
(Unmodified);
in (Unmodified)
some cases it can be
changed to difficult.

Regarding device owners, education regarding update implementation
(when the update is available) could minimize the risks.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Easy → Average
Interface

Severe
(Unmodified)

Device owners could be made aware to disable insecure and/or unneeded
interfaces.

Insufficient
Average
Authentication/Authorization (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by training of employees

Severe
(Unmodified)

By the very nature of this threat, this applies to IT personnel; awareness
of IT personnel should minimize this risk.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Insufficient
monitoring

logging

Insufficient
Configurability

and Easy → Difficult

Security Easy (Unmodified)

Local file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Missing Function Level Access Easy (Unmodified)
Control

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. Employees
that are presented with access to functionalities that should not be
available to them could report this as a security incident.

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy (Unmodified)
Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Missing
Strict-Transport- Easy (Unmodified)
Security Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy (Unmodified)
Options Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Missing
Header

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

X-Frame-Options Easy (Unmodified)

Modification-of-service

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Education could assist individuals to identify it faster and report it as a
security incident.

Remote file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Security Misconfiguration

Easy → Difficult (in Severe
some cases)
(Unmodified)

By the very nature of this threat, this applies to IT personnel (when it does
not involve some out-of-the-box setup); awareness of IT personnel should
minimize this risk.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy → Average
Forwards

Moderate
(Unmodified)

People could be trained in order to check if the address of the website is
the actual, legit address. IT personnel should not craft code using
unvalidated redirects and forwards.

inappropriate Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

People should be educated regarding the possible consequences of using
inappropriate software and thus refrain from using it.

Vulnerable Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals. In case of
company level the IT security personnel should be aware.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Regarding disclosed and patched vulnerabilities if people are educated
and in order to update their software often then this could be minimized.

Use
of
software
Using Known
Components

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy → Average
Server Plugins Exploitation
Website Defacement

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average → Difficult

CEO Fraud

Difficult
Minor
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy → Average
Plugin(Social Media)

No technical impact Educated people are less probable to be victimized by such attacks.
associated
Educated people are less probable to be victimized by such attacks.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Educated people are less probable to be victimized by such attacks.

Malvertising

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Raising awareness and educating people might assist in identifying this
threat

Phishing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Employees must be informed about this kind of attack in order to deter it.

Spam

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Although individuals cannot tackle the reception of spam, they can be
trained to delete content and not respond to it. Device administrators
could install anti-spam measures.

Spear Phishing

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Employees must be informed about this kind of attack in order to deter it.

Watering hole attacks

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Educated personnel can avoid downloading infected software, checking
fingerprints etc.

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Because the attack vector of advanced persistent threat happened by
multiple methods, in general it could not be tackled only by awareness but
with good training staff.

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
Advanced persistent threat
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Cyber Espionage

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Aware employees and train them to detect signs of abnormal behavior.

Erroneous
use
or Average → Difficult
administration of devices and
systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

Educated and trustworthy personnel are less likely to use or administer
erroneously devices and systems.

Extraction of data by analysis Average
of
various
types
of (Unmodified)
electromagnetic radiation

Minor
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Failure to Adhere to the Average
Principle of “Least Privilege”
(Unmodified)

Could
not
handled
awareness
individuals

be Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals
by
of

Identity Spoofing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness of individuals if it is a complex attack,
but if is a simple may could be identified. If individuals gain knowledge of
identity spoofing incidents, they should report it as security incidents.

Information Stealers

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Since information stealers are typically implemented via malware,
educated individuals cannot be victimized as easily because they are
knowledgeable on ways to avoid malware infections.

Insider Threat

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Aware employees and train them to detect signs of abnormal behavior.

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Privacy Concerns

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Awareness and education regarding privacy matter should minimize
unintentional leakage of private information
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Privilege escalations

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals . IT security
personal with high level training could minimize privilege escalation.

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Awareness regarding the data that is stored in browser could minimize it.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals.

Surveillance

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

People should be educated regarding on what information should
circulate on the web and avoid doing so for personal information and for
their organization.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Targeted attacks

Easy → Average

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Awareness and education will assist people to avoid various means used
in this type of attack

Using information from an Easy → Average
unreliable source

Severe
(Unmodified)

Awareness on this matter could educate people regarding the danger of
using information from unreliable source

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Could not be handled by awareness and training of individuals
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3.2.8
Existence of security policy and procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment
and software
Security policies are usually called high-level plans that are designed with purpose to describe the goals of
the procedures. Policies are not guidelines or standards, nor are they procedures or controls [132]. Policies
describe the security in very generic terms, therefore the purpose is to provide the blueprints for an overall
security paradigm just as a specification defines your next product. These days many security products are
developed and are available for business. The problem relies on selecting and purchasing the right and
effective solution that meets organization’s requirements depends upon the security policy of company. In
organizations, a security policy [133] is a document that usually describe and states how a company will
safeguard their critical infrastructures and assets from adversaries. So, in order to install new equipment or
software which can fulfil company security required a properly planned security policy.
Security policies and procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software aim to set
guidelines for testing and evaluation related to the selection, purchase and installation of new equipment
and software. In this respect, they address the following viewpoints:
Product considerations
•
•
•
•

Purchase of product not fulfilling the security needs of company
Relevant patches are not tested prior to purchase
Not properly reviewing product specification
Not considering potential vulnerabilities prior to purchase.

Vendor considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selection of a particular product, which limits the future choices of other IT security modifications
and improvements (vendor locking or incompatibilities)
Not considering the vendor capability and experience in producing high quality IT security products
Not properly understanding the vendor’s “track-record” in responding to security flaws in its
products
Selecting the vendor which handle the software and hardware maintenance, end user support, and
maintenance agreements poorly
Vendor which doesn’t have an associated security or configuration guide for the product?
Vendor that doesn’t use or make reference to NIST, consortia, or other consensus-based checklists,
security configurations/settings or benchmarks [134].

Testing and installation considerations
•
•
•

Appropriately inspecting and regulating security-related configurations
Controlled and monitored operation in a segregated test environment prior to field installation
Field installation under safeguarded procedure to avoid tampering, configuration alterations,
planting of malware or replacement with counterfeit vulnerable equipment or infected software
versions.

In Table 17, we assess how the existence of security policy and procedures to acquire and install new/update
equipment affects the exploitability and the technical impact of each of the vulnerabilities examined in
section 2. In summary, considering the eight threat categories documented in Section 2, the analysis detailed
in Table 17, regarding the effectiveness of firewalls in limiting threat exploitability or technical impact is rated
as follows:
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Table 16. Overview of the effectiveness of establishing a security policy and procedures to acquire and install
new/update equipment and software for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Medium to high

Low

Cryptography-related threats

Low

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Medium to high

Low

Malware

Medium

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Medium

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- Medium to high

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Low
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low

Copyright
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Table 17. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to existence of security policy and procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and
software

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Installation of infected software (including firmware/operating systems of
hardware) can lead to application layer DoS, hence any measure reducing
the probability of such an installation, correspondingly reduces the related
risk to some extent.

back off attack

Easy → Average

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Back off attacks are mainly caused by hardware trojans or infected
operating systems/drivers, hence measures to validate security aspects of
these items reduces the related risk.

Botnets

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Installation of infected software (including firmware/operating systems of
hardware) can facilitate botnet infection, including both active spreading
or backdoors for remote control; hence any measure reducing the
probability of such an installation, correspondingly reduces the related risk
to some extent.

Data Forging

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the SDN software/infrastructure is malware-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that an attack is
successful.

DDoS

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Installation of infected software (including firmware/operating systems of
hardware) can facilitate DDoS infection, including both active spreading or
backdoors for remote control; hence any measure reducing the probability
of such an installation, correspondingly reduces the related risk to some
extent.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)

Minor
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified); Severe
messages
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the network software/infrastructure is malware-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that false
acknowledgement messages are generated.

Flooding Attack

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the network software/infrastructure is malware-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that flooding
attacks are launched.

Insecure Network Services

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that service software is malware & backdoor-clean and adheres
to security standards can reduce the probability that insecure network
services are active, reducing thus the attack surface.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that IoT infrastructure is malware-clean, backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards reduces the probability that IoT-based
denial of service are launched.

Control Easy (Unmodified); in Severe
some cases it can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that firmware and software is malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that relevant
attacks are successful.

IoT-based denial of service Easy → Average
(DOS)
Lack of Access
Mechanisms
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average
Severe
(Unmodified);
in (Unmodified)
some cases it can be
impeded

In the general case, it cannot be mitigated through the existence of
security policy and procedures to acquire and install new/update
equipment and software. The only aspect that could assist in reducing the
risk level is the verification that the acquired infrastructure adheres to the
organization’s security policy; therefore, if the security policy dictates that
transport encryption is essential and suitable alternatives are available,
the verification that software and firmware provides transport-level
encryption, the risk level could be reduced.

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
could be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Verifying that software and firmware is malware & backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that MAC
congestion attack is launched.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
could be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Verifying that software and firmware is malware & backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that MAC layer
jamming is launched.

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
could be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Verifying that software and firmware is malware & backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that MAC
spoofing is launched.

Malicious mobile nodes

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Controlling the hardware acquisition process can reduce the probability of
existence of malicious mobile nodes, at least regarding the cases that the
population of mobile nodes is controlled.

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified); Severe
implementations of security can be impeded
(Unmodified)
mechanisms

Verifying that software and firmware is malware & backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that missing or
weak implementations of security mechanisms exist.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Network and transport layers Easy (Unmodified); Severe
DoS
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Easy → Average

Installation of infected software (including firmware/operating systems of
hardware) can facilitate network and transport layer DoS, including both
active spreading or backdoors for remote control; hence any measure
reducing the probability of such an installation, correspondingly reduces
the related risk to some extent.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Network intrusions are facilitated by insecure or inappropriately tested
software or firmware; controlling these aspects can reduce the related risk
level.

Virtualization Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the network virtualization software/infrastructure is
malware-clean and adheres to security standards can reduce the
probability that a network virtualization bypassing attack is successful.

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified); Moderate
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that software and firmware is malware & backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that physical
layer DoS attacks are launched.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that software and firmware is malware & backdoor-clean and
adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that powerline
jamming attacks are launched.

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Installation of infected software (including firmware/operating systems of
hardware) can facilitate "Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks, including both active
spreading or backdoors for remote control; hence any measure reducing
the probability of such an installation, correspondingly reduces the related
risk to some extent.

Network Intrusions

Network
Bypassing

SDN Remote
Exploitation
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware is malware-clean, backdoorclean and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that
one of the legitimately installed devices is the selective forward attack
agent. This measure does not affect the probability that another, planted
device plays the role of the selective forward attack agent.

sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that one of
the legitimately installed devices is the sinkhole attack agent. This
measure does not affect the probability that another, planted device plays
the role of the sinkhole attack agent.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that one of
the legitimately installed devices is the spectrum sensing attack agent.

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Severe
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that one of
the legitimately installed devices is the attack agent for this attack.

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware is malware-clean, backdoorclean and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that
one of the legitimately installed devices is the selective traffic diversion
agent. This measure does not affect the probability that another, planted
device plays the role of the selective forward attack agent.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Copyright
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name

Information gathering attacks Average
of mobile communication (in (Unmodified)
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Insufficient Transport Layer Average
Severe
Protection
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
difficult in some
cases only.

In the general case, it cannot be mitigated through the existence of
security policy and procedures to acquire and install new/update
equipment and software. The only aspect that could assist in reducing the
risk level is the verification that the acquired infrastructure adheres to the
organization’s security policy; therefore, if the security policy dictates that
transport encryption is essential and suitable alternatives are available,
the verification that software and firmware provides transport-level
protection, the risk level could be reduced.

SSL and TLS protocols Easy (Unmodified)
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

SSL Weak
Supported

Suites Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Cipher

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that a false
sensor data injection attack succeeds.

Hardware modification

Easy → Average

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards can reduce the probability that a
hardware modification attack succeeds.

Hardware Trojan

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that a hardware
Trojan is installed in the production environment.

via Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that information
leaks through sensors.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that a firmware
manipulation attack is successful.

Memory scraping

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe
depends on victim → (Unmodified)
Difficult

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that a firmware
modification attack is successful.

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Information
sensors
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that a remote
firmware attack is successful.

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that an attack
for transferring malware or malicious commands via sensors is successful.

non-approved Easy → Difficult

Use
of
hardware

Severe
(Unmodified)

Setting up procedures and checks for acquiring and installing & upgrading
hardware considerably reduces the probability that non-approved
hardware is used.

Compromised Supply Chain Average to difficult, Severe
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim → (Unmodified)
Hand Devices)
Difficult

Setting up procedures and checks for acquiring and installing & upgrading
hardware considerably reduces the probability that compromises in the
supply chain exist or make their way to the production environment.

D. Malware

Drive-by attacks

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Email Malware

Average
Severe
(unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that email
malware spreading software is installed in the organization’s premises;
additionally, the reduction of the probability that vulnerable software is
under operation, also reduces the probability that such services can be
exploited to spread malware.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Enablers

Average → Difficult Severe
(in some cases)
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that enablers
(e.g. backdoors) are installed in the organization’s premises; additionally,
the reduction of the probability that vulnerable software is under
operation, also reduces the probability that such services can be exploited
in the context of enabler contamination.

Exploit Kits

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be average in (Unmodified)
some cases

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that exploit kits
or relevant enablers (e.g. backdoors) are installed in the organization’s
premises; additionally, the reduction of the probability that vulnerable
software is under operation, also reduces the probability that such
services can be exploited in the context of exploit kit contamination.

Malicious software

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can range from (Unmodified)
average to difficult in
some cases.

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that malicious
software is installed in the organization’s premises; additionally, the
reduction of the probability that vulnerable software is under operation,
also reduces the probability that such services can be exploited in the
context of malicious software contamination.

Malware

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can range from (Unmodified)
average to difficult in
some cases.

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that malware is
installed in the organization’s premises; additionally, the reduction of the
probability that vulnerable software is under operation, also reduces the
probability that such services can be exploited in the context of malware
contamination.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Mobile Malware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that mobile
malware is installed in the organization’s premises; additionally, the
reduction of the probability that vulnerable software is under operation,
also reduces the probability that such services can be exploited in the
context of malware contamination.

Ransomware

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

Ransomware threats can only be reduced by validating that relevant
malware (e.g. encryption agents) is not installed in the organization’s
premises.

Tampering

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

The reduction of the probability that vulnerable software is under
operation, also reduces the probability that such services can be exploited
in the context of tampering.

Attacks on the infrastructure Difficult
Severe
grid
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that an attack on the infrastructure grid is successful.

Attacks to smart grid Average
Severe
components
to
acquire (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
private sensitive information impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that an attack on the infrastructure grid is successful; the
exploitability is also reduced by guaranteeing appropriate transport level
encryption (subject to existence of appropriate provisions in the
organization’s policy).

E. Threats for Smart grids
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Compromise of interactions Average
Severe
of AMI components with the (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
infrastructure
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that interactions of AMI components with the infrastructure is
compromised.

Hijacking
connections Average
Severe
between meters and Demand (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
Response systems
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that connections can be hijacked.

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
Moderate
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway, impeded
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that meter data can be altered; this includes the aspect of
appropriate encryption/authentication/integrity checks of data.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average
Severe
meter
data,
gateway (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
configuration data, meter impeded
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that meter data can be altered; this includes the aspect of
appropriate encryption/authentication/integrity checks of data. Through
limiting the probability that insecure services are in operation, the
probability of compromises is reduced.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
Severe
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that data concentrators can be compromised; this includes the
aspect that the probability of insecure service operation within the
concentrators.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified); Severe
injected by an attacker in the can be impeded
(Unmodified)
smart grid traffic

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that false data are injected (e.g. malicious nodes injecting false
data are installed); this includes the aspect of appropriate
encryption/authentication/integrity checks of data that should be
implemented by acquired/installed infrastructure, due to relevant
provisions in the organization’s policy.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified); Severe
realistic false data
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that realistic false data are injected (e.g. malicious nodes
injecting realistic false data are installed); this includes the aspect of
appropriate encryption/authentication/integrity checks of data that
should be implemented by acquired/installed infrastructure, due to
relevant provisions in the organization’s policy.

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified); Severe
redistribution
attack can be impeded
(Unmodified)
(injection of realistic false
data)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that realistic false data are injected (e.g. malicious nodes
injecting realistic false data are installed), leading thus to load
redistribution attacks; this includes the aspect of appropriate
encryption/authentication/integrity checks of data that should be
implemented by acquired/installed infrastructure, due to relevant
provisions in the organization’s policy.

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified); Severe
of other customers
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that other
customers’ data can be monitored.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Smart
grids:
time Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
modification of the Gateway can be impeded
(Unmodified); can and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that such
be reduced to attacks can be successful; this includes both resilience to modification of
moderate
time attacks or operation of services (e.g. NTP synchronization) which
alleviate the consequences.
F. Technical/application development-related threats
Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that APIs are exploited.

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified); Severe
Session Management
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that APIs are exploited; this includes the aspect of verifying
that authentication and session management are properly implemented.

Browser extension attacks

Easy (Unmodified); in Severe
some cases it can be (Unmodified)
changed to average

Within the verification procedure, vulnerable extensions can be
removed/disabled.

Buffer overflow

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.
This is also related to disabling insecure/vulnerable APIs or limiting access
to them.

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average
Moderate
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code inspection. Limitation of API exposure can also
assist towards exploitability reduction.

API exploitation
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code inspection. Limitation of API exposure can also
assist towards exploitability reduction.

Programmatical Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

It is expected that a verification procedure will at least examination of
exposed APIs and reachability to them.

Injection

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code inspection. Limitation of API exposure can also
assist towards exploitability reduction.

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

This includes a number of aspects that are addressable through
verification of software and hardware.

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code inspection. Limitation of API exposure can also
assist towards exploitability reduction.

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verification procedures can greatly assist in avoiding the installation and
operation of insecure software and firmware.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Average
Severe
Interface
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

This includes a number of aspects that are addressable through
verification of software and hardware.

Insufficient
Average
Severe
Authentication/Authorization (Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that APIs are exploited; this includes the aspect of verifying
that authentication and authorization are sufficient and appropriately
implemented.

Exposed
Interfaces
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Threat name
Insufficient
monitoring

and Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

The verification phase can identify cases that logging is inappropriately
configured.

Security Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean,
insecure services-free and adheres to security standards reduces the
probability that infrastructure exposing relevant weaknesses is acquired
and put into operation.

logging

Insufficient
Configurability

Local file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code/configuration inspection. Limitation of API
exposure can also assist towards exploitability reduction.

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy → Average to Severe
difficult
(Unmodified)

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code/configuration inspection.

Missing Function Level Access Easy → Average
Control

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploitability can be reduced if the verification procedure identifies the
issues and therefore prevents the acquisition or the deployment of the
vulnerable infrastructure to the production environment.

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy (Unmodified), Severe
Encrypted Session (SSL) can be impeded in (Unmodified)
Cookie
some cases.

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
appropriate tests.

Missing
Strict-Transport- Easy (Unmodified), Severe
Security Header
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases.

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
appropriate tests.

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy (Unmodified), Severe
Options Header
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases.

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
appropriate tests.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
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rating modification

Threat name
Missing
Header

X-Frame-Options Easy (Unmodified), Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases.

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
appropriate tests.

Modification-of-service

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Ensuring that services are well-designed and well-secured limits the
probability that a modification-of-service attack can succeed.

Remote file inclusion

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
penetration testing or code/configuration inspection. Limitation of API
exposure can also assist towards exploitability reduction.

Security Misconfiguration

Easy → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Security misconfigurations can be identified and addressed in the
verification procedure.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy (Unmodified); Moderate
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
Forwards
some cases

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
appropriate tests.

inappropriate Easy → Difficult

Use
of
software
Using Known
Components

Severe
(Unmodified)

Setting up procedures and checks for acquiring and installing & upgrading
software considerably reduces the probability that non-approved
software is used.

Vulnerable Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
difficult in some
cases.

Setting up procedures and checks for acquiring and installing & upgrading
software considerably reduces the probability that software with known
vulnerable components are used. Vulnerabilities that are discovered after
the installation may not be always covered by these procedures

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy → Average
Server Plugins Exploitation
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Website Defacement

Average
Moderate
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Some underlying vulnerabilities that pave the way to website defacement
attacks can be mitigated by verification checks.

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average
Severe
(Unmodified), can be (Unmodified)
impeded in some
cases.

Exploitability can be reduced only if the verification procedures include
appropriate tests.

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average
(Unmodified)

No technical impact Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
associated
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

CEO Fraud

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Minor
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy (Unmodified)
Plugin(Social Media)
Malvertising

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Phishing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Spam

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Spear Phishing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Watering hole attacks

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

H. Generic / Miscellaneous
Advanced persistent threat

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded in (Unmodified)
some cases

Some underlying vulnerabilities that pave the way to cyber espionage
attacks can be mitigated by verification checks.

Erroneous
use
or Average
administration of devices and (Unmodified)
systems

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Extraction of data by analysis Average
of
various
types
of (Unmodified)
electromagnetic radiation

Minor
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Failure to Adhere to the Average
Severe
Principle of “Least Privilege”
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Checks may identify cases that the “least privilege” principle is not
adhered to.

Identity Spoofing

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Devices or software/firmware infected with identity spoofing software
could be identified at the verification phase.

Information Stealers

Easy → Average

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that information
stealers are present; limitation of vulnerabilities also contributes to the
reduction of the exploitability of this threat.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Generally, it cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy
and procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and
software. The existence of verification procedures can mitigate the risks
associated with insiders that try to install infected infrastructure.

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Privacy Concerns

Average → Difficult

Severe
(Unmodified)

Some underlying vulnerabilities that pave the way to privacy threat attacks
can be mitigated by verification checks.

Privilege escalations

Difficult
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
further impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware malware-clean, backdoor-clean
and adheres to security standards reduces the probability that privilege
escalation attacks are successful; limitation of vulnerabilities also
contributes to the reduction of the exploitability of this threat.

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Verifying that the software and firmware are backdoor-clean and adheres
to security standards reduces the probability that illegitimate remote
access tools can be used. Additionally, the installation verification
procedure is expected to accordingly regulate device/software
reachability.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy (Unmodified); Severe
can be impeded
(Unmodified)

Some underlying vulnerabilities that pave the way to sensitive data
exposure can be mitigated by verification checks.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Generally, it cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy
and procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and
software. Relevant checks may be too specialized.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact Comments
modification
rating modification

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Targeted attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.

Using information from an Easy → Average
unreliable source

Severe
(Unmodified)

This
can
tackle
the
issue
of
using
software
or
updates/configuration/installation instructions from unreliable sources.

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe
(Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated through the existence of security policy and
procedures to acquire and install new/update equipment and software.
Only vulnerability to already known exploits can be checked.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average
Severe
(Unmodified); can be (Unmodified)
impeded

Some underlying vulnerabilities that pave the way to virtualized host
abuse can be mitigated by verification checks.

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy → Average

Validation of configurations, limitation of API exposure, verification of
malware-free and backdoor-free infrastructures can reduce the
exploitability level.
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3.2.9

Existence of backup policies

A backup policy provides specific guidelines related to questions like “who, what, where, when and how” on
the critical data of organization. Moreover, backup also highlights the contingency plan of that organization.
•
•
•
•
•

The question “who” describe the person who is authorized to access, schedule and conduct the
backups
The question “what” refers to what data need to be backed-up.
The question “where” defines the location of the backup copies which may on the premises or on
remote location for e.g. cloud etc.
the question “when” defines the frequency of backup of data whether the data is backup daily,
weekly, monthly etc.,
The question “how” describes the hardware resources or software required or recommended for
performing backup and the type of backup for e.g. incremental, differential etc.

Data can be damaged, disrupted and destroyed by malware, malfunction of an Operating System, Hardware
Failure or users’ intentional or accidental access. Therefore, adequate backup policy and a plan is a must for
all organizations to quickly recover in case of a disaster. The ongoing availability of data is critical to the well
operation of an organisation and to minimize any potential loss or corruption of this data, units responsible
for providing and operating administrative applications need to ensure that data is adequately backed up by
establishing and following an appropriate Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP).
Backups guard against attacks such as damage and destruction of data by nature disaster (e.g. flood, storm,
fire), interference of magnetic data by magnetic fields, deliberate damaging of data by hackers using advance
malware, technical failure of storage medium, and so forth.
In Table 19, we assess how the existence of backup policies affects the exploitability and the technical impact
of each of the vulnerabilities examined in Section 2. In general, exploitability is not affected in any case,
however some of the effects may be mitigated, through infection identification and restoration of uninfected
software or untampered data.
Table 18. Overview of the effectiveness of establishing backup policies for the different threat categories

Threat category

Effectiveness
exploitability

Network-level threats

Low

Low to medium

Cryptography-related threats

Low

Low

Hardware/sensor-level threats

Low

Low

Malware

Low

Low

Threats for Smart grids

Low

Low

Technical/application
related threats

development- Low

in

limiting Effectiveness in
technical impact

Low to medium

Threats necessitating actions by the victim Low
user

Low

Generic / Miscellaneous

Low to medium
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Table 19. Modification of attack exploitability and technical impact rating due to existence of backup policies

Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

A. Network-level threats
Application layer DoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

back off attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Botnets

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Data Forging

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

DDoS

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Deducing information from Easy (Unmodified)
patterns in communication
(messages and external
traffic)

Minor (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

False
acknowledgement Easy (Unmodified)
messages

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Flooding Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Insecure Network Services

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can The effects of contaminating the software/firmware of devices with
be reduced to moderate in malware or altering/deleting data can be mitigated to some extent
some cases
through restoration of “clean” backups.

IoT-based denial of service Easy (Unmodified)
(DOS)

Copyright
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Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Threat name
Lack of Access
Mechanisms

Control Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can The effects of attacks that succeed due to lack of access control
be reduced to moderate in mechanisms can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of
some cases
“clean” backups.

Lack of Transport Encryption

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

MAC Congestion Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

MAC Layer Jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

MAC Spoofing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Malicious mobile nodes

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Missing
or
weak Easy (Unmodified)
implementations of security
mechanisms

Severe (Unmodified); can The effects of attacks that succeed due to missing or weak
be reduced to moderate in implementations of security mechanisms can be mitigated to some extent
some cases
through restoration of “clean” backups.

Network and transport layers Easy (Unmodified)
DoS

Severe (Unmodified)

Network Intrusions

Network
Bypassing

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Easy (Unmodified) Severe (Unmodified); can The effects of attacks that succeed due to network intrusions can be
be reduced to moderate in mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
Average
some cases

Virtualization Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

physical layer DoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Powerline jamming

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

"Pulse Wave" DDoS attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

SDN Remote
Exploitation

Application Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

selective forward attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

sinkhole attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Spectrum sensing

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Spectrum
Sensing
Data Difficult
Falsification
(SSDF)
or (Unmodified)
Byzantine attack

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Traffic Diversion

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Traffic Sniffing

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Insufficient Transport Layer Average
Severe (Unmodified)
Protection
(Unmodified); can be
difficult in some
cases only.

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

B. Cryptography-related threats
Downgrade Attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Information gathering attacks Average
of mobile communication (in (Unmodified)
particular 802.16e) / AES
cipher

Copyright
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Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Threat name

SSL and TLS protocols Easy (Unmodified)
renegotiation vulnerability

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

SSL Certificate Signed using Easy (Unmodified)
Weak Hashing Algorithm

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

SSL Weak
Supported

Suites Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

SSL/TLS POODLE Vulnerability Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Cipher

C. Hardware/sensor-level threats
Duplication of a device

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can If the duplication has resulted in tampering with the data, a clean backup
be reduced in some cases
could be restored. However, if additional data (other than the falsified
ones) have been added to the dataset, restores is not adequate.

False Sensor Data Injection

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can If the duplication has resulted in tampering with the data, a clean backup
be reduced in some cases
could be restored. However, if additional data (other than the falsified
ones) have been added to the dataset, restores is not adequate.

Hardware modification

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Hardware Trojan

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

via Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Manipulation of firmware

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Memory scraping

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Information
sensors

Copyright

Leakage
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Modification of firmware

Average to difficult, Severe (Unmodified); can The effects of attacks that succeed due to modification of firmware can be
depends on victim be reduced to moderate in mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
(Unmodified)
some cases
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate.

Physical Damage/Theft/Loss

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe → Moderate to Backups can prevent data loss, which is the most critical asset of most
minor
organizations.

Poor Physical Security

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Poor physical security can result to Physical Damage/Theft/Loss, the
be reduced from moderate effects of which can be partially mitigated through existence of backups.
to minor in some cases
However, data losses or damages related to equipment cost cannot be
mitigated.

Remote firmware attacks

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful remote firmware attacks can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Transferring
malware/malicious
commands via sensors

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified)

Non-approved hardware may fail resulting to service disruption or data
loss; data loss can be mitigated by restoring backup. Other relevant threats
(e.g. existence of backdoors or malware in the firmware) cannot be
mitigated.

Use
of
hardware

non-approved Easy (Unmodified)

D. Malware
Compromised Supply Chain Average to difficult, Severe (Unmodified)
(incl. Compromised Second depends on victim
Hand Devices)
(Unmodified)
Copyright
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Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Drive-by attacks

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate (Unmodified); Some effects of successful drive-by attacks can be mitigated to some
can be reduced
extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data
(other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

Email Malware

Average
(unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful email malware attacks can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Enablers

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful enabler-based attacks can be mitigated to some
be reduced
extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data
(other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

Exploit Kits

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful exploit kit-based attacks can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Malicious software

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful malicious software-based attacks can be
be reduced
mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Malware

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful malware-based attacks can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Mobile Malware

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful mobile malware-based attacks can be mitigated
be reduced
to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Ransomware

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe → Moderate to Ransomware attacks are based on the cost of data loss that the victim will
minor
suffer; existence of backups significantly reduces the risk, since data can
be restored.

Tampering

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful tampering-based attacks can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
be reduced
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

E. Threats for Smart grids
Attacks on the infrastructure Difficult
grid
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Attacks to smart grid Average
components
to
acquire (Unmodified)
private sensitive information

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Compromise of interactions Average
of AMI components with the (Unmodified)
infrastructure

Severe (Unmodified); can Compromised software in components can be replaced with “clean”
be reduced
versions from the backups.

Hijacking
connections Average
between meters and Demand (Unmodified)
Response systems

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Smart grids: Altering of meter Average
data
when
transmitted (Unmodified)
between meter and Gateway,
Gateway and consumer or
Gateway and external entities

Moderate (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Smart grids: Attacker alters Average
meter
data,
gateway (Unmodified)
configuration data, meter
configuration
data,
CLS
configuration data or a
firmware update in the WAN

Severe (Unmodified); can Tampered configuration data or firmware can be replaced with “clean”
be reduced
versions from backups.

Smart grids: Compromise of Average
an existing data concentrator (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Tampered concentrator software and configuration can be replaced with
“clean” versions from backups.

Smart grids: False data are Easy (Unmodified)
injected by an attacker in the
smart grid traffic

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Smart grids: injection of Easy (Unmodified)
realistic false data

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Smart
grids:
Load Easy (Unmodified)
redistribution
attack
(injection of realistic false
data)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Smart grids: Monitoring data Easy (Unmodified)
of other customers

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Smart
grids:
time Easy (Unmodified)
modification of the Gateway

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

F. Technical/application development-related threats
Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful API exploitation-based attacks (corruption of
be reduced
software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent
through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other
than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

Broken Authentication and Easy (Unmodified)
Session Management

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful broken authentication and session
be reduced
management-based attacks (corruption of software, configuration or data
stores) can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean”
backups. However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have
been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate.
Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.

API exploitation

Copyright
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Browser extension attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful browser extension-based attacks (corruption of
be reduced
software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent
through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other
than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

Buffer overflow

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful buffer overflow attacks (corruption of software,
configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent through
be reduced
restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other than the
falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not
adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Cross Site Request Forgery

Average
(Unmodified)

Moderate (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Exposed
Interfaces

Injection

Copyright

Programmatical Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on exposed programmatical
be reduced
interfaces (corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be
mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on injection (corruption of
software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent
be reduced
through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other
than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Insecure Cloud Infrastructure

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insecure cloud infrastructure
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Insecure deserialization

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insecure deserialization
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Insecure Software/Firmware

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insecure software/firmware
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Insecure Web/Cloud/Mobile Average
Interface
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insecure web/cloud/mobile
be reduced
infrastructure (corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can
be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.
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Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Threat name

Insufficient
Average
Authentication/Authorization (Unmodified)

Insufficient
monitoring

logging

Insufficient
Configurability

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insufficient
be reduced
authentication/authorization (corruption of software, configuration or
data stores) can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of
“clean” backups. However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones)
have been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate.
Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.

and Easy (Unmodified) Severe (Unmodified)
Difficult

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Security Easy (Unmodified) Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insufficient security
Difficult
be reduced
configurability (corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can
be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Local file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Misconfigured PHP scripts

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on misconfigured PHP scripts
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Missing Function Level Access Easy (Unmodified)
Control

Severe (Unmodified)

Some effects of successful attacks based on missing function level access
control (corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be
mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Missing Secure Attribute in an Easy (Unmodified)
Encrypted Session (SSL)
Cookie

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Missing
Strict-Transport- Easy (Unmodified), Severe (Unmodified)
Security Header
can be impeded in
some cases.

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Missing
X-Content-Type- Easy (Unmodified)
Options Header

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Missing
Header

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

X-Frame-Options Easy (Unmodified)

Modification-of-service

Copyright

Difficult
(Unmodified)
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Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on modification of service
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Remote file inclusion

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on remote file inclusion
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Security Misconfiguration

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on security misconfiguration
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Unvalidated Redirects and Easy (Unmodified)
Forwards

Moderate (Unmodified)

Use
of
software

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on the use of inappropriate
be reduced
software (corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be
mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.

inappropriate Easy (Unmodified)

Using Known
Components

Copyright

Vulnerable Average
(Unmodified)
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Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on the use of components with
be reduced
known vulnerabilities (corruption of software, configuration or data
stores) can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean”
backups. However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have
been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate.
Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Vulnerable
Browser/Web Easy (Unmodified) Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on the exploitation of browser or
Server Plugins Exploitation
Average
be reduced
web server plugins (corruption of software, configuration or data stores)
can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups.
However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been
added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally,
data leakage cannot be tackled with.
Moderate → Minor

Website Defacement

Average
(Unmodified)

XML External Entities (ΧΧΕ)

Average
Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on the exploitation XML External
(Unmodified), can be be reduced
Entities (ΧΧΕ) vulnerabilities (corruption of software, configuration or data
impeded in some
stores) can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean”
cases.
backups. However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have
been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate.
Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Website contents can be restored from clean backups.

G. Threats necessitating actions by the victim user
Advanced Fee Fraud

Average
(Unmodified)

No
technical
associated

CEO Fraud

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Minor (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Likejacking/Fake Apps/Fake Easy (Unmodified)
Plugin(Social Media)

impact Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Malvertising

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Phishing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Spam

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Spear Phishing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Watering hole attacks

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on watering holes (corruption of
be reduced
software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent
through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other
than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

Advanced persistent threat

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on advanced persistent threats
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Cyber Espionage

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

H. Generic / Miscellaneous

Erroneous
use
or Average
administration of devices and (Unmodified)
systems
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Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on erroneous use or
administration of devices and systems (corruption of software,
be reduced
configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent through
restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other than the
falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not
adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Extraction of data by analysis Average
of
various
types
of (Unmodified)
electromagnetic radiation

Minor (Unmodified)

Failure to Adhere to the Average
Principle of “Least Privilege”
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on erroneous implementations
be reduced
of the “least privilege” (corruption of software, configuration or data
stores) can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean”
backups. However, if additional data (other than the falsified ones) have
been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not adequate.
Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Identity Spoofing

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Information Stealers

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Insider Threat

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on insider threats (corruption of
be reduced
software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent
through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other
than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

Mobile Participatory Sensing

Easy (Unmodified)

Moderate (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Privacy Concerns

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Privilege escalations

Difficult
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on privilege escalation
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Remote Access Tools (RATs)

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on Remote Access Tools (RATs)
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
be reduced
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Sensitive Data Exposure

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Side Channel Attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Surveillance

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Sybil attack

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified)

Cannot be mitigated by existence of backup policies.

Targeted attacks

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful targeted attacks (corruption of software,
be reduced
configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to some extent through
restoration of “clean” backups. However, if additional data (other than the
falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple restoring is not
adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled with.
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Threat name

Attack exploitability Technical impact rating Comments
modification
modification

Using information from an Easy (Unmodified)
unreliable source

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on the use of information from
be reduced
unreliable source (corruption of software, configuration or data stores)
can be mitigated to some extent through restoration of “clean” backups;
in particular this applies to cases where information used pertains to
patches or configuration instructions. However, if additional data (other
than the falsified ones) have been added to infected dataset, simple
restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage cannot be tackled
with.

VENOM vulnerability

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on the VENOM vulnerability
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Virtualised Host Abuse

Average
(Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on virtualized host abuse
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.

Zero-day vulnerabilities

Easy (Unmodified)

Severe (Unmodified); can Some effects of successful attacks based on zero-day vulnerabilities
be reduced
(corruption of software, configuration or data stores) can be mitigated to
some extent through restoration of “clean” backups. However, if
additional data (other than the falsified ones) have been added to infected
dataset, simple restoring is not adequate. Additionally, data leakage
cannot be tackled with.
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3.3

Assessing overall threat level for a vulnerability in a specific system

For each specific system numerous threats exist, depending on the vulnerabilities applicable to the
components of the system at hand, and each vulnerability is associated with an exploitability level and a
technical impact level. Both the exploitability and the technical impact level is modified, subject to security
controls and procedures that are in place for the specific system (or in the specific subsystem within the
vulnerable component is located), as presented in Subsection 3.2. Furthermore, the business impact level of
the specific threat should be considered.
Taking the above into account, in order to assess the overall threat level for vulnerability in a specific system,
the following procedure can be followed:
•
•

Firstly, the initial exploitability level and technical impact, as documented in Section 2, are extracted;
Subsequently, the security controls in place in the specific system (or in the specific subsystem within
the vulnerable component is located), are considered. Each such security control may reduce the
exploitability level of the vulnerability and/or reduce or eliminate a number of technical
consequences, among those incurred by the exploitation of the specific threat. The information listed
in Subsection 3.2 can be used to determine the actual modifications. For security controls that are
not listed in Subsection 3.2, the effect of the security control on the exploitability level and technical
impact can be assessed in a similar fashion.
In some cases, multiple security controls may be in place that affect the exploitability level of the
same vulnerability. In such a case, let v be the vulnerability, e(v) be the initial exploitability level of v,
c1, c2, …, cn be the security controls affecting the exploitability and 𝑒𝑐𝑖 (𝑣) be the exploitability level
of v in the presence of security control ci (obviously 𝑒𝑐𝑖 (𝑣) ≤ 𝑒(𝑣)). The exploitability level of
vulnerability v in the presence of all security controls c1, c2, …, cn will be denoted as ec(v) and it holds
that 𝑒𝑐 (𝑣) ≤ min 𝑒𝑐𝑖 (𝑣).
𝑖

An analogous procedure can be followed for the technical impact of a vulnerability. Considering that
the technical impact may consist of multiple consequences, we will denote as ti(v) = {co1, co2, …, cok}
the set of potential consequences of a breach related to vulnerability v. Then, the presence of a
specific security control c may have the following effects on a particular consequence:
•
•
•

either the consequence is eliminated
or the consequence is reduced to a less severe one (e.g. partial data leak instead of leak of the whole
database)
or the consequence is not affected by the security control.
The technical impact of vulnerability v in the presence of security control c will be denoted as tic(v)
and it holds that

•

∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑡𝑐𝑐 (𝑣): (𝑥 ∈ 𝑡𝑐(𝑣))⋁(∃𝑥 ′ ∈ 𝑡𝑐(𝑣): 𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥) > 𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥 ′ ))

The modified exploitability level and technical impact assessment for the vulnerability should finally
be co-estimated with the business impact of the particular vulnerability to produce an assessment
for the threat level of the particular vulnerability.

As noted above, threat levels could be used as inputs to guide the selection, deployment and operation of
monitoring, defense or reaction mechanisms, as well as in the context of the CyberTrust cyberthreat
intelligence component, for regulating the content that is forwarded to system administrators and the
timeliness of the forwarding activities.
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4.

Recommendations to other project work packages

The documentation for the threat landscape compiled in this deliverable will be used as input to other work
packages of Cyber-Trust. More specifically:
•

WP3: Work package 3 of the Cyber-Trust project focuses on data protection and privacy. Regarding
vulnerability management through attack monitoring and reaction, it is clear that monitoring of
network and device activity may compromise to some extent user privacy. The current document
documents, for each vulnerability, the traces that can be monitored to identify attacks that are
underway or breaches that have occurred; to this end, WP3 will exploit this information, in
conjunction with the severity levels of the vulnerabilities’ technical and/or business impacts to
provide advice towards identifying cases for which the system owner’s legitimate interest for
organizational asset protection justifies the collection, processing, storage (in the context of forensic
data collection) or sharing (through CTI mechanisms) of these traces, taking into account the
provisions of GDPR [135].

•

WP4: Work package 4 of Cyber- Trust project will create the CYBER-TRUST framework, platform
design and architecture. In this context, WP4 will exploit the results from this deliverable in the
following respects:

•

o

Regarding cyber-threat intelligence gathering (part of the CYBER-TRUST proactive
technology tools design in the Cyber-Trust reference architecture), the threat observables
will be used to determine which mechanisms will be needed to effectively collect all the
required data.

o

Considering cyber-threat information sharing (part of the CYBER-TRUST proactive technology
tools design in the Cyber-Trust reference architecture), the threat levels of specific
vulnerabilities –possibly modified according to the presence of system-specific security
controls as described in Subsection 3.2- will be used to drive the selection of the prominent
recipients of the threat information, and regulate the timeliness of threat information
sharing. The observables are also an important aspect to be considered in this context, since
sharing of observables will enable cyber-threat information recipients to effectively monitor
their own systems for presence of threats.

o

With respect to the enriched VDB management system (part of the CYBER-TRUST proactive
technology tools design in the Cyber-Trust reference architecture), the threat
documentation structure used in this document must be considered, to ensure that all
important information is properly accommodated in the enriched VDB.

o

Regarding device and network attack detection and remediation (part of the CYBER-TRUST
attack detection and mitigation tools design), the documentation provided by this
deliverable about observables will be used in the process of designing the threat detection
modules, while the documentation provided by this deliverable about threat mitigation will
be used in the design of attack mitigation tools. More specifically, attack detection tools
should be able to collect and process information about observables, while attack mitigation
tools should be able to perform all (or sometimes parts of) the mitigation actions. We note
here that all mitigation actions listed in this deliverable are of defensive nature, as contrasted
e.g. to retaliation/counter attack actions, which could inflict legal or other consequences.

WP5: Work within work package 5 of Cyber-Trust focuses on key proactive technologies and cyberthreat intelligence. In this context, WP4 will exploit the results from this deliverable in the following
respects:
o

Copyright

Considering the population methods for the enhanced VDB, these methods should be
designed so as to be able to compute and complete, to the greatest extent possible, all threat
documentation fields used in this deliverable for documenting threats.
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o

Copyright

With respect to trust establishment and risk assessment, the methodology for modification
of threat levels due to the presence of security controls can be used to regulate trust levels
and risk assessment for specific vulnerabilities pertinent to specific devices.
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5.

Conclusions

This deliverable overviewed the threat landscape in cybersystems, placing a focus on systems encompassing
IoT technologies and CIIs, so as to provide appropriate input to other project WPs that model, process, or
share threat-related information.
Initially, a comprehensive survey was conducted, to identify and document the threats in contemporary
cybersystems. For each threat, all aspects pertinent to the Cyber-Trust project goals were recorded, including
relevant vulnerabilities and vulnerability properties related to detection and mitigation. Thereafter, the
different contexts relevant to Cyber-Trust within which the vulnerabilities occur were surveyed, identifying
major application domains, related security goals and reference deployment architectures. Additionally, the
effect of various security-related characteristics that system deployments may have on the exploitability and
technical impact of various vulnerabilities is assessed.
Finally, the methodology for assessing the overall exploitability and technical impact level of each
vulnerability, considering all possible security-related characteristics that are in place is given: this is
important for making installation-specific assessments regarding the impact level of particular threats, so as
to tune information pushing and alerting in CyberTrust cyber-intelligence mechanisms.
Finally, recommendations for other work packages on the use of the deliverable results are formulated.
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